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Abstract
The present work investigates the relationship between structural properties of pho-
toactive layers in polymer-based organic solar cells and their efficiency and stability. Its
focus lies on observing structural changes in situ during the application of metal elec-
trodes or during radiation-induced degradation using various spectroscopy, microscopy,
and X-ray scattering methods. Differences between the photoactive polymers PTB7
and PTB7-Th and their effect on the gold layer applied by sputter deposition are ex-
amined. The substitution of oxygen by thiophene rings leads to a significant change
in gold layer growth and to smaller grain sizes in later growth stages. Additionally,
the influence of the morphology of active layers based on PTB7-Th and PC71BM on
the gold growth is investigated. The addition of the solvent additive DIO leads to a
smoother layer with PTB7-Th enrichment and thus enhances the gold contact quality.
Changes in the photovoltaic performance of solar cells based on PTB7-Th are corre-
lated with radiation-induced chemical and morphological aging processes in the active
layer. These findings offer detailed insights into the functionality of organic solar cells.

Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht den Zusammenhang zwischen strukturellen Eigen-
schaften photoaktiver Schichten in polymerbasierten organischen Solarzellen und deren
Effizienz und Stabilität. Der Fokus liegt auf der Beobachtung struktureller Veränderun-
gen beim Aufbringen von Metallelektroden oder strahlungsinduzierter Alterung mit-
tels verschiedener Spektroskopie-, Mikroskopie- und Röntgenstreumethoden. Es wer-
den Unterschiede zwischen den photoaktiven Polymeren PTB7 und PTB7-Th und ihr
Einfluss auf die durch Sputterdeposition aufgebrachte Goldschicht untersucht. Die Sub-
stitution von Sauerstoff durch Thiophenringe führt zu einer signifikanten Veränderung
des Schichtwachstums und kleineren Korngrößen in späteren Wachstumsstadien. Au-
ßerdem wird der Einfluss der Morphologie aktiver Schichten auf Basis von PTB7-Th
und PC71BM auf das Goldwachstum untersucht. Die Zugabe des Lösungsmittelzusat-
zes DIO führt zu einer glatteren Schicht mit PTB7-Th-Anreicherung und somit zu
einer besseren Kontaktqualität. Veränderungen der photovoltaischen Leistung von So-
larzellen basierend auf PTB7-Th werden mit strahlungsinduzierten chemischen und
morphologischen Alterungsprozessen in der aktiven Schichte korreliert. Diese Ergeb-
nisse bieten detaillierte Einblicke in die Funktionsweise organischer Solarzellen.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

With a growing population and an increasing living standard, the world’s demand
for sustainable energy is rising. Alternative energy sources such as solar, wind, or
hydropower already contribute significantly to the energy supply in Germany.[1] How-
ever, they are typically limited to static, large-scale applications. Organic photovoltaics
(OPV) have received pronounced attention in recent years as a viable alternative to
conventional solar cells.[2–4] The discovery of electrical conductivity in polymers upon
doping by the groups of Heeger, MacDiamid, and Shirakawa in 1977 initiated a whole
new field of potential applications in organic electronics.[5–7] Using polymers as active
materials for energy conversion has a variety of potential advantages.[8–12] Photoactive
polymers can be synthesized from low-cost, abundant precursor materials and enable
the formation of thin, light-weight, and flexible films with tunable absorption. The
devices can be produced via roll-to-roll processing, an easily up-scalable and thereby
low-cost production technique. Due to these advantages, OPV devices can be inte-
grated into a wide range of applications, combining functionality with design in fields
as diverse as mobility, architecture, or clothing. Recent research efforts focus on en-
hancing the photovoltaic performance to make organic solar cells feasible for industrial
purposes. This has led to the development of low band-gap materials with reported
power conversion efficiencies surpassing the industrially important limit of 10 %.[13]

Record efficiencies for single-junction or tandem solar cells have frequently been re-
ported based on new materials.[14,15] Still, the comparably low initial efficiency and
insufficient long-term stability of purely organic devices remain issues hindering their
widespread use.[16–18]
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Important factors contributing to the efficiency of organic solar cells are the chem-
istry and morphology of the photoactive layer as well as the contact to and quality of
the applied electrode.[10,19–26] One way to enhance the efficiency is tuning the optical
bandgap of the photoactive materials by modifying their chemical structure.[21] Espe-
cially for polymers, this can be achieved by slight changes in their side groups, thereby
creating families of polymers with an identical backbone, but varying bandgaps. An-
other way to increase the efficiency is the use of solvent additives during the preparation
of the photoactive layer.[27,28] In organic solar cells, the photoactive layer consists of at
least two materials, as the material interfaces are needed to create free charge carriers.
For practical purposes, active layers are mainly created out of a mixed solution of
both materials, with the solvent additives leading to a more beneficial arrangement of
the material phases. Aside from the active layer, the contact to the applied electrode
– often made of metal – is of high importance for the solar cell efficiency. The cre-
ated interface between the back electrode and the organic film influences the charge
carrier extraction and thereby the device efficiency.[21,25] Enhancing the initial power
conversion efficiency is a necessary, yet not sufficient step towards potential applica-
tions, as the devices also need to show long-term stability.[16–18] All these features are
interconnected and depend on the respective material system, yet are far from being
understood in detail. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the most important theoretical
concepts needed to understand the systems and processes investigated in the present
thesis. The respective model material systems are prepared according to routines
described in Chapter 3.
To acquire a deeper understanding of the properties of organic solar cells defining

their efficiency and stability, a range of suitable characterization methods are applied
in the scope of this work, as presented in Chapter 4. Chemical properties are probed
using different spectroscopic methods sensitive to the chemical structure, environment,
and optical bandgap of the investigated materials. The photovoltaic behavior of so-
lar cells during operation is tracked by recording their current-voltage characteristics.
Several microscopy methods give information about the surface morphology of the in-
vestigated samples on different length scales and with varying sensitivity to changes
in height, composition, absorption, or defects. In particular, when combining infrared
spectroscopy with atomic force microscopy, structure information can be obtained on a
nanoscale. While microscopy is an important tool to understand the film morphology,
it is mostly restricted to small areas and film surfaces. To obtain statistically relevant
information about structures within the sample film, X-ray scattering techniques have
to be applied. In the scope of this work, they are performed in reflection geometry to
increase the probed sample volume and get information about the vertical film profile
of the investigated thin film samples. Especially grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray
scattering (GISAXS) and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) are
used to investigate the very thin – or even newly forming – films, yielding information
about structures in a range between 1Å and 1 µm. Using synchrotron radiation with

2



Chapter 5 Chapter 6

Chapter 7aChapter 7b

50 x 100  

Figure 1.1
Overview of the topics covered in the present work. Chapter 5 focuses on the effect of side-
chain engineering of pure polymer films on the formation of applied gold layers. The effect
of morphology and film roughness of active layer films on applied gold layers is presented in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 discusses the effects and mechanisms involved in the photodegradation
of the active layer, with the first part focusing on morphology and solar cell efficiency and
the second part exploring structural changes during photooxidation.

high intensity, these methods offer the additional advantage of enabling time-resolved
measurements during certain processes, such as the deposition of thin films or mor-
phological changes during solar cell operation. Several complementary methods are
combined to describe the processes and properties of the material systems introduced
in this work. Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the investigated effects and processes.
Organic photovoltaic devices are based on mostly organic materials, yet their back

electrodes are often made from metals due to their unparalleled electrical conductiv-
ity. For industrial purposes, the back electrodes are typically applied using large-scale
methods such as sputter deposition.[29,30] However, the effects of different character-
istics of organic films on the metal film formation are not fully understood. These
characteristics include differences in the chemistry and the morphology of the used
organic materials.

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 5 discusses the film formation of a sputter-deposited gold electrode on
thin films of the photoactive polymers PTB71 and PTB7-Th2 with slight differences
in their side chains.[31] While side-chain engineering has a significant impact on the
optical bandgap and solar cell device efficiency, the effect on the formation of the gold
contact has not been investigated in detail. To obtain an in-depth knowledge of the
actual processes defining the polymer-metal interface in dependence of the chemical
structure in the side chains, the formation is investigated in situ using GISAXS and
GIWAXS.
Building on the findings for the pure polymers, Chapter 6 explores the formation

of a gold electrode on mixed photoactive layers of the polymer PTB7-Th with the
fullerene-derivative PC71BM3 prepared with and without solvent additive. As men-
tioned above, solvent additives are used to enhance the active layer morphology and
thereby the efficiency of organic solar cells. The question remains, if and in what
way the changed active layer morphology and surface roughness affect the formation
of a sputter-deposited gold contact. After investigating differences in the initial film
morphology and surface roughness, the layer formation is tracked via GISAXS and
GIWAXS. Additionally, the influence of the surface topology on the formed contact is
probed using X-ray reflectometry.
Solar cells based on low-bandgap polymers are sensitive to various degradation pro-

cesses, which strongly decrease their lifetime. Chapter 7 is focused on the chemical and
physical changes occurring within the active layer of PTB7-Th and PC71BM during
irradiation-induced aging. The active layer morphology is investigated before, during,
and after irradiation using real-space and scattering methods. GISAXS is used to fol-
low morphological changes within the active layer of a working solar cell in operando.
Structural changes happening on a molecular scale are probed with spectroscopy meth-
ods to evaluate the extent of light-induced oxidation processes potentially leading to
degradation.
With these findings, a thorough understanding of the electrode formation process is

found and detailed growth models are derived. The investigation of the influence of
chemical and morphological features of the organic layer on the electrode formation
supports the industrialization of the process in a wide range of applications. For
reliable operation of the devices, the understanding provided from the investigations
of the aging mechanism is of utmost importance. All these findings are summarized in
Chapter 8, which concludes this work and gives an outlook to future research questions.

1PTB7: poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethyl-
hexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]

2PTB7-Th: poly[[4,8-bis(5-ethylhexylthienyl)benzo[1,2-b;4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-
ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]

3PC71BM: [6,6]-phenyl-C71 butyric acid methyl ester
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CHAPTER2
Theoretical Aspects

The following chapter introduces theoretical aspects important for understanding the
research discussed in the present thesis. Section 2.1 describes the basics of polymer
physics with a focus on polymer blends and conductive polymers. Both phenomena
play a vital role for organic solar cells which are presented in Section 2.2. Apart
from the general working principles of organic solar cells, typical loss mechanisms
and degradation pathways are explained. While based mostly on organic materials,
organic solar cells often depend on metal electrodes and, therefore, exhibit polymer-
metal interfaces which are introduced in Section 2.3. After describing the general
features of metal-polymer interfaces, the surface processes and layer growth modes
during the metal layer deposition are addressed. X-ray scattering methods form the
basis of the investigations for this work and are presented in Section 2.4. Aside from
a short overview of the basic principles, the three main characterization techniques
are introduced. As this chapter can only give a brief overview of the fundamentals
of organic photovoltaics and scattering techniques, the reader is referred to the cited
literature for further details.

2.1 Polymer Fundamentals

This work’s focus lies on investigating photoactive, conductive polymers. In this sec-
tion, a short introduction of general concepts within polymer physics is given, followed
by an overview of the most important processes in conductive polymers such as the
electronic band structure and charge transport phenomena.

5



Chapter 2 Theoretical Aspects

2.1.1 Basic Principles

Polymers are macromolecules formed by a sequence of repeating units called monomers.
Organic monomers typically consist of small molecules based on carbon in combination
with other main group elements. Carbon offers the unique advantage of easily creating
long, branching networks due to its ability to build up to four covalent bonds with
other atoms. The polymer behavior is defined by several factors, some of which will be
mentioned in the following.[32] The length of a polymer chain is given by the number
of monomeric units described by the degree of polymerization N and can significantly
change the properties of the respective macromolecule. For short chains (low N up
to 20), the molecules are called oligomers. With increasing N , the ratio between the
functional groups at the chain ends and the monomers in the middle decreases, leading
to a decreasing impact of the chain ends on the overall behavior. A glossary of basic
terms in polymer science was defined by the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC).[33]

Through a process called polymerization, the monomers are bound covalently to
build the polymer. Depending on the exact reaction mechanism to achieve the desired
material, the chemical reactions involved lead to a more or less pronounced statistical
distribution of chain lengths around a certain degree of polymerization. Polymers
are therefore defined not only by their average length or molar mass but also by the
distribution of lengths or molar masses around an average value.
While most polymers are based on small monomers consisting of only a few atoms,

special applications require more complex polymers consisting of larger monomers
or the combination of different units to achieve certain properties. The polymers
investigated in the scope of the present thesis address several requirements, namely a
certain conductivity, light absorption behavior, and ordering within a film. All these
and other properties are closely linked to the type and arrangement of monomers
within the polymer chains. Figure 2.1 illustrates differences between simple and more
complex polymers via two exemplary polymers used for organic solar cells. The rather
simple polymer P3HT1 with a single monomer unit (= homopolymer) is compared to
the more complex polymer PTB72 based on two different, larger monomer units. The
two monomer units may be arranged in different ways to build either a statistical,
alternating, or block copolymer. Within the scope of the present thesis, a focus lies
on polymers based on two alternating monomer units with different functionalities, as
explained in Section 3.1.1. Apart from the type of monomer, also the conformation
of side groups is of interest. Especially monomers with large side chains or functional
groups may show a certain ordering of the side groups due to sterical or electronic
reasons during the reaction, which influences the ordering of the polymer chains within

1P3HT: poly(3-hexyl-thiophene)
2PTB7: poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethyl-
hexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]
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Figure 2.1
Typical monomer unit of a) P3HT in comparison to b) the more complex PTB7 with two
monomer units.

the film. Polymers can change their local conformation and therefore their overall shape
to a certain extend by rotation of chain segments or functional groups around single
bonds. Depending on the environment, the polymer will exhibit different shapes.[32]

In a good solvent with the Gibb’s free energy favoring a mixing of the polymer and
the solvent molecules, the chains are relaxed or even stretched to enable the polymer-
solvent interaction. In a poor solvent, polymer-polymer interactions are more favorable
leading to a collapse of the polymer chains and thereby to phase separation. This leads
to different characteristic length scales of the same polymer depending on the solvent
environment. The length of the completely stretched polymer chain is not observed in
reality and therefore rarely used to describe it. Coiled structures can be determined
by the end-to-end distance Re between two end groups of a polymer chain. However,
this does not give information about the shape and volume of the coiled polymer. One
typical measured property is the radius of gyration Rg which describes the radius of
the polymer in a Gaussian coil conformation as a sphere around its center of mass

R
2
g �

1
M
=
i

mi ¶ �ri � �rc ¶2 (2.1)

with the average distance of the monomers to the center of mass �rc, the molar mass
M , and the mass mi and position �ri of the i-th component.

2.1.2 Polymer Blends

As will be discussed in Section 2.2, the photoactive systems investigated in the scope
of this work are usually based on polymer:fullerene blends. These blends are charac-
terized not only by the properties of the individual materials but also by the way the
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two (or more) materials intermix. Phase separation is vitally important for organic
photovoltaics, as the material interfaces are needed to separate the strongly bound
excitons.[34] Additionally, the morphology needs to address the short lifetimes and
therefore short diffusion length of excitons, while still allowing the separated charge
carriers pathways to the respective electrodes.
To describe the thermodynamic behavior of polymer blends in terms of phase sep-

aration and intermixing, the Gibbs free energy of mixing ∆G needs to be considered.
Using a mean-field approach, the well-established Flory-Huggins theory can be used to
explain the behavior of polymers in a polymer solution.[35,36] The theory states that the
difference in the Gibbs free energy AB GAB of the fully intermixed phase compared to
the energy GA �GB of two isolated components A and B yields the Gibbs free energy
upon mixing ∆G

∆G � GAB � �GA �GB�. (2.2)
For ∆G % 0, phase separation is favored, while ∆G $ 0 leads to an intermixing of
the components. ∆G is related to the change in entropy ∆S and enthalpy ∆H upon
mixing the components at a certain temperature T

∆G � �T∆S � ∆H. (2.3)

Mixing leads to an increase of entropy, while the change in enthalpy depends on the
chemical and physical interactions between the components.
The entropy depends on the number of possible arrangements Ω and is calculated

via S � kBln�Ω� with the Boltzmann constant kB. The change in entropy upon mixing
∆S � SAB � �SA � SB� can, therefore, be obtained by calculating

∆S � �kBn �ΦA

NA
lnΦA �

ΦB

NB
lnΦB
 (2.4)

using the degree of polymerization NA,B and the volume ratio ΦA,B of component A
and B, and the total number of molecules n on the lattice. The summed volume ratios
of the single components add up to ΦA � ΦB � 1.
Enthalpic contributions arise from the interaction of the monomers of the compo-

nents with each other. Mixing two components A and B leads to a change in enthalpy
∆H given by

∆H � nkBTχΦAΦB (2.5)
with χ the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter describing the miscibility of the two
materials.
Therefore, the Gibbs free energy upon mixing ∆G can be reformulated to

∆G � RT �ΦA

NA
lnΦA �

ΦB

NB
lnΦB � χΦAΦB
 (2.6)

with R � kBN and Avogadro’s number N .
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Using the mean-field formalism of the Flory-Huggins model, the Flory-Huggins in-
teraction parameter χ originates from purely enthalpic considerations. Empiric data,
however, show that entropy also plays a role, contributing to χ so that the equations
needs to be corrected to

χ �
χH
T

� χS (2.7)

with the enthalpic and entropic contributions χH and χS, respectively. Generally,
the miscibility of two materials increases with decreasing χ. This also explains the
enhanced solubility of most polymers with increasing temperatures due to the reduction
of χ at elevated temperatures.

2.1.3 Conductive Polymers

Organic semiconductors are based on conductive organic molecules, often polymers.
Polymers are commonly known for their insulating properties. However, as was first
discovered in 1997, doping can decrease their resistance to make them electrically
conductive.[5] Chemical doping under iodine vapor exposure increased the electrical
conductivity of the simple polymer polyacetylene (PA) by seven orders of magnitude,
making the formerly insulating polymer semi-conducting. This discovery enabled a
whole new branch of research into organic electronics based on polymers.[37–39] The
following section introduces the electronic band structure formation as well as charge
carrier creation and transport processes within conductive polymers.

Band Structure

Conductivity requires a delocalization of electrons to enable charge transport. The
delocalization is based on π-electrons found in conjugated π-electron systems within
the molecule, i.e. chain segments with alternating single and double bonds. The
atomic orbitals occupied by the π-electrons overlap to create a large delocalized or-
bital wherein electrons can move freely. The π-π-bonds lead to two solutions of the
Schrödinger equation, namely the bonding π- and anti-bonding π�-band. They are
called highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO), respectively, and are comparable to the valence and conduction band
in inorganic semiconductors. Typical semiconducting polymers exhibit a conjugated
carbon backbone with the representative PA serving as an ideal model system due to
its simple structure.
Atomic and molecular orbitals are quantum mechanical wave functions describing

the probability density and behavior of electrons in atoms or molecular bonds. In the
linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) picture, molecular orbitals can be de-
scribed by a linear combination of atomic orbitals. By combining the atomic orbitals,
the overlap can lead to constructive or destructive interference, forming bonding or
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Figure 2.2
The LCAO for molecules with increasingly conjugated π-systems, illustrating the creation
of energy bands for elongated polymers with a high number of coupled monomers n. The
energy gap Egap between the bands influences the light absorption behavior and conductivity.
The first ionization energy Ei denotes the energy needed to fully remove an electron from
the HOMO level to the vacuum energy Evac, while the electron affinity Ea is a measure of
how easily an atom or molecule will take up an electron.

anti-bonding orbitals, respectively. Via LCAO, the forming of occupied, bonding π-
orbitals and empty, anti-bonding π�-orbitals for conjugated π-systems with delocalized
electrons can be described. Figure 2.2 illustrates the LCAO for molecules with increas-
ingly conjugated π-systems. For a single π-bond, the HOMO and LUMO are distinct
energy levels divided by a certain energy gap Egap. If another π-bond is in close vicinity,
the π-orbitals will overlap, thereby narrowing the HOMO-LUMO gap. Consequently,
if a large enough number of π-orbitals overlap, the energy levels will cease to be dis-
tinct and instead form a band. This band-like structure is the origin of conductivity
in conductive polymers. For a combination of n molecular orbitals, the bonding and
anti-bonding states merge and form the band-like structures at the HOMO and LUMO
levels that enable the conductivity of charge carriers.
For an ideal, infinitely π-conjugated, linear chain, all bonds in the polymer backbone

are placed at a periodic distance a with π-electrons distributed equally over the chain
(see Figure 2.3a). As the band would be half-filled up to the Fermi level EF , the chain
would behave like a 1D metal. However, any slight disturbance of the ideal chain
such as atomic oscillations will lead to a distortion of the periodic lattice. According
to Peierl’s theorem, a 1D chain of atoms with a periodic distance a and each atom
contributing a single electron is unstable. This instability is schematically illustrated
in Figure 2.3b) and further explains the occurrence of band structures in polymers
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Figure 2.3
Electronic structures compared for an ideal chain vs. a real chain considering Peierl’s in-
stability theorem: a) an ideal 1D chain with undisturbed periodic distances a exhibits an
energy band filled up to the Fermi Energy EF , behaving like a perfect 1D metal. b) A real
1D chain undergoes slight disturbances that lead to a superstructure of periodicity 2a with
an energy gap Egap.

with a conjugated backbone. Already small distortions δ of the lattice lead to the
formation of alternating bonds with a length a� δ and, therefore, to a new periodicity
of 2a. This periodic superstructure reduces the total energy of the system. As the
system still has the same number of electrons, the created lower band (based on π

orbitals) is completely filled, while the upper band (π� orbitals) is empty. This lattice
distortion leads to the formation of a bandgap and hence an insulating behavior, as
the Fermi level is not affected and lies within the bandgap. This metal-insulator-
transition and the resulting bandgap can be influenced by several factors such as the
polymer structure, the degree of polymerization, or additional doping. For typical
semiconducting polymers, the bandgap is in the range of 1.5 eV – 3.0 eV.[40–42] A low
bandgap of 1.5 eV is desirable for photovoltaics, as this would allow the most efficient
harvesting of photons in the visible region.[43]

Charge Transport

In contrast to inorganic systems, charges in conductive polymers are not simply carried
via electrons or holes. In inorganic lattices, the atoms show only limited movement in
pronounced potential wells around certain positions, while for polymers, the chains can
move comparably freely even without any solvent. This leads to additional polarization
effects that have to be taken into account by introducing quasi-particles combining
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Figure 2.4
Different quasi-particles can act as charge carriers in polymers. Shown are the three types
of quasi-particles with respective energetic levels and structural representations. Single,
unpaired electrons are represented with dots, while net charges are marked with � or �
signs. a) Solitons can be either neutral or charged (S0, S� and S

�), while b) polarons
exhibit a single positive P� or negative P� state. c) Bipolarons are doubly charged (B� or
B
�).

charges and lattice distortions. Three different quasi-particles can be differentiated,
namely solitons, polarons, and bipolarons. The quasi-particles are distributed over
several atoms of the polymer, for example over 14 carbon atoms in the case of the
model system PA.[44] According to the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) theory, the created
quasi-particle states are located in the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO.[44]

The respective energetic states and schematic representation for the model system PA
are illustrated in Figure 2.4. The two degenerated ground states of PA – swapping
double and single bonds – allow the presence of neutral solitons S0 with an unpaired
electron at the meeting point of both states, leading to spin 1/2. As the S0 state lies
between the HOMO and LUMO level, the unpaired electron provides only a singly
occupied state and thereby electrical conductivity. Chemical doping or excitation via
light can create charged solitons S� and S�, which – in contrast to electrons or holes
– do not have a spin. Polarons combine the spin 1/2 of an unpaired electron with a
positive or negative charge, while bipolarons are spin-less and charged. Due to the
lattice polarization, the latter are stable despite the repulsive Coulomb interaction
between the charges. Quasi-particles can combine, leading to the formation of new
quasi-particles or their annihilation. Combining two S0 or polarons of opposing charges
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Figure 2.5
Charge transport in polymers happens via a hopping mechanism. a) All possible energetic
states in the material – marked with thin lines – make up the total density of states (DOS)
with Gaussian disorder and width 2σ. b) Energetic states plotted over distances x (or
equivalently over time t). Hopping transport in an external electric field may generally
happen in two ways: Without thermal activation (kBT � 0), the relaxation leads to a loss
of energy until a trapped state is reached. Thermal activation (kBT % 0) is needed to allow
the hopping towards energetically higher states which is enabled by the smearing of energy
levels, as shown in the inset figure.

leads to annihilation, while combining S0 with S� or S� creates P� or P�, respectively.
Bipolarons are formed by a combination of polarons of the same net charge.
Charge transport in organic semiconductors shows low charge carrier mobilities and

strong polaronic effects. Charges are transported either along a conjugated polymer
backbone or by hopping from one polymer chain to the next. While the transport along
a chain is a rather efficient band-like process within the delocalized π-bands according
to the SSH theory, macroscopic charge transport needs the transition of charges be-
tween polymer chains. Interchain transport is achieved via hopping processes, in which
charges tunnel between neighboring energetic states if they overlap, as described by the
Bässler model.[45–48] The spatial and energetic disorder in the system leads to Gaussian
smearing of the energetic states, benefiting the tunneling probability.[49,50] Figure 2.5
illustrates the schematic processes in the Gaussian disorder model, as introduced by
Deibel et al.[51] The total density of states (DOS) for a given, disordered system shows
a Gaussian distribution. Charge transport happens when a charge is moving in time
and space along an electric field. Without thermal activation (kBT � 0), charge car-
riers relax to lower energetic states. Thermal activation (kBT % 0) is needed to reach
energetically higher states, meaning that the conductivity of semiconductors increases
with temperature. While the additionally needed thermal activation might pose a dis-
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advantage for some systems, it is beneficial for applications in photovoltaics. The solar
irradiation leads to typical operation temperatures well above room temperature and
therefore higher electrical conductivity.

2.2 Organic Solar Cells

Independent of the exact material system, photovoltaic devices generally convert sun-
light into electrical energy. The conversion includes several steps, namely the absorp-
tion of light, generation of free charge carriers, and charge transport to the electrodes.
In contrast to inorganic solar cells, at least two components are needed to create an
efficient organic solar, with interfaces between the different phases playing a vital role
in the generation of free charge carriers. The following sections introduce the main
working principles of solar cells as well as typical loss mechanisms and degradation
pathways. For a comprehensive overview of basic principles in organic solar cells, the
reader is referred to helpful review articles.[51–53]

2.2.1 General Principles

Several layers are needed to create a fully functioning solar cell.[52] Aside from the
(photo)active layer, at least two electrodes are needed, one of which should exhibit
high transparency to visible light. Other functional layers are usually introduced to
block charge carriers from reaching the wrong electrode, thereby increasing the overall
efficiency. An exemplary organic photovoltaic (OPV) layer stack and the corresponding
energy level diagram are illustrated in Figure 2.6. The so-called active layer consists of
at least two materials and delivers the essential processes needed for light absorption
and charge carrier generation. It is sandwiched between the two electrodes in combi-
nation with blocking layers introduced to hinder the charge carriers from reaching the
wrong electrode. Experimentally, the layer stack is created on a substrate that – at
least for this solar cell architecture – needs to be transparent as well. While the shown
solar cell is built in the normal configuration with transparent anode and metal cath-
ode, the inverted configuration with transparent cathode and metal anode is equally
possible. The active layer consists of (at least) one electron donor and one electron
acceptor.
A schematic of the energy levels involved in the energy conversion is shown in Fig-

ure 2.6.[52] Illustrated are the HOMO and LUMO levels of the two photoactive materials
and the working functions of the anode and cathode. Additionally, the five steps of
photon absorption

(I) photon absorption and exciton generation
(II) exciton diffusion to a donor-acceptor interface
(III) exciton dissociation into free charge carriers
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Figure 2.6
Exemplary solar cell device stack and corresponding energy level diagram. a) Schematic layer
stack of an organic solar cell. The active layer consists of an electron donor material (blue
phase) and electron acceptor material (red phase). Light can penetrate the transparent
substrate, electrode and charge-carrier blocking layer, before being absorbed within the
active layer. b) Typical processes of charge carrier generation are visualized in a simplified
energy level diagram (without blocking layers): (I) Absorption of a photon with energy
hν ' Egap by the donor and creation of a strongly bound electron-hole pair (exciton). (II)
Exciton diffusion to the donor-acceptor interface. (III) Dissociation into free charge carriers
at the interface with a transfer of the electron to the acceptor. (IV) Charge transport to the
respective electrodes. (V) Charge carrier extraction at the electrodes and current generation.

(IV) charge transport to the respective electrodes
(V) charge extraction

are depicted in energetic terms, showing the excitation of an electron to a LUMO
level of the donor material as well as the charge separation due to the difference in
LUMO levels between the donor and the acceptor material. The different steps are
also illustrated in more detail in Figure 2.7 and explained in the following. Incoming
photons are absorbed with a certain probability by the electron donor. Each absorbed
photon excites an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO, resulting in a strongly
bound electron-hole pair called exciton. To split the exciton into free charge carriers,
it has to reach the donor-acceptor interface within its lifetime. The difference in
LUMO levels between the acceptor and donor material provides the energy needed
to split the exciton. Subsequently, the separated charge carriers can be transported
to the electrodes where they are extracted. Two main competing factors define an
optimal donor-acceptor morphology. While the short exciton diffusion length calls for a
highly intermixed active layer with a large interface, the separated charge carriers need
interconnected pathways in one phase to reach the respective electrodes. Commonly,
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Figure 2.7
Active layer profile with the five process steps needed for the conversion of light into an
electrical current. (I) Absorption of an incoming photon with energy hν ' Egap in the
donor phase (blue) and creation of an exciton. (II) Diffusion of the exciton to a donor-
acceptor interface and (III) dissociation into free charge carriers with a transfer of the
electron to the acceptor phase (red). (IV) Transport of the free charge carriers within the
respective phases. (V) Extraction of the charge carriers at the respective electrodes and
current generation through an external load.

this problem is addressed successfully by introducing a so-called bulk-heterojunction
(BHJ) simply created out of solution of both materials. While providing a much higher
interface in contrast to a bilayer, it still is a simple, comparably cheap method that
can be tuned by various experimental factors to achieve the desired morphology.

Absorption: According to the Beer-Lambert law, the absorption of light in a thin film
can be determined by measuring the intensity of transmitted light IT in comparison
to the one of the incident beam I0

IT �λ� � I0�λ�exp�α�λ�d (2.8)

with α the absorption coefficient and d the thickness of the material. Absorption in a
material takes place when an incident photon has enough energy to excite an electron
from a lower to a higher energy level. For polymers, this means that the photon needs
an energy Ephoton equal to or larger than the bandgap energy Egap between its HOMO
and LUMO level

Ephoton � hν �
hc

λ
' Egap � ELUMO � EHOMO (2.9)

with the Planck’s constant h, the speed of light c, the frequency ν, and the wave-
length of the photon λ. The exact absorption of a polymer depends on the type of
functional units within the monomer units, degree of polymerization, and chain con-
formation. Vibronic excitations lead to an additional splitting in the energy levels,
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Figure 2.8
Visualization of the Franck-Condon principle for the absorption of light. Shown are the
two lowest electronic states n � 0 (ground state) and n � 1 (first excited state) as a
function of the nuclear distance R. Different vibronic levels ν for each electronic state area
illustrated with their respective wave functions. Both electronic transitions of the electron are
visualized by vertical lines, as these processes are considerably faster than nuclear motions.
(Non-radiative) relaxations to lower vibrational states follow the quick electronic transitions.

which again leads to broadened absorption peaks. Two electronic states with their
respective vibrational excitation levels are illustrated in Figure 2.8. Absorption of a
photon with energy hν excites an electron from the ground state (n � 0, ν � 0) to an
excited state (n % 0, ν % 0) following the Franck-Condon principle. As the electron
transition is significantly faster than the motion of nuclei, the atoms can be assumed
to be static during this process. The probability to reach a certain vibronic state
depends on the vibration wave functions of the two levels. The higher their overlap,
the higher the probability that the electron will transition to the respective vibronic
state at the excited electronic state, as also illustrated in Figure 2.8. Typically, the
most probable transition from the electronic ground state to the first electronic excited
state will include a transition to ν � 2. Having reached the excited electronic state,
the electron then relaxes to the lowest vibronic state (ν � 0), thereby non-radiatively
dissipating some energy to the material. The subsequent relaxation to the electronic
ground state under emission of a photon with decreased energy hν� again follows the
Franck-Condon principle, reaching a vibronic state with similar local vibronic wave
function (in this case ν � 2). The relaxation to the vibronic ground state will again
happen non-radiatively. The total energy transferred into vibrations during the whole
process can be calculated from the difference in energy of the absorbed and emitted
photon (hν � hν�).
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Figure 2.9
Depending on the environment, two types of ex-
citons can be differentiated. a) In typical organic
materials, Frenckel excitons are localized at a cer-
tain atomic position, exhibiting a small size and
high binding energy, as the organic material’s low
dielectric constant has a low shielding effect. b)
Weakly bound Wannier-Mott excitons in inorganic
materials expand over several atoms, as the higher
dielectric constant leads to considerable shielding.
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The excitation of an electron to the LUMO leaves a hole in the HOMO. Coulombic
interactions lead to attractive forces between the electron and the hole, thereby creating
a strongly coupled electron-hole pair called exciton. In contrast to inorganic semicon-
ductors, excitons in organic semiconductors show a significantly stronger electron-hole
binding. While the dielectric constant for inorganic semiconductors is above εr % 10,
it lies in the range of εr � 3�4 for organic materials, leading to a lower shielding effect
and therefore stronger attraction.[54,55] Hence, the thermal energy of kBT � 25 meV
alone cannot dissociate the charge carriers in organic materials so that additional
sources of energy are needed. Depending on their binding energies and sizes, excitons
are generally differentiated into Wannier-Mott or Frenckel excitons, as illustrated in
Figure 2.9. Typical for inorganic semiconductors are weakly coupled Wannier-Mott
excitons expanding over several distances. In contrast, small, strongly bound Frenckel
excitons are located at a certain atomic positions for organic semiconductors due to
the low dielectric shielding.[56]

Exciton diffusion: To contribute to the charge transport, the charge carriers of the
exciton have to be separated. As the thermal energy is not sufficient to dissociate the
strongly bound Frenckel excitons, an interface of the electron donor and electron accep-
tor material is needed to induce an external electric field. To reach the interface, the
exciton has to diffuse through the donor phase via energy transfer processes. Amongst
several pathways, the most important are photon reabsorption and the Förster trans-
fer. During photon reabsorption, the exciton recombines under emission of a photon
that gets directly reabsorbed by another molecule in the neighborhood creating a
new exciton. The Förster transfer is also called fluorescent resonance energy transfer
(FRET) and the dominant process for short distances. Via dipole-dipole coupling,
the exciton is transferred non-radiatively from a donor to an acceptor.[57,58] Exciton
diffusion happens without preferential direction in a random hopping process. The
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Figure 2.10
Exciton dissociation at a donor-acceptor interface can happen in two pathways: a) Direct
transfer of the excited electron from the LUMO of the donor phase (blue) to the LUMO of
the acceptor phase (red). b) Two-step process with (1) a Förster energy transfer followed
by (2) a back-transfer of the hole to the donor phase.

diffusion propagation is characterized by the diffusion length ld in all three dimensions
and linked to the exciton lifetime τ via

ld �

Ø
< dL2

i

N
�

Ó
2dDτ (2.10)

with the diffusion coefficient D and the dimensionality of diffusion d. In photoactive
polymers, typical exciton lifetimes are only in the range of nanoseconds, leading to
diffusion lengths of around 10 nm – 30 nm.[51,59] These short distances pose limitations
on the optimal donor-acceptor morphology. The donor phase should be formed in such
a way as to allow excitons to reach the next interface within their lifetime.

Exciton dissociation: Close to the donor-acceptor interface, the exciton is stabilized
by the external electric field and is now called exciplex. The acceptor material increases
the lifetime and decreases the binding energy of the electron-hole pair. In principle,
the exciplex can be split into two potential pathways schematically illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.10. A direct charge transfer happens by the electron moving from the LUMO
of the donor material to the LUMO of the – more electronegative – electron acceptor.
Also possible is a two-step process for which a Förster transfer of the whole exciplex
to the acceptor material is followed by a hole transfer from the HOMO of the acceptor
back to the HOMO of the donor. Regardless of the pathway, this process needs to
happen quickly enough to avoid charge recombination.
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Charge carrier transport: The freshly separated charge carriers can subsequently
move to the respective electrodes. Several factors have to be taken into account for suc-
cessful charge transport. The charge carriers need to find fully interconnected pathways
within one phase to the correct electrode, which has to be reflected in the morphology.
Holes and electrons can only move in their respective hole- or electron-conducting ma-
terial. The charge transport – characterized by comparably low mobilities and strong
polaronic effects – is described in more detail in Section 2.1.3.

Charge extraction: Charge carrier extraction happens at the interface between the
organic semiconductors and respective electrodes. This process depends on the device
architecture as well as the charge carrier concentration and correlated recombination
rate. Imbalanced electron and hole mobilities and surface recombination influence the
charge carrier extraction.[51,60] Using a model of Sokel and Huges, the photocurrent
can be determined depending on the voltage across the device.[61]

A device’s total power conversion efficiency (PCE) η can be calculated via

η � ηabsorptionηdiffusionηdissociationηtransportηextraction (2.11)

as the product of the efficiencies of the individual processes. However, a range of
potential loss mechanisms may decrease the efficiency significantly.

2.2.2 Loss Mechanisms

Ideally, all created excitons would lead to free charge carriers being extracted at the
respective electrodes. In practice, however, several factors influence the whole process
and lead to losses at each of the steps. The choice of an optimized combination of
donor and acceptor materials with suitable work functions is crucial, yet not sufficient
to prevent other loss mechanisms. Five main origins of efficiency losses – all related to
recombination or trapping of charges – are illustrated in Figure 2.11.[51]

I) Recombination within the donor phase: The created exciton may directly recom-
bine within the donor material if it does not reach a donor-acceptor interface within
its limited lifetime. Losses can be reduced by optimizing the active layer morphology
and keeping the average distances to the next donor-acceptor interface smaller than
the exciton diffusion length.

II) Recombination at the donor-acceptor interface: Already dissociated charge
carriers may recombine at the interface if charge transport is too slow in comparison
to the recombination times. In particular, defects, chain end groups, or side groups
have a lower charge carrier mobility and will slow down the charge transport, thereby
increasing the recombination probability. Hence, a high overall charge carrier mobility
in the respective materials is beneficial.
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Figure 2.11
Potential loss mechanisms in organic solar cells. I) Ex-
citon recombination within the donor phase. II) Re-
combination of dissociated charge carriers at the donor-
acceptor interface III) Charge trapping on isolated do-
mains with potential recombination at the interface IV)
Recombination of charge carriers at the wrong electrode
V) Surface recombination at the correct electrode.

III) Charge trapping in isolated domains: Charges may get trapped in isolated
material domains. Without closed percolation paths to the electrodes, the charges will
either lead to defects or recombine with another mobile charge carrier at the interface
to the other material.

IV) Recombination at the wrong electrode: For non-optimized BHJ blends, a
material phase may not only be connected to the respective desired electrode but may
also have a connection to the other electrode. Without a significant driving force
like an external electric field, charge carriers may therefore reach the wrong electrode,
thereby not contributing to the current generation. Apart from improving the active
layer blend, additional charge carrier blocking layers can prevent this pathway.

V) Surface recombination at the electrode: Even when reaching the correct elec-
trode, charges may recombine at the interface instead of contributing to the external
current.[60]

Thus, morphology plays a vital role in several of the described pathways, with com-
peting restrictions from different mechanisms. Controlling the morphology is of utmost
importance and still under investigation in various settings.[62–70]

2.2.3 Degradation of Photoactive Layers

Organic photovoltaics in general are prone to aging, leading to significantly reduced life-
times in contrast to conventional solar cells based on inorganic materials. This holds es-
pecially true for low-bandgap polymers that are even more sensitive to degradation.[16–18]
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Encapsulated devices show typical lifetimes in the order of a few thousand hours of
operation, while non-encapsulated solar cells often deteriorate in a matter of mere
hours.[4,71–75]

Potential degradation pathways are typically distinguished by their extrinsic or in-
trinsic origins.[20,24,26] Extrinsic degradation can be triggered by environmental factors
such as temperature, electromagnetic radiation, mechanical influences, or the reaction
with pollutants, while intrinsic aging is caused by morphological changes and/or mod-
ification of the chemical structure within the respective materials. For an extensive
discussion of the different degradation routes and mechanisms, the reader is referred
to the cited literature.[16–18,76,77] An overview of the most prominent pathways of aging
is given in the following.
Several sources of external degradation are connected to materials outside the pho-

toactive layer, such as mechanical failures, the oxidation of electrodes, or intrusion
of electrode components into the active layer. Especially brittle components of solar
cells such as oxide-based electrode materials can experience mechanical failure due to
bending. In some solar cell designs, non-noble metals such as aluminium or calcium
have to be used as back electrodes due to specific requirements on their work functions.
The low work function – while needed for charge extraction – greatly increases the risk
of oxidation which has been investigated in detail in various settings.[78–83] Oxidation
may affect the electrode itself by increasing its resistance. More important, however,
are the degradation and delamination of the contact due to the formation of hydrogen
or other reaction products of the decomposition which increase the serial resistance
and reduce the fill factor. Material from the electrodes can also intrude the active
layer and lead to impurities with the respective side effects such as the creation of trap
states or changes in the local electronic structure.[84,85]

As the present work focuses on aging processes within the photoactive layer, two
main pathways are of interest, namely morphological changes and photooxidation. The
morphological degradation of various material systems for use in organic solar cells
has been investigated using various imaging and scattering techniques.[63,66,67,71,86–88]

In particular, the morphological aging process during operation of the respective solar
cells was followed in operando using X-ray scattering methods in earlier works of our
group.[65,68–70,89–91] Depending on the studied systems, different origins and pathways of
morphological degradation were found. For the typical model system P3HT3 : PCBM4

in conventional device architecture, an increase of polymer domain sizes and distances
causes a loss in the donor-acceptor interface, thereby reducing the chance of exciton
splitting.[65] The device architecture plays a vital role, as inverting the device structure
was found to stabilize the morphology under otherwise similar process parameters.[89]

In contrast to the P3HT-based system, low-bandgap solar cells show very different

3P3HT: poly(3-hexyl-thiophene)
4PCBM: [6,6]-phenyl-C61 butyric acid methyl ester
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morphological aging. In low-bandgap solar cells based on PCPDTBT5 or PTB7-Th6

the evaporation of the processing additive led to a decrease in the domain sizes and
formation of islands and traps, significantly reducing the PCE.[68,70]

The chemical stability of organic solar cells has been investigated in various settings
and for different systems.[74,92–94] Especially photon-induced oxidation processes play
a prominent role in chemical degradation due to the desired absorption behavior of
the photoactive materials. It was shown that the polymer P3HT of the model sys-
tem P3HT:PCBM is sensitive to combinations of light with either oxygen or moisture,
while comparably stable during exposure to only one of these factors.[95–101] Different
pathways are possible depending on the exact material composition of a system, lead-
ing to changes in the local electronic structure, breaking of bonds, trap formation,
polymer cross-linking, breaking of the conjugation or even chain scission and other de-
teriorating effects.[16,93,95,96,98,102–104] While many aspects of degradation are connected
to the donor polymer due to its high absorption, the electron acceptor can also signif-
icantly influence its photochemical stability. The addition of fullerene derivatives was
found to stabilize P3HT and poly(phenylene-vinylene) (PPV)-based polymers,[71,105]

but accelerate the aging of PCPDTBT.[93] Several interconnected causes have been
proposed, amongst them the stabilizing radical-scavenging properties of the fullerene
derivative as well as the difference in electronegativity between the materials having
a stabilizing or destabilizing effect.[106] In the present work, PTB7-Th is discussed as
a stand-in for a range of irradiation-sensitive low-bandgap polymers.[67,88,93,107–111] A
pronounced degradation under ultraviolet (UV) light was already shown for several
systems.[110–113] However, as discussed further in Chapter 7, even red light can be
harmful to low-bandgap materials.

2.3 Polymer-Metal-Interfaces
One of the main features investigated in the scope of this work is the polymer-metal
interface created between the metal back electrode and the photoactive layer of organic
photovoltaics. Apart from the electrode’s electrical conductivity, the polymer-metal
interface plays a vital role in the performance of organic electronics. Understanding
the formation of the polymer-metal interface during the deposition is of utmost im-
portance for optimized, reproducible, and scalable organic electronic devices. In the
following, the most important concepts regarding structures, processes, and growth
modes at polymer-metal interfaces are introduced. For more detailed descriptions of
important processes at polymer-metal interfaces, the reader is referred to the cited
literature.[114–118]

5PCPDTBT: poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta [2,1-b;3,4-b’]dithiophene)-alt-4,7(2,1,3-
benzothiadiazole)]

6PTB7-Th: poly[[4,8-bis(5-ethylhexylthienyl)benzo[1,2-b;4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-
ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]
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2.3.1 Metal Nanostructures at Polymer-Metal Interfaces

Metals are elements characterized by free electrons leading to a whole range of col-
lective properties such as their high electrical and thermal conductivity. However,
these properties undergo pronounced changes when reducing the dimensions of the
respective material from the bulk towards nanoparticles or even clusters of only sev-
eral atoms, leading to a whole range of potential size-dependent applications. While
nanostructures above 10 nm still show mostly typical metallic behavior, quantum con-
finement will significantly change the properties of structures below this limit. Very
small clusters of only several atoms are extremely mobile, with clusters up to a radius
R & 1.3 nm considered to behave liquid-like.[119,120] Similar to the features discussed for
polymers in Section 2.1.3, the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) can ex-
plain the creation of a bandgap between fully occupied and unoccupied energetic states
when reducing the metal particle size, leading to a size-induced metal-insulator tran-
sition for nanostructures below about 10 nm.[121] For this transition, drastic changes
in various related properties were observed, for example in the electrical conductivity,
the dielectric function, or the optical absorption behavior.[122–125] As the metal layers
investigated in the scope of this work should act as electrode materials, a certain min-
imum electrical conductivity is required. This conductivity necessitates a minimum
layer thickness and full percolation paths for electrons to reach the external circuit.
Apart from affecting the electrode conductivity itself, the morphology at the polymer-
metal interface also changes the energy bands of the materials close to the interface,
leading to a bending of energy levels.[126] Therefore, the fine-tuning of the structures
at polymer-metal interfaces is of high importance for the optimization of the device
performance.
Metals typically used as electrode materials include noble metals for their unrivaled

conductivity and chemical inertness as well as cheaper, more reactive metals such as
aluminium[127,128] due to their abundance and availability. The evolution of the metal
nanostructures on polymer films during sputter deposition has been investigated for
various materials such as aluminium,[128] copper,[129] silver,[130] and gold[131–134]. Most
studies focus on simple polymer substrates, for example on polystyrene (PS) to study
the general concepts of structure formation,[131,133] whereas some follow the film de-
position on more complex polymers used for organic photovoltaics[128,132], batteries[129]

or as templating structures[130,134]. This work focuses on gold as a promising material
for thin electrodes needed for flexible organic solar cells due to its high conductiv-
ity and inertness as well as the tunability of its properties depending on the exact
nanostructures within the layer.[135–137]

2.3.2 Sputter Deposition

A whole range of preparation techniques allows the creation of thin metal films on
organic substrates. For many research purposes regarding organic photovoltaics, the
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Figure 2.12
Schematic of the sputter deposition process. The sputter chamber is evacuated, before
starting a low-pressure argon gas flow. A voltage is applied between the target and the
substrate, creating an argon plasma and accelerating the positive Ar ions towards the neg-
atively charged cathode. Their impact on the target leads to the ejection of gold atoms
which subsequently are deposited on the substrate surface. Magnets inserted into the cath-
ode enhance the efficiency of the process.

back electrodes are applied using lab-scale methods, for example thermal evapora-
tion, as described in Section 3.3.4. In industry, however, mostly large-scale techniques
like chemical or physical vapor deposition are preferred.[29,30,133,138] The method of
choice to create the polymer-metal interface investigated in the present work is direct
current (DC) magnetron sputter deposition, as discussed in more detail in the cited
literature.[133,139,140]

Sputtering describes the process of creating a plasma with highly energetic ions
which bombard a target, thereby ejecting atoms from it. The plasma is usually created
in an evacuated chamber via a glow discharge by applying an electric potential to a
noble gas under low working pressure. The electric field accelerates the noble gas
ions towards the target material acting as the cathode. Through the bombardment
with energetic ions, atoms of the target material are emitted into the gas phase and
deposited as a thin film on a substrate. This process creates highly controllable layers
and is sketched in Figure 2.12. The properties of the deposited film depend on a
whole range of parameters.[139] Especially the surface mobility of the sputtered atoms
– mainly defined by the working gas pressure, substrate temperature, and sputter rate
– has a significant influence on the structures created during deposition.[141,142]
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Figure 2.13
Typical surface processes during the sputter deposition of gold on a polymer substrate:
a) condensation, b) surface diffusion, c) binding, d) (re-)evaporation, e) dissociation, f)
adhesion, g) inter-layer jump, h) jump on a step in the substrate, i) capture at a defect, j)
diffusion into the substrate, based on literature discussions.[114,143]

2.3.3 Processes at Polymer Surfaces

A whole range of competing processes takes place during the deposition of metal atoms
on any film surface. They are affected by various parameters and create a complex sys-
tem of interdependent kinetic and thermodynamic phenomena described in more detail
in the literature cited in the following. While at any given moment, many or all of the
processes take place, some dominate certain phases of the layer growth depending on
the investigated material system. Some aspects of the growth can at least generally be
described with models developed for immobilized clusters in equilibrium.[114] However,
growth kinetics further complicate the matter so that a more empiric approach has to
be used to describe the growth-defining processes.[117,118]

All processes depend on the exact system and local variations in the binding energies
due to imperfections in the film leading to different condensation and diffusion rates.
The rate Ri of a process i can be described by a Boltzmann distribution

Ri � exp��EA,i
kBT

� (2.12)

with an activation energy EA,i, Boltzmann constant kB and temperature T .[117] This
holds true for the typical, thermally activated phenomena described in the following.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the most common surface processes.[114,143] Sputtered atoms are
deposited on the surface via condensation (a). Without any competing processes,
this would lead to a statistical and therefore homogeneous distribution on the surface.
However, atoms and small clusters are often highly mobile and might diffuse (b) on
the surface, before meeting and binding to another atom or cluster of atoms (c). In
principle, re-evaporation into the gas phase (d) and dissociation of atoms from clusters
(e) are also possible, albeit thermodynamically inhibited. For longer deposition times,
more and more surface area is covered, increasing the possibility of gold atoms to
directly deposit on clusters via adhesion (f). Diffusing atoms may also bind to clusters
after an inter-layer jump from the surface (g). With growing size, the clusters lose
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Figure 2.14
Depending on the difference in surface tension between substrate and sputtered species,
three typical growth modes are distinguished. They are illustrated for effective thicknesses
δ below or above one monolayer (1 ML): a) Frank-van-der Merve (FvdM) or layer-by-layer
growth, b) intermediate Stranski-Krastanow (SK) or layer-plus-island growth, and c) Volmer-
Weber (VW) or island growth.

their mobility.[117] As the surface is usually not completely flat, atoms may also jump
on steps (h) or be captured at defect sites (i). Another highly important process is the
diffusion of atoms into the substrate film (j)[29,144] which plays a significant role in the
performance of the respective device.

2.3.4 Layer Growth Models

As mentioned before, the characteristics of surface processes depend on the exact
interactions between the used materials. The difference in binding energies of atoms
to atoms of the same or other materials result in variations in the growth behavior.[114]

Depending on the metal’s affinity to the polymer, significant differences in growth
behavior occur. Generally, three modes of layer growth (illustrated in Figure 2.14) can
be differentiated depending on the affinity of the respective deposited material onto the
substrate material.[115,145] Metals with a high affinity to the polymer typically exhibit a
layer-by-layer or Frank-van der Merwe (FvdM) growth. Layer-by-layer growth requires
the interactions of metal atoms with the substrate to outweigh the interactions between
each other. This behavior is seen for aluminium on P3HT with metal atoms forming
chemical bonds to the polymer, thereby preventing further diffusion.[127,128] For certain
circumstances, the layer-by-layer growth is disturbed, leading to a layer-plus-island
or Stranski-Krastanow (SK) growth behavior. Above a critical wetting layer, island
growth is preferred due to induced lattice strains or changes in the surface energy.
The opposite behavior to layer-by-layer growth is seen for metals with a low affinity

to the polymer, resulting in an island or Volmer-Weber (VW) growth. Especially noble
metals such as gold show a pronounced tendency to form clusters and islands rather
than monolayers. Deposited atoms stay mobile and diffuse until meeting with other
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metal atoms to build small clusters called nuclei. This leads to a 3D growth of islands
until immobilized larger clusters merge into a larger, granular layer.
Gold shows a typical island growth behavior on various templates.[131–133,146] A gen-

eral growth model for the sputter deposition of a gold layer on a silicon substrate was
developed by Schwartzkopf et al. and expanded to its growth on PS films.[133,142,146]

The growth can be divided into typical phases dominated by different processes de-
pending on the effective deposited gold layer thickness, namely nucleation, diffusion,
adsorption, coalescence of clusters, and creation of percolation pathways7.[133,146]

2.4 X-ray Scattering

Morphology and crystallinity play a vital role in several of the aspects discussed pre-
viously, namely charge transport (Section 2.1.3), solar cell efficiency (Section 2.2) and
degradation (Section 2.2.3) as well as polymer-metal interfaces (Section 2.3). To inves-
tigate the structural features of a film, X-ray scattering can be applied. Methods based
on X-ray scattering offer a whole range of advantages in comparison to other investiga-
tion techniques, probing the inner film structures with high statistical relevance. The
described techniques are all based on elastic scattering for which the incident photon
energy is preserved. After introducing the basic principles of elastic X-ray scattering,
the different methods used in the present work are introduced.

2.4.1 Basic Principles

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths λ in the pm up to the nm range
and interact with the electrons in a sample material.[147] Generally, an electromagnetic
wave is described by its electric field vector at a position in space r

�E��r� � �E0e
i �ki �r (2.13)

with the constant amplitude ¶ �E0¶, the wave vector �ki, and position vector �r. The
modulus of the incoming wave k can be calculated via

k � ¶ �ki¶ � 2π
λ
. (2.14)

Utilizing the wave modulus of the electromagnetic wave traveling through a medium
with refractive index n��r� can be described by the Helmholtz equation

∆ �E��r� � k2
n

2��r� �E��r� � 0. (2.15)

7Full percolation is reached when all islands are interconnected so that charge carriers find percolation
pathways throughout the layer.
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The refractive index n��r� is related to the dispersion δ��r� and absorption β��r� via[147,148]
n��r� � 1 � δ��r� � iβ��r� � 1 � λ

2

2πRe�SLD� � i λ2

2π Im�SLD�, (2.16)

with δ��r� connected to the real part of the scattering length density (SLD) and β��r�
connected to the imaginary part. Both the absorption and dispersion can be calculated
using the Fourier transform of the electron density called the atomic scattering form
factor, which can be expressed as[149]

fj � f
0
j � f

¬

j�E� � f ¬¬j �E� (2.17)

where f 0
j depends on �q � �jf � �ji and �ji and �jf are the wave vectors of the incident

wave and exiting wave, respectively.[148,150] The respective absorption and dispersion
are, therefore, expressed as[151]

δ��r� � λ
2

2πreρ��r� N

=
j�1

f
0
j � f

¬

j�E�
Z

(2.18)

β��r� � λ
2

2πreρ��r� N

=
j�1

f
¬¬

j �E�
Z

�
λ
4πµ��r� (2.19)

with the total number of electrons Z, where Z � <j Zj is the sum of the number of
electrons of each component j. δ��r� is always positive. The term re is given as

re �
e

2

4πε0c2 (2.20)

is the so-called Thompson scattering length of an electron or simply the electron radius.
ρ��r� is the electron density as a function of space, while µ��r� gives the linear absorption.
For elastic scattering for which a change in momentum occurs without energy loss,
the momentum transfer can be described by the scattering vector �q as the difference
between the final and the incident wave vector [152]

�q � �kf � �ki. (2.21)

For small incident angles, the momentum transfer vector �q is small and therefore
f

0
j � Zj. Therefore, for homogeneous media and far away from absorption edges,
equation (2.16) can, therefore, be simplified to [147]

n � 1 � λ
2

2πreρ � i
λ
4πµ. (2.22)

For hard X-rays, δ typically is in the range of 10�6 and one or two orders of magnitude
larger than β so that only very little radiation is absorbed, leading to only slight
deviations of n from 1. The higher the difference in SLD between two materials, the
better is the scattering contrast, as described by¶∆n¶2 � ∆δ2

� ∆β2
. (2.23)
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Figure 2.15
General definitions and geometries for specular and diffuse scattering. a) Specular reflection
within the plane of the incident beam exhibits a momentum change only in z-direction. b)
Diffuse or off-specular scattering leads to an additional momentum transfer in y-direction
with an angle Ψf .

For small incident angles, total reflection occurs at or below the material-specific crit-
ical angle αc which can be approximated as[147,153]

αc �
Ó

2δ. (2.24)

αc plays a crucial role in scattering. Yoneda first observed anomalous surface scatter-
ing from films probed under shallow angles due to the critical angle of the respective
material.[154] Therefore, the region around αc of a material is called its Yoneda re-
gion and allows conclusions about material-specific structural features within blends
of materials.
In principle, scattering can be further divided into specular and diffuse scattering.

The most important geometrical parameters for both regimes are shown schematically
in Figure 2.15 for an X-ray beam impinging the sample under a shallow angle. The
incident X-ray beam �ki hits the sample under a grazing incident angle αi towards the
sample surface and is reflected (»»»»» �kf »»»»») with an exit angle αf in the vertical direction.
Specular reflection leads to an exiting beam with αf � αi in the xz-plane which is
also referred to as the scattering plane. Diffuse or off-specular scattering also leads to
a momentum transfer in the y-direction so that �kf also possesses an angle Ψf in the
xy-plane so that αf j αi.
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2.4.2 X-Ray Reflectivity

The specular reflection can be used to probe the vertical film composition via a tech-
nique called X-ray reflectometry (XRR). Keeping both the incident beam and detector
at equal angles (αf � αi) within the scattering plane, only the specular scattering
is detected. The out-of-plane angle is Ψf � 0. For elastic scattering, the modulus
remains constant and is given as k � 2π

λ
and the scattering vector �q consists only of

the qz component
qz �

4π
λ
sin�αi�. (2.25)

Reflection occurs when the incident beam meets a change in refractive index, for ex-
ample at interfaces between materials of different SLD. According to Snell’s law, the
angles αi of the incident beam and αt of the transmitted beam are connected via

cos�αt�
cos�αi� � n0

n1
. (2.26)

As the amplitude of the transmitted beam is connected to the Fresnel reflection rF and
transmission coefficient tF , the reflectivity and transmission are defined by RF � ¶rF ¶2
and TF � ¶tF ¶2.
The vertical structure of a sample can be modeled by theoretically placing the film

between an infinite substrate and an infinite air layer. For the most simple film, based
on one material of even density, reflection would occur only due to the two interfaces
present in the sample, namely the interfaces of the film with the infinite substrate layer
below the film and the infinite air layer above it. For modeling, the film is sliced into
k layers of thickness dk, reflective index nk, and roughness σrms,k. Each layer has a
certain ratio of reflection and transmission, from which an overall reflectivity of the
layer stack can be calculated by using formalisms such as the Abeles matrix method or
Paratt’s recursive method to compute all contributions.[155–158] In practice, layers are
not perfectly flat, but exhibit a certain surface roughness. The interface between layers
can be expressed in terms of the root mean square (rms) roughness σrms,j, as calculated
from the deviation from the mean height rj for all considered sampling points N via

σrms �

ÙÛÛÛÛÛÛÚ 1
N

N

=
j�1

r2
j . (2.27)

This roughness is taken into account by applying an exponential function to the Fresnel
coefficient assuming a Gaussian distribution of heights.[159] Total reflection is observed
for incident angles αi smaller than the critical angle αc. Above the critical angle of a
respective material, some intensity will be lost due to transmission, which is visible in
the critical edge in the reflectivity curve. The intensity decreases with q�4 at higher
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angles (equivalent to higher qz values). The so-called Kiessig-fringes visible in the
reflectivity curve are oscillations related to the Film thickness d via[160]

d �
2π

∆qz
(2.28)

with ∆qz being the distance between neighboring maxima or minima. An increase
in roughness will not only reduce the overall intensity but also dampen the Kiessig-
fringes. From the modeled data, SLD values for all layers depending on the film depth
can be determined. A higher roughness, porosity or intermixing of different materials
leads to a smearing of SLD values between adjacent layers.

2.4.3 Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle X-ray Scattering

While XRR is based purely on specular reflection, diffuse scattering can be used to
obtain even more structural information about a sample. Diffuse scattering methods
are conventionally performed in transmission mode, which is not suitable for the very
thin films investigated in the scope of this work due to the small probed scattering
volume. To increase the scattering volume and thereby the statistical relevance, a
shallow angle below 1° is chosen, resulting in a larger footprint of the beam on the
sample. Additionally, by varying the incident angle αi the penetration depth can be
adjusted to change the sensitivity of the measurement towards the surface or bulk.[161]

For so-called grazing-incidence X-ray scattering (GIXS) experiments, the diffuse scat-
tering is recorded by a 2D detector. GIXS methods offer the unique advantage of
simultaneously probing lateral and vertical structures within the thin film. Depend-
ing on the given sample-to-detector distance (SDD) and detector and pixel size, the
detector will resolve smaller or larger angles which can be translated to the scattering
vector �q via[162]

�q � ����
qx
qy
qz

��� � 2 pi
λ

����
cos�αf� cos�ψf� � cos�αi�

cos�αf� sin�ψf�
sin�αf� � sin�αi�

��� . (2.29)

This work focuses on two GIXS methods, namely grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray
scattering (GISAXS) and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS),
which differ in the used SDD and thus also in the accessible scattering angles and
q-range. GISAXS is discussed in the following and GIWAXS will be explained in the
next section. For a more detailed discussion on these and similar X-ray scattering
techniques, the reader is referred to the cited literature.[147,163–169]

Developed as a tool by Levine et al. in 1989 to specifically study the growth of thin
films, GISAXS was first used to analyze soft matter films by Müller-Buschbaum et al.
in 1997.[171] The method is used to investigate structural features on the mesoscale,
such as the island growth in the deposition of gold layers (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6)
or typical phase separation in organic films (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). Placing the
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Figure 2.16
Contributions of different combinations of scattering and reflection events to the DWBA.
Illustrated are the four simplest contributions, although more complex combinations of mul-
tiple reflection and scattering events are typically accounted for in simulations. The incoming
beam �ki may experience a) direct scattering to the outgoing wave �kf , b) scattering with
subsequent reflection at the substrate, c) reflection at the substrate with subsequent scat-
tering, or d) reflections at the substrate before and after the scattering event.

detector at a larger SDD, small scattering angles and therefore q-values up to typi-
cally 2 nm�1 – 5 nm�1 can be resolved, translating into real-space distances of around
1 nm – 100 nm. In contrast to conventional small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) per-
formed in transmission mode, scattering in GISAXS is further complicated by reflec-
tions at the sample and the substrate. To account for additional reflection events, the
distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) is implemented into the scattering model
as a first-order perturbation of the Born approximation.[172,173] The additional contri-
butions are illustrated in Figure 2.16. The resulting complex 2D scattering pattern
can be simulated using a range of analysis tools.[162,174–176] To reduce the computa-
tional time for data analysis, the 2D data can be reduced to line cuts by integration
over a certain region of interest (ROI). Typically, horizontal line cuts are performed at
the Yoneda position of a material of interest to obtain more information about lateral
structures of this material within the film. This approach enables the use of the ef-
fective interface approximation (EIA) in which only lateral correlations in the film are
considered, keeping qz constant.[164,177] The scattering is influenced by the differential
scattering cross-section of a certain area A

dσ

dΩ¶diff � Aπ
2

λ4 �1 � n2�2¶Ti¶2¶Tf ¶2Pdiff��q� (2.30)

with the Fresnel transmission coefficients Ti,f for the incident and outgoing beam and
the diffuse scattering factor Pdiff��q� as a direct measure of the scattered intensity.[151,162]

Horizontal intensity profiles can be modeled using a certain number N of scattering
objects of a particular size, form, and spatial distribution. The size and form of an
object are defined by the Fourier transform of its electron density distribution called
form factor F ��q�. A structure factor S��q� describes the spatial arrangement of the ob-
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Figure 2.17
Bragg diffraction of X-rays (red) impinging a 2D lattice under an incident angle Θ. The
horizontal lattice planes are distanced by dhkl. According to the Bragg condition, construc-
tive interference occurs for path differences ∆s equaling nλ.

jects via an interference function.[178] Therefore, the diffuse scattering can be calculated
via[153,164,179]

P ��q�� N ¶F ��q�¶2 S��q�. (2.31)

For the disordered, organic systems investigated in the present work, F ��q� is assumed
to be cylindrical to account for the rotational symmetry of the system and a 1D
paracrystalline lattice is used as S��q� to induce a certain short-range order. Inde-
pendent of the orientation, the lattice is, therefore, invariant towards rotation.[180]

The model is based on several form factors with respective structure factors. The
objects are assumed to scatter only with objects of the same type, but not with
those of other forms and spatial distributions, as explained in detail in the thesis
of Christoph Schaffer.[181] This assumption is implemented into the model in form of
the local monodisperse approximation (LMA) or decoupling approximation (DA) with
the final intensity calculated as the sum of intensities from each contributing form and
structure factor.[162,182]

2.4.4 Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering

With a typical SDD of less than 1 m, GIWAXS is used to investigate the crystalline
structure of a thin film, for example following the crystallization of gold clusters during
sputter deposition (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). The X-rays are scattered at different
lattice planes �hkl� with a distance dhkl. The resulting difference in the beam path
length is ∆s, as illustrated in Figure 2.17. The scattering takes place due to periodic
changes in the electron density cloud around the lattice of atoms, as discussed for
the atomic scattering factor in Equation 2.17.[148] Depending on the incident angle θ
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Figure 2.18
Ewald sphere illustrating off-specular scattering for X-rays (red arrows) impinging a 2D
lattice with a wave vector �ki. According to the Laue condition, constructive interference is
observed for intersections of the reciprocal lattice with the Ewald sphere around x with a
radius of ¶ �ki¶.

and the orientation of the lattice planes to the beam, the scattered X-rays experience
constructive or destructive interference. According to the Bragg condition,

nλ � 2dhklsin�θ� (2.32)

has to be fulfilled for constructive interference under specular conditions. However,
for off-specular scattering, �q does not only have a z-component and each scattering
point is the origin of an elementary wave (Huygens’ principle). Therefore, constructive
interference only occurs if the momentum transfer is equal to a reciprocal lattice vector
and fulfills the Laue condition

�q � �Ghkl � �kf � �ki. (2.33)

For elastic scattering, the energy is conserved so that ¶ �ki¶ � ¶ �kf ¶. An Ewald sphere
illustrates this phenomenon, as shown in Figure 2.18. Diffraction can only be observed
if a reciprocal lattice point intersects the Ewald sphere’s surface, as only there the
momentum is conserved. For any given incident wave �ki, the scattered wave �kf will
contain contributions of kx or ky in addition to the kz-component, which cannot be
neglected, as the small-angle approximation does not hold for GIWAXS. Thus, the
scattering in the specular plane (ky � 0) has contributions from kz as well as kx and
the information cannot be decoupled from each other. As 2D detectors represent
a projection of the allowed Bragg reflexes of the Ewald sphere, a certain range of
scattering features cannot be accessed.
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Figure 2.19
Reshaped 2D GIWAXS data of a thin gold film on a polymer substrate. Apart from the
clear intensity rings arising due to the gold crystal structure (explained in more detail in
Chapter 5), the so-called missing wedge is a prominent feature.

This area is also called missing wedge and illustrated in Figure 2.19 with reshaped
2D GIWAXS data of a thin gold film on a polymer substrate, as explained in more
detail in Chapter 5.
Before data analysis, several corrections have to be applied. The corrections and

their effects on the scattering pattern are described in detail in the literature, es-
pecially in the work of Jiang in 2015, and are, therefore, just listed shortly in the
following.[166,167,169]

• The flat field correction addresses the variation in sensitivity of different pixels
and is often already implemented into the measurement routine. The dark field
correction additionally excludes dead or hot pixels.

• Depending on the exact structure of the film and experimental setup, the photons
are scattered at different angles. This leads not only to a difference in pathways
between the scattering center and the detector area but also to the scattered
photons hitting the detector pixels under different angles. Both effects are taken
into account by so-called efficiency corrections.

• Polarization corrections implement the linear polarization of synchrotron radia-
tion to compensate for the reduced intensities for small scattering angles.

• Pixels on a flat detector are of the same size but cover different angles. This
purely geometrical effect is corrected via the solid angle correction.

• Further geometric corrections may have to be addressed in case of special exper-
imental setups such as a tilting of the detector.

The scattering pattern yields information about several structural parameters. As de-
scribed above, the lattice parameters translate into peak positions. The peak intensity
corresponds to the amount of crystallites in comparison to non-crystalline material.
Additionally, the peak width is affected by the size of the crystallites, with larger
crystals leading to sharper peaks. Using the Scherrer equation, the full width at half
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2.4 X-ray Scattering

maximum (FWHM) ∆�2θhkl� of a diffraction peak at a certain diffraction angle 2θhkl
gives the lower limit of the crystallite size Dhkl

Dhkl �
Kλ

∆�2θhkl�cos�θhkl� , (2.34)

with the Scherrer constant K. The constant has a value of around 0.9 as derived from
the original publication [165]

K � 2 �2ln�2�
π 
 1

2

� 0.93. (2.35)

As GIWAXS data are analyzed in reciprocal space, the formula becomes

∆qhkl �
4π
λ

Ẑ̂̂̂̂̂̂
\sin��2θhkl � ∆�2θhkl�

2
2

� � sin��2θhkl � ∆�2θhkl�
2

2
�[_______] (2.36)

�
4π
λ

2cos�θhkl�sin �∆�2θhkl�
4 
 . (2.37)

In most cases, the approximation sin�θ� � θ is valid, as the FWHM is in general rather
small. Thus, the simplified Scherrer equation for reciprocal space can be written as

Dhkl �
2πK
∆qhkl

. (2.38)

It is important to note that the experimental setup and size distributions in the crys-
tallites will induce additional peak broadening. The Scherrer equation can thus only
give an estimate of the lower limit of the crystallite size.
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CHAPTER3
Sample Preparation

In the following chapter, the materials and processing routines used for the samples
investigated within this thesis are described. Details for each experiment are noted at
the beginning of the respective chapter. Section 3.1 introduces the physical and chem-
ical properties as well as important technical details of the mainly used materials and
solvents. The preparation of thin film samples using various techniques is described
in more detail in Section 3.2, including additional steps such as the required substrate
cleaning. Organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices were fabricated based on the standard
procedure discussed in Section 3.3. This section discusses the required special pattern-
ing and cleaning routine for the used substrates as well as the deposition of blocking
layers and back electrodes.

3.1 Materials

The materials used in this thesis can be divided into three groups. Section 3.1.1
discusses the photoactive materials mainly investigated in this thesis as well as other
conductive or blocking materials applied in solar cell devices. The used solvents are
given in Section 3.1.2, while the required different substrate materials are introduced
in Section 3.1.3
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Chapter 3 Sample Preparation

3.1.1 Functional Materials

The following section presents the functional materials used for the present thesis.
A focus is set on the investigated electron donors, the polymers PTB7 and PTB7-
Th. They are combined in the photoactive layer with their counterpart and electron
acceptor, the fullerene derivative PC71BM. PEDOT:PSS acts as an electron blocking
layer. The materials’ chemical structures are illustrated in Figure 3.1.

PTB7

PTB71 is a photoactive polymer that has been commonly applied as an electron donor
for OPV in the last years. It serves as a well-known example for a whole range of low-
bandgap, hole-conducting polymers based on similar structural units. The polymer is
based on two alternating functional units, the electron donor thienothiophene (TT)
and the acceptor benzodithiophene (BDT). PTB7 exhibits a hole mobility in the range
of 1 � 10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1 and a bandgap of 1.85 eV, as derived from its lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of �3.3 eV and highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of �5.15 eV.[183–185] The PTB7 investigated in the present work is purchased from 1-
Material Inc., Canada.

PTB7-Th

PTB7-Th2 – also known as PBDTTT-EFT or PCE10 – is a sister polymer to PTB7,
derived from the latter by substitution of oxygen in the side-chains of the BDT units
with thiophene rings. Its LUMO of �3.64 eV and HOMO of �5.22 eV result in a
bandgap of around 1.58 eV.[185–188] In comparison to PTB7, PTB7-Th exhibits a fivefold
higher electron mobility.[185] The PTB7-Th investigated for this work is purchased from
1-Material Inc., Canada.

PC71BM

Derivatives of the buckminster fullerenes have been widely applied as electron accepting
photoactive materials in organic photovoltaics. For the investigated polymers PTB7
and PTB7-Th, PC71BM3 is the most commonly used fullerene-based acceptor material.
PC71BM exhibits an electronic bandgap of 2.0 eV, resulting from the difference in its
LUMO and HOMO level at �3.9 eV and at �5.9 eV, respectively.[189,190] Its comparably
high electron mobility of around 1 � 10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1 originates from the large number
of delocalized π-orbitals.[183,191] PC71BM is purchased from 1-Material Inc., Canada,.

1PTB7: poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethyl-
hexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]

2PTB7-Th: poly[[4,8-bis(5-ethylhexylthienyl)benzo[1,2-b;4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-
ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]]

3PC71BM: [6,6]-phenyl-C71 butyric acid methyl ester
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Figure 3.1
Chemical structures of the investigated materials.

PEDOT:PSS

In different fields of organic electronics, the polymer mixture PEDOT:PSS is used as
versatile conductive and transparent material for electrodes or blocking layers. It con-
sists of two functional polymers: the hydrophobic, hole-conducting poly(3,4-ethylene
dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and the water-soluble, insulating poly(styrene sulfonate)
(PSS). PEDOT:PSS is nearly transparent in the visible wavelength region and there-
fore a suitable electron blocking layer (EBL) for solar cells prepared in conventional
architecture. A ready-made aqueous solution of PEDOT:PSS (PEDOT:PSS ratio 1:6,
1.3 – 1.7wt.%, AI 4083, Heraeus Cleviostm) is provided by Ossila Ltd, UK and stored
in the refrigerator at 4 °C.

3.1.2 Solvents

The solvents and acids used for the preparation of thin-films and devices are described
in the following. Active layer materials are typically dissolved in the host solvents
chlorobenzene (CB) or ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB). Solvents such as 1,8-diiodooc-
tane (DIO) and methanol are used to enhance certain properties of the photoactive
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films. Deionized (DI) water and certain acids and the respective solvents are used for
cleaning purposes.

Deionized Water

Clean tap water has to be further cleaned and deionized using the high-purity water
system Purelab Chorus 1 (Veolia). The thereby purified water has a resistance of above
18.2 MΩ cm and can subsequently be used for sample preparation.

Chlorobenzene

For typical thin films of the active materials discussed in this work, the chlorinated
aromatic compounds CB and o-DCB are used as solvents. CB (C6H5Cl)has a boiling
point of 131 °C and a density of 1.11 g mL�1 at 25 °C. It is purchased from Carl Roth
GmbH + Co. KG with a purity of '99.5 %.

ortho-Dichlorobenzene

In comparison to the monochlorinated CB, o-DCB (C6H4Cl2) shows two adjacent chlo-
rine substituents, leading to a higher boiling point of 180 °C and density of 1.31 g mL�1

at 25 °C. It is purchased from Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG with a purity of '98 %.

1,8-Diiodooctane

DIO (I(CH2)8I) is commonly used as a processing solvent additive to increase the
performance of OPV devices due to its selective solubility of fullerene derivatives.[192]

It exhibits a relatively high boiling point of 332 °C and density of 1.84 g mL�1 at 25 °C.
DIO is purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and added to the respective sample solutions in
small quantities.

3.1.3 Substrate Types

Different substrates have to be used for the sample preparation depending on the chosen
investigation technique. For this work, three substrate types are mostly used, namely
pristine or indium-doped tin oxide (ITO)-covered glass substrates and silicon wafers.
Most optical measurements are performed on pristine glass substrates, except when
stated otherwise. Devices are prepared on patterned ITO-covered glass substrates.
X-ray and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) investigations are usually
performed on samples deposited on silicon wafers, except when stated otherwise.
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3.2 Thin Film Preparation

Glass Substrates

Initial tests for preparation routines and most optical measurements are performed
on simple glass substrates due to their optical transparency and electrically insulating
properties. Microscopy glass slides with optical quality (76 � 26 mm2, 1 mm thickness,
Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG) are cut to the required substrate form and size using a
diamond cutter. The substrates are cleaned via a hot acid bath, as described in more
detail in Section 3.2.1.

Silicon Substrates

Most X-ray and FTIR measurements are performed on substrates prepared from silicon
wafers. The p-doped, round wafers (diameter 100 mm, thickness 0.5 mm, Silicon Mate-
rials (Kaufering, Germany))) exhibit a resistivity of 10 Ω cm – 20 Ω cm. Their polished
side is aligned with the �100� crystal direction, achieving a very low surface roughness
of Rq $ 0.5 nm. Substrates of the desired size and form are cut along the crystal
directions using a diamond cutter. Especially for X-ray measurements using grazing
incidence geometry, particular care has to be taken to avoid additional scattering by
the edges. For this purpose the substrates are partially cut with the diamond cutter
on their non-polished side and placed over a sharp edge of an aluminum plate, before
breaking them along the crystal planes, creating well-defined, sharp edges. Analo-
gously to the glass substrates, the silicon substrates are cleaned via a hot acid bath
(see Section 3.2.1).

Indium-doped Tin Oxide (ITO) Substrates

Solar cell devices are prepared on ITO-covered glass substrates (25 � 25 � 1.1mm3,
ITOSOL30, Solems (Palaiseau, France)). The substrates are bought covered with
a conductive ITO layer of 100 nm thickness, which provides a sheet resistance of
25 Ωu

�1 – 35 Ωu
�1. In contrast to glass and silicon substrates, the ITO substrates

have to be cleaned using a different, less aggressive routine to avoid destruction of the
ITO layer (see subsubsection 3.3.1).

3.2 Thin Film Preparation

For this thesis, most investigations are performed on thin films of the respective ma-
terials. To create homogeneous and reproducible films, a fabrication routine has to be
established. The individual steps of this routine are explained in the following.
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3.2.1 Substrate Cleaning

Prior to thin-film deposition, the glass and Si substrates are cleaned using a hot acid
bath. This procedure is based on a standard ionic silicon wafer cleaning protocol com-
mon in the semiconductor industry, using a modified piranha bath.[193] A clean beaker
is placed inside a water bath in a larger beaker on a heating plate with a magnetic
stirrer. Deionized water (H2O), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30 %), and concentrated
sulfuric acid (sulfuric acid (H2SO4), 95 % – 98 %) are subsequently and carefully filled
into the beaker to avoid overheating due to the exothermic reaction taking place. The
used amounts are listed in Table 3.1. The solution is covered with a watch glass
and heated to 80 °C. For the bath, custom-built acid-resistant polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) holders are used to separate the substrates from each other and the beaker
walls. After washing off potential contaminants, the holders with the substrates are
inserted into the hot acid bath and left there for 15 min. The sample holder is sub-
sequently rinsed excessively, before taking out individual substrates and rinsing them
again. Residual water is dried under a continuous nitrogen flow. The hot acid treat-
ment creates a hydrophobic SiOx surface layer on the substrates. If hydrophilicity
is required (particularly for PEDOT:PSS layers), the substrates can be subjected to
additional oxygen plasma treatment, as detailed in subsubsection 3.3.1.

Table 3.1
Composition of the hot acid bath for substrate cleaning.

chemical amount [ml]

DI H2O 54
H2O2 84
H2SO4 198

3.2.2 Solution Preparation

Most samples discussed for this thesis are thin films of the pristine active layer ma-
terials or their blends. As the materials are sensitive to oxygen and water, especially
under light exposure, all following preparation steps are usually performed under inert
nitrogen atmosphere in a glovebox (M. Braun Inertgas-Systeme GmbH). The atmo-
sphere is continuously filtered to eliminate oxygen and water that may be introduced
via materials, solvents, or tools. The respective materials are dissolved in either CB
or o-DCB with concentrations in the range of 5 mg mL�1 – 30 mg mL�1, depending on
the required viscosity of the solution. Detailed values are mentioned in the related
experimental sections. Before the solution preparation, the required glass vials are
rinsed with the respective solvent and dried under oil-free nitrogen flow. Using an
analytical microbalance (Sartorius AG), the desired amount of material is weighed
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into a cleaned glass vial. After measuring the exact mass of the weighed material, the
corresponding amount of solvent is calculated and added using a microliter pipette to
create a solution of the desired concentration. Usually, the solutions are prepared one
day in advance and constantly stirred at 60 °C in the glass vials sealed with Parafilmtm

to allow a complete dissolution. As the polymers exhibit a significantly lower solubil-
ity as compared to the fullerene derivatives, the fabrication of blend solutions usually
consists of two steps: first dissolving only the polymer and letting it stir for a certain
amount of time, before adding the fullerene derivative and stirring the blend solution
for another few hours. Details are described in the related experimental sections.

3.2.3 Film Deposition

The sample films are prepared via depositing the respective solution on a substrate
using either spin-casting or drop-casting, as detailed in the following. For investigations
of polymer-metal interfaces, metal layers are also deposited via a sputtering process,
as explained in Section 2.3 and Section 5.2.

Spin Coating

Most samples investigated within this thesis are prepared using spin-casting, as this
technique generates homogeneous thin films with high control over the thickness in
the sub-µm range. The spin coater has a substrate holder rotating in a well-defined,
controllable manner to create an environment, in which the volatile solvents can evap-
orate, leaving a well-defined even film behind. Substrates can be fixed by applying
vacuum or by placing them in a respective mold. For this work, different instruments
were used, as detailed in the respective sections. Several parameters such as the ro-
tational speed (in revolutions per minute (rpm)), acceleration rate, and total rotation
time can be adjusted as needed. The sample solution is quickly dispersed on a cleaned
substrate until it covers it completely (80 µL – 200 µL, depending on the viscosity and
substrate size), before immediately starting the spin-coating process. Initially, excess
solution is removed from the revolving substrate. Subsequently, the solvent starts to
evaporate, leaving a film of defined thickness d behind.[194] The thickness d depends
on several parameters, namely the molecular mass MW , the initial concentration c0,
and the angular velocity ω. It can be calculated using the Schubert equation[195]

d � C c0 ω
�1©2

M
1©4
w , (3.1)

taking into account a scaling factor C, which includes environmental parameters such
as humidity, temperature, and the spin-coater type. Within certain limits, a linear cor-
relation between the concentration of the solution and the resulting film thickness can
be assumed, when neglecting viscosity effects.[195] With higher concentrations, how-
ever, viscosity plays a more dominant role, so that the parameters have to be carefully
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investigated to find optimal values for the desired film thickness. Typical parameters
for spin-casting active layer films involve rotation speeds of 1000 rpm – 2000 rpm with
an initial acceleration time of �6 s and total rotation time of 20 s – 60 s, with the stan-
dard values listed in Table 3.2. The thereby prepared films are left to dry overnight
before they can be investigated.

Table 3.2
Typical spin-coating parameters used for the functional layers.

material/layer ω [rpm] time [s]

PEDOT:PSS 3000 60
active layer 1000 40
methanol treatment 1000 120

Drop Casting

To generate high-resolution FTIR data, drop-casting is preferred over spin-casting.
An aluminum block is aligned horizontally inside the glovebox, before placing a clean
silicon substrate on it. A droplet of the respective solution (30 µL) is dropped on the
substrate and left to dry for one day. This creates a thicker film in the range of several
µm with a thickness gradient, which enhances the absorption of infrared light (IR)
light and decreases interference effects, as described in more detail in Section 4.1.2.

3.3 OPV Device Assembly

The present thesis addresses the chemical and structural characteristics of photoactive
materials typically used in OPV devices. While the optimization of devices is not in
the focus of this work, exemplary devices are built to investigate their behavior with
regard to the above-mentioned chemical and structural changes upon operation. The
following section gives a detailed fabrication routine for the OPV devices examined for
the present thesis. The patterning and cleaning of the used substrates are discussed
in Section 3.3.1. Section 3.3.2 deals with the preparation of the PEDOT:PSS hole
blocking layer (HBL), while Section 3.3.3 describes the solution preparation for the
active layer and its deposition via spin casting. The metal back electrode is deposited,
as explained in Section 3.3.4. The complete fabrication routine is illustrated in figure
Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2
A typical OPV device assembly procedure consists of several steps. The ITO-coated glass
substrate is partly etched, cleaned, and treated with oxygen plasma. The electron blocking
layer based on PEDOT:PSS is deposited via spin coating and annealed via heating. For the
photoactive layer, a solution of PTB7-Th and PC71BM is spin-cast onto the PEDOT:PSS-
coated substrate and left to dry overnight. Thermal evaporation is performed to deposit
a thin Al layer as the back electrode to create a functional OPV device. A shadow mask
(illustrated in the inset) is used to form the desired electrode pattern.

3.3.1 Substrate Preparation

As explained in Section 2.2, OPV devices are based on a photoactive layer – usually
in combination with other functional layers – stacked between two electrodes. At least
one of those needs to be partly transparent to make the photoactive layer accessible
for incoming photons. For standard geometry solar cells also fabricated for the present
thesis, ITO-covered glass substrates are commonly used as electrodes. The ready-
made substrates have to be patterned, cleaned, and treated with oxygen plasma before
depositing further layers of the OPV device stack.

Electrode patterning

To avoid shortcuts from the metal back electrodes through the organic layers to the
ITO electrode during operation, the latter has to be partially removed from the glass
substrate. Typically, the middle of a substrate is covered with adhesive tape (Tesafilm®,
10 mm width), leaving out regions on two sides for the etching process. The unpro-
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tected regions are etched using a combination of Zn powder and a diluted hydrochloric
acid (HCl) solution, with Zn acting as a catalyst for the reaction. The HCl solution
is prepared by mixing concentrated HCl (37 %) with DI H2O in a volume ratio of 1:1.
The Zn powder is distributed on the unprotected area, before dropping a diluted HCl
solution onto it using a pipette, which starts the reaction. Using a cotton swab, the
reaction products are wiped off mechanically. Potential residues are rinsed off repeat-
edly using deionized water, before removing the adhesive tape. The substrates are
further cleaned from potential adhesive residues using an Alconox® detergent solution
(16 g L�1) and wiped off, before rinsing them again with deionized water.

Organic Cleaning

The patterned ITO substrates have to be further cleaned before depositing the func-
tional organic layers on top. As the harsh acid cleaning discussed for pristine glass
substrates would etch the ITO layer, a gentler cleaning protocol is chosen. The pro-
cess consists of several cleaning steps with solvents of decreasing polarity to address
different potential contaminants, namely Alconox® detergent solution (16 g L�1), DI
water, ethanol, acetone, and isopropanol. The substrates are placed in a custom-built
acid-resistant PTFE holder. For each step of the cleaning process, the holder and
substrates are first rinsed and then placed in a beaker filled with the respective solu-
tion or solvent. The beaker is placed in an ultrasonic (US) bath (Badelin SONOREX
RK100H) for 10 minutes, before rinsing the holder and substrates again and turning
to the next solvent. After the final rinse with isopropanol, the substrates are dried
under nitrogen flow.

Oxygen plasma

The clean substrate surface can be further functionalized using an oxygen plasma,
thereby simultaneously removing all organic traces and enhancing the surface hy-
drophilicity. The latter will increase the surface wetting needed for the deposition
of the water-based PEDOT:PSS solution. The plasma treatment is performed using
a Nano Plasma Cleaner (Diener Electronic). The samples are placed in the vacuum
chamber which is first evacuated to around 0.2 mbar to remove contaminants from
the air. Afterward, the chamber is flooded with oxygen with a working pressure of
0.4 mbar. The oxygen plasma is created by applying a power of �250 W with a fre-
quency of 40 kHz for 10 min. Driven by the emitted ultraviolet (UV) radiation, organic
compounds react with the produced oxygen radicals. After extracting the resulting
reaction products by applying a vacuum, the chamber is refilled with ambient air.
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3.3.2 PEDOT:PSS Layer

PEDOT:PSS is a polymer mixture typically used as a hole transport layer (HTL)/EBL
between the transparent electrode and the active layer to define the current direction
of the device. The polymer mixture is purchased as a ready-made aqueous solution.
However, as the polymers tend to form agglomerates, the mixture has to be further
treated before its application. The PEDOT:PSS stock solution is filled in a clean glass
vial placed into an ultrasonic (US) bath for 15 min to break up agglomerates. Residual
agglomerates are subsequently removed via filtering the solution through a polyvinyli-
dene fluoride (PVDF) filter with a pore size of 0.45 µm (Altmann Analytik) into a clean
glass vial. The filtered PEDOT:PSS solution is then spin-cast onto the cleaned ITO
substrates with a rotational speed of 3000 rpm for 60 s, resulting in a film thickness
of about 40 nm (Delta 6 RC TT spin coater, Süss MicroTec Lithography GmbH). To
remove the remaining water and optimize the film structure, the samples are thermally
annealed for 10 min on a heating plate. For this thermal treatment, a copper block
is attached to an RCT basic heating plate (IKA®) and heated to 140 °C. After the
annealing step, the samples are placed on a cool metal plate, before transferring them
into the glovebox for the next preparation steps.

3.3.3 Active Layer

Based on literature reports for optimized performance values, the devices investigated
for this work focus on a blend of PTB7-Th and PC71BM in o-DCB with a weight ratio of
1:1.5 and total concentration of 35 mg mL�1.[196–198] As mentioned in Section 3.2.2 and
discussed in further detail in Chapter 7, the photoactive materials are sensitive to light
in combination with ambient air, so that all steps involving them have to be performed
under inert nitrogen atmosphere in a glovebox. A small amount of solvent additive DIO
is added to the solvent o-DCB (3 %), before dissolving PTB7-Th with a concentration
of 14 mg mL�1 and stirring the mixture for 2 h at 70 °C. Subsequently, the solution
is added to a corresponding amount of PC71BM (21 mg mL�1) to achieve the total
concentration of 35 mg mL�1 and stirred overnight at 70 °C. The solution is now ready
for deposition via spin-coating, as described in subsubsection 3.2.3, using a rotation
speed of 1000 rpm for 40 s, resulting in a film thickness of about 100 nm – 120 nm. After
spin-coating, the samples are left to dry for one day, before depositing the electrode
material.

3.3.4 Electrode Deposition

To complete the device and measure its performance, back electrodes are applied on top
of the active layer. As they are on the backside of the layer stack, there is no need for
transparency, so that metals are typically preferred due to their outstanding electrical
conductivity. For the devices investigated for the present thesis, aluminum (ChemPUR,
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Figure 3.3
Schematic OPV device layer stack showing from bottom to top: the transparent glass
substrate, transparent ITO electrode, PEDOT:PSS electron blocking layer, photoactive layer
based on PTB7-Th:PC71BM, and aluminium back electrode.

99.99 % purity) is evaporated and applied on top of the sample via physical vapor
deposition. A shadow mask (illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.2) is used to define
the size, position, and form of the desired electrodes. For the deposition process,
the samples are placed upside down on the shadow mask in a custom-built setup
(implemented by Dr. Robert P. Meier[199]). About 60 mg – 80 mg of aluminum is
placed in a tungsten boat (BD482000-T, Leybold Oerlikon) below the mask. The
setup is evacuated to a working pressure of 1 mbar to 5 � 10�5 mbar. Using a high
current of �90 A (�180 A), the aluminum evaporates and is deposited on the sample,
creating a film with a thickness of �100 nm for a functional device (see Figure 3.3).
After venting the chamber, the devices can be measured immediately.
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CHAPTER4
Sample Characterization

A main focus of the present work lies on the connection of functionality with struc-
tural parameters which can be investigated in real or reciprocal space. The following
chapter introduces the characterization techniques used to investigate the physical and
chemical properties of the samples. Spectroscopy and electrical characterization tech-
niques are discussed in Section 4.1. The structural investigation is performed in real
space using different microscopy methods (Section 4.2) and in reciprocal space using
X-ray scattering techniques (Section 4.3). Aside from the general working principles,
the used instruments and respective data analysis protocols are described.

4.1 Spectroscopic and Electrical Characterization

Depending on its energy, electromagnetic radiation interacts in different ways with
materials, which can be used to characterize samples due to their behavior under illu-
mination. One important measure for the photoactive functionality of the investigated
samples is their light absorption behavior, which is measured using ultraviolet/visible
(UV/vis) spectroscopy and discussed in Section 4.1.1. This absorption is greatly influ-
enced by the respective chemical structure of the materials, which can be probed using
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (see Section 4.1.2). The materials are
also implemented into exemplary organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices to investigate
their stability during operation, as detailed in Section 4.1.3.
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Figure 4.1
Schematic of the optical paths within the UV-vis spectrometer. A light source provides
light which is focused by a slit, before reaching the monochromator that selects a desired
wavelength. Passing a second slit, the monochromatic light is split into two paths guided
via mirrors through the reference (blue) or the sample (green), before being guided to the
photodetector (purple) For clarity, not all optics are illustrated, which additionally filter,
collimate and focus the light.

4.1.1 UV-Vis Spectroscopy

As discussed in more detail in Section 2.2, solar cells are inherently based on light-
absorbing materials to transfer the photon energy into electrical energy. With ultra-
violet/visible (UV/vis) spectroscopy, key optical characteristics such as wavelength-
dependent absorption or transmission of samples can be probed. From the onset of
absorption, the respective optical bandgap can be determined. Shifts in absorbance
maxima give information about the chemical structure and the inter- and intramolecu-
lar ordering of the investigated materials. Figure 4.1 schematically depicts the optical
paths within a UV/vis spectrometer. For the light source, two different lamps are
used to provide a wavelength range of around λ � 190 nm – 900 nm: a tungsten halo-
gen lamp for the near-infrared to the visible region and a deuterium lamp for the
ultraviolet (UV) region – switching the light source at around 320 nm. The spectra are
recorded with a scanning speed set to 266 nm min�1. The light is filtered and collimated
(not shown) as well as focused via a slit (2 mm width) on the monochromator which
selects the desired wavelength. After passing a further focusing slit (1 mm width), the
monochromatic light is then split into two paths and guided to the sample (green) or
used as reference (blue). Depending on the exact experiment, the transmitted and/or
reflected light is then guided to the photodetector, which compares its intensity I to
the initial intensity I0.
Measurements are typically performed on thin films on quartz glass substrates using

a Lambda 650 S spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Germany). The spectrometer offers a
so-called integrating sphere (Spectralon R highly reflective 150 mm spherical cham-
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Figure 4.2
Schematic of the integrating sphere used for UV-vis spectroscopy. Transmittance is mea-
sured by placing the sample in front of the entrance of the sphere. For reflectance measure-
ments, the sample is placed in front of a blackened holder opposite the entrance. Placing the
sample on a sample holder within the integrating sphere, the absorbance can be determined.

ber) that collects all scattered light. To enable the selective measurement of either
transmission, reflection, or absorption, the sample can be placed at different positions
within or in front of the integrating sphere, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The integrating
sphere is coated with a highly reflective material to direct light from all different angles
to the detector. Transmission-only measurements are achieved by placing the sample
in front of the sphere and capturing all transmitted light but not absorbed or reflected
radiation. Absorption is measured using a sample holder placed within the sphere to
acquire all transmitted, scattered, and reflected light. The absorbed intensity can be
calculated from the difference to the initial light intensity. The sample holder can be
rotated to take angle-dependent measurements. Reflectivity measurements are possi-
ble by placing the sample – typically deposited on a silicon substrate – at the back of
the sphere in front of a blackened sample holder. Aside from the light absorbed by the
sample itself, all scattered and transmitted radiation is absorbed by the sample holder
behind it so that only reflected light will be captured by the detector.
Data points are measured for every wavelength from 900 to 270 nm. Depending

on the measurement, different background measurements are needed to normalize the
data. These include measuring the detected light intensity for a blocked path (to define
0 % transmission) and free path (i.e. 100 % transmission), as the light intensity varies
slightly depending on the wavelength, the lamp life, and environmental factors such
as external lighting in the laboratory. Additionally, reference samples are measured to
determine the absorption of a certain substrate or the pristine materials in a mixed
sample.
In general, the light reaching the detector has a certain intensity I which is com-

pared to the intensity I0 that would reach the detector when completely unobscured, as
measured for the 100 % transmission background. This ratio is defined as the transmit-
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tance T �λ� of the material and described by the Beer-Lambert law (see Equation 2.8)
to be

T �λ� � I�λ�
I0�λ� � exp�α�λ�d, (4.1)

with the absorption coefficient α and the sample film thickness d. Additionally, the
substrate’s transmittance can be extracted from a respective reference measurement
and subtracted from the total transmittance:

T �λ� � Traw�λ�
Tref�λ� , (4.2)

with the measured transmittance Traw and the substrate contribution Tref . The ab-
sorbance A�λ� can be deduced from the transmittance by

A�λ� � � log10 T �λ� � α�λ� d
ln 10 , (4.3)

with the absorption coefficient α as a function of the absorbance or transmittance.
α is a material-specific parameter independent of the sample thickness d. As only
photons with an energy exceeding the excitation energy E of the absorbing material
are absorbed, the relation

E �
hc

λ
(4.4)

with the Planck constant h and the speed of light c, can be used to determine the
bandgap of the probed material.[200] The optical bandgap energy Egap is related to the
absorption coefficient α via the Tauc equation�αE�n � B�E � Egap� (4.5)

with the constant B for different transitions and the exponent n � 0.5 for allowed
indirect transitions and n � 2 for allowed direct transitions. To obtain Egap, �αE�n is
plotted against the photon energy E and linearly extrapolated at its highest slope.[201]

4.1.2 FTIR Spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy is applied to identify specific molecular bonds and thereby charac-
terize the studied materials within a sample. The technique is based on infrared light
(IR) radiation exciting molecular vibrations characteristic for the chemical structure
and environment of the respective functional unit. The resulting absorption spectrum
can be recorded using different techniques and is usually plotted over the wavenumber
ν̃, given in cm�1. ν̃ is directly proportional to the photon energy E and frequency ν
and reciprocal to the wavelength λ:

E � hν � h
c

λ
� hcν̃. (4.6)
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Figure 4.3
Schematic FTIR setup showing the light path from a broad-band IR source through a
Michelson interferometer. The interferometer is based on splitting the initial light beam
and reflecting the split beams with a stationary and a moving mirror to create an initial
interferogram once the beams are combined again. The combined radiation passes through
a sample and is then detected with a photodetector. By comparing the interferograms
before and after the absorbing sample and Fourier transforming the subtracted data, a full
IR spectrum can be obtained.

Similar to UV/vis spectroscopy, the sample could be irradiated sequentially with
monochromatic light of different photon energies. However, this is a rather slow pro-
cess, so that most experiments are performed based on the so-called Fourier-transform
infrared method using a thermal light source emitting broad-band IR radiation. A
Michelson interferometer is used to illuminate the sample and collect the interfero-
gram, as illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3. The IR radiation emitted from the
light source is split by a semi-transparent mirror acting as a beamsplitter. Both split
beams are reflected by mirrors and sent back to be recombined at the beamsplitter.
While one mirror is stationary, the other one can be moved to induce slight path dif-
ferences between both split beams. These path differences result in interference effects
of the recombined light waves and therefore fluctuations in the total light intensity.
The resulting initial interferogram as a function of the path difference can be recorded
by a photodetector to obtain information about the black body spectrum of the IR
source. A black body radiates a broad spectrum characterized by Planck’s law, with
the spectral radiance B�ν̃, T � given as

I�ν̃, T � � 2hc2
ν̃

3

exp� hcν̃
kBT

� � 1
, (4.7)

with the wavenumber ν̃, the temperature T , the Planck constant h, the speed of light
c, and the Boltzmann constant kB. The interferogram can be used to characterize the
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respective used light source. Placing a sample in the path of the recombined beam,
a second interferogram can be recorded, showing changes depending on the sample’s
absorption behavior. After subtracting the initial measurement, the interferogram is
Fourier transformed to obtain an absorption spectrum as a function of the wavenumber.
Absorption peaks arise from the energy transfer of the IR light to certain functional
groups within the material, with characteristic peak positions and shapes for different
molecular bonds and vibration or rotation modes.
FTIR data are taken using the FTIR-Spectrometer Equinox 55 (Bruker, Germany).

IR radiation is emitted by a rod of ceramic silicon carbide heated electrically to a
temperature above 1200 °C while using additional air-cooling to keep the spectrum
constant. The beam splitter within the Michelson interferometer consists of a thin
germanium film sandwiched between two potassium bromide (KBr) windows. To ob-
tain reproducible results, the sample holder’s temperature is controlled. Additionally,
the sample compartment has to be purged with dry, CO2-free air to reduce the noise
from the strongly absorbing H2O and CO2 molecules. A background measurement is
performed to eliminate contributions from the sample environment and the instrument
itself. Using the OPUS software (Bruker), the measurements were controlled, with
time-dependent measurements performed using a macro. Spectra are recorded from
400 cm�1 – 6000 cm�1 with a resolution set to ν̃ � 2 cm�1 and an aperture diameter
set to 2 mm. Depending on the film thickness, several hundred scans are averaged per
measurement to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio. Before the data analysis, a base-
line correction has to be performed to reduce the contributions from the non-perfect
sample and measurement setup.
While IR spectroscopy has traditionally been restricted to a spatial resolution in the

µm range, combining it with atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements gives new
insights into the surface chemistry of samples, as discussed in Section 4.2.5 .

4.1.3 Electrical Characterization

The performance of exemplary organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices can be investi-
gated by tracking their photovoltaic performance during operation. To probe this
performance, the so-called current-voltage (I/V) characteristics are tracked, whereby
the electric current density flowing through a solar cell both under dark conditions and
under simulated sunlight is measured as a function of the applied bias. Solar cell devices
are illuminated with a standardized irradiation spectrum simulating the air mass 1.5
global (AM1.5G, international standard ASTM G-173-03) solar irradiance.[202,203] For
standard tests under static conditions, a SolarConstant solar simulator (K.H. Steuer-
nagel Lichttechnik GmbH) is applied, while in-situ grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray
scattering (GISAXS) experiments at the synchrotron X-ray source are performed using
the mobile, custom-built setup PocketSolar (for details see the description by Christoph
Schaffer).[68] The PocketSolar setup uses a 150 W Xenon lamp (Perkin Elmer PX5),
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Figure 4.4
Comparison of the wavelength-dependent spectral irradiance of sunlight under AM1.5G
conditions (standard reference, grey) with the two used solar simulators. The standard
simulator SolarConstant (dark blue) is used for all experiments, except when performing
experiments at the synchrotron source with the mobile PocketSolar simulator (light blue).
The simulated irradiation is calibrated in intensity to match the AM1.5G spectrum.

can be evacuated to a pressure of about 2 � 10�1 mbar and the sample holder tem-
perature can be controlled using a Peltier element to keep the device at a constant
temperature upon illumination. Figure 4.4 illustrates the irradiation spectra of the
standard AM1.5G (grey) in comparison to the used standard solar simulator (dark
blue) and mobile PocketSolar (light blue). Characteristic lines visible in the AM1.5G
solar spectrum are due to element-specific absorption in the earth’s atmosphere.
The solar simulator is set to an intensity of 100 mW cm�2 with a calibrated standard

silicon solar cell (ReRa Solutions BV). For measuring the I/V curves, a Keithley 2400
SourceMeter unit is used to apply a bias voltage in a range from �1 V to 1 V while
simultaneously recording the flowing current. Figure 4.5 shows typical I/V curves
recorded in the dark (grey curve) and under illumination (light blue). The current I
is normalized to the pixel size, which is confined using a mask during illumination,
resulting in the current density J . The mask size is set to 0.1 cm2 for small standard
solar cells. Typical solar cell parameters are extracted from the recorded I/V curves
under illumination, including the open-circuit voltage Voc at J � 0, the short circuit
current density Jsc for V � 0, and the maximum power point (MPP), where the power
density P � JV reaches its maximum. The fill factor (FF) of a solar cell is defined as
the ratio of the power at the MPP and the maximum power possible as the product
of Jsc and Voc depicted as rectangles in Figure 4.5:

FF �
UMPPJMPP

VocJsc
�
Pmax
VocJsc

. (4.8)
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Figure 4.5
Typical current-voltage characteristics of a polymer-based solar cell. The solar cell is mea-
sured in dark conditions (grey curve) and under simulated AM1.5G illumination (light blue).
The power-voltage curve (dark blue) exhibits a maximum absolute value at the MPP. The
open-circuit voltage Voc and the short circuit current density Jsc define the maximum the-
oretically possible power output JscVoc. The FF is calculated as the ratio of the measured
maximum power Pmax at the MPP and JscVoc.

In contrast to an ideal solar cell with an almost rectangular curve and FF close to 100 %,
certain factors described in more detail in Section 2.2 reduce the FF. For maximizing
the efficiency, the serial resistance of a solar cell, as determined from the slope at Jsc,
should be as low as possible. On the other hand, charge leakage should be prevented
to increase the shunt resistance, as determined from the slope at Voc. The solar cell
power conversion efficiency (PCE) – also called η – depends on the combination of all
these parameters and is defined as the ratio of the extracted power Pout to the incident
power Pin during illumination:

PCE � η �
Pout
Pin

�
VocjscFF

Pin
(4.9)

with the incident power set to Pin � 100 mW cm�2.

4.2 Structure Investigation in Real Space
The structural characterization of the investigated thin films in real space is per-
formed using different microscopy techniques. Optical microscopy gives insights into
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Figure 4.6
Exemplary optical micrograph of an aluminium electrode (bright area) on a polymer-based
solar cell device (dark area). The line near the bottom illustrates the edge resulting from a
partial etching of ITO. Artefacts from spin coating and scratches due to sample handling
and dust particles are illustrated for this investigated device.

the homogeneity of films and pixel size of OPV devices (see Section 4.2.1). Lateral
structures of the sputter-deposited metal electrodes presented in Chapter 5 are investi-
gated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Section 4.2.2). Height profilometry
(Section 4.2.3) and AFM (Section 4.2.4) are applied to determine the surface topol-
ogy and thickness of the thin films. AFM can be combined with local, nano-scale,
IR spectroscopy to give a nano-IR mapping of the sample surface, as discussed in
Section 4.2.5.

4.2.1 Optical Microscopy

Optical microscopy is a quick and easy-access method to evaluate the film homogeneity
on a micrometer scale and determine the size of macroscopic features such as the
dimensions of electrodes or processing artefacts. An Axiolab A microscope by Carl
Zeiss is used to obtain microscopy images with a magnification between M � 1.25�
and 100�. As some of the investigated films or substrates are non-transparent, a
reflection geometry is chosen to investigate all samples. Using a PixeLink PL-S621CU
CMOS sensor (1280 � 1024 px2, 8.52 mm sensor diagonal) digital micrographs can be
recorded. Figure 4.6 shows an optical micrograph of an aluminium electrode on a
photoactive film. It should be noted that here, a microscopy image with significant
artefacts was specifically chosen to illustrate the technique. The electrode material
seems highlighted due to its high reflectivity, while the organic film looks significantly
darker. Artefacts from spin coating typically show meteor-like tails resulting from
dust particles or unresolved material during the processing. Further dust particles and
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scratches can be acquired during later sample handling and can be investigated and
measured via optical microscopy.
Depending on the used magnification lense, certain transformation factors can be

deduced to measure the distances in the micrographs. The resolution limit in the focal
plane depends on the respective wavelength λ and used numerical aperture NA and
is given by the Rayleigh criterion:

R �
1.22λ
2NA . (4.10)

For this work, λ is assumed to be 700 nm, while the NA is given by the microscopy
setup. The pixel size for each objective is obtained and listed in Table 4.1 along with
the resolution calculated from equation 4.10 for a wavelength of 700 nm. The recorded
images are processed and analyzed using the open-source software ImageJ.[204,205]

Table 4.1
Available magnifications M for optical microscopy images with corresponding numerical
aperture NA, spatial resolution R, and empirically determined transformation factor from
pixel size to real space length. R is calculated according to Equation 4.10 for λ � 700 nm.

M NA R �µm� factor �µm px�1�
1.25 0.035 12.2 6.258
2.5 0.075 5.7 3.2
10 0.20 2.1 0.8
50 0.70 0.61 0.16
100 0.75 0.57 0.08

4.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

While optical microscopy gives a good overview of features in the µm-range, the struc-
tures investigated for the present work are typically in the range of nm and cannot
be resolved by visible light. For this reason, further structural investigations are per-
formed by applying scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The de Broglie wavelength
of electrons depends on their momentum p which depends on the applied acceleration
voltage. Accelerating electrons with a typical voltage of V � 5 keV leads to a very low
de Broglie wavelength

λ �
h
p �

h cÕ
2me c

2 e V � �e V �2
� 17.3 pm (4.11)

with Planck’s constant h, the speed of light c, the rest mass of an electron me and its
elementary charge e, making a sub-nanometer resolution – at least in theory – possible.
However, the measurements can be only performed on conducting samples to prevent
electrostatic charging and the measurement has to be performed under a high vacuum.
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Figure 4.7
Typical signals used for SEM measurements. The primary electrons interact with atoms
in the sample, leading to elastic (back)scattering or inelastic scattering creating secondary
electrons, Auger electrons, or characteristic X-rays. While backscattered electrons can leave
deeper regions of the sample due to their higher energy, secondary electrons can only emerge
from near-surface areas.

Figure 4.7 illustrates some of the typical interactions of accelerated electrons with
materials close to their surface. The incident or so-called primary electrons of an elec-
tron beam penetrate the sample to a certain extent, before meeting and interacting
with the shell electrons of atoms. Those interactions take place in a certain interaction
volume called scattering plume and lead to elastic or inelastic scattering, resulting in
several characteristic effects. Secondary electrons are created by inelastic scattering
of primary electrons at electron shells and show significantly lower energies (�10 eV –
50 eV). They can only emerge from regions very close to the surface and are therefore
typically used to get the best resolution. Elastically backscattered electrons show only
a little loss in energy and emerge from deeper regions of the sample which reduces the
lateral resolution. However, as the scattering strongly depends on the atomic num-
ber, they can yield a high material contrast. Further material contrast and chemical
mapping can be achieved by additionally detecting Auger electrons or characteristic
X-rays.
The primary electrons are typically generated using a thermally assisted field emis-

sion gun to provide a sharp electron beam of high flux with a stable, well-defined
energy using low acceleration voltages below 5 kV). While the electron’s de Broglie
wavelength in principle could resolve sub-nanometer structures, the actual resolution
is limited by the electron beam diameter and the size of the generated interaction vol-
ume within the sample. Experimental resolutions of around 1 nm – 10 nm can typically
be achieved. Similar to light optics, the electron beam is condensed by a set of electro-
magnetic lenses and cut down by an aperture to a specified beam size. Using scan coils,
the beam can be directed to the desired position on the sample and scanned over a
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certain region of interest (ROI), while detecting the scattered and generated electrons
and/or photons with different detectors placed within the measurement chamber. The
most important factor for the image quality is the respective signal contrast. While
secondary electrons are especially sensitive to surface structures and less so to different
materials, backscattered electrons will show a significantly higher material contrast,
but less resolution regarding surface topography.
For the present work, secondary electrons are chosen to investigate the surface struc-

ture of homogeneous metal films, with a focus on the contrast created by the topology.
Electrically conductive samples with conducting substrates have to be used to prevent
the depletion of electrons from the sample’s surface. Measurements are performed
using the high-resolution field emission SEM Gemini NVision 40 FIB-SEM by Zeiss
with 5 kV at 3.6 mm distance. A small beam size is created by choosing the smallest
aperture of 10 µm. Using the software ImageJ v1.44p, the images are further processed
to adjust the contrast.[205] Dominant structure sizes and distances are identified using
the Fourier transformation of a chosen ROI and performing a radial integration to get
a radial power spectral density (RPSD).

4.2.3 Height Profilometry

Profilometry is a quick and efficient method to determine the surface profile of a sample.
For the present thesis, it is used to investigate the thickness gradient and homogeneity
of drop-cast films as well as the thickness of thin films. Thickness measurements are
performed by scratching or partly removing the film and scanning perpendicularly to
the resulting edge or scratch. For the present thesis, the Stylus Profiler DektakXT
(Bruker, Germany) is used. The contact profilometer is based on a diamond tip (ra-
dius: 2 µm) placed on the sample with a contact pressure corresponding to 1 mg. The
sample is scanned by moving the xy-stage with a certain scan rate below the stylus.
Simultaneously, the contact pressure is kept constant by adjusting the stylus height
position to the sample height. The vertical deflection of the probe is recorded and
translated into a height profile. Typical measurements are performed over a scan range
of 350 µm with a scan speed of 35 µm s�1, obtaining a lateral resolution of 120 nm pt�1.
For spin-cast films, the thickness is determined by averaging over at least 3 spots per
scratch and several scratches on different positions on the sample. Aside from simply
measuring the film thickness, the surface profile can be investigated by automatically
scanning the samples over a larger area. Figure 4.8 shows an exemplary scan per-
pendicular to a scratch in a thin film. From the scan, several data can be acquired
using the software Vision64 included in the instrument. The film thickness can be
determined from the average step height (ASH) between the upper and lower plateau
to be about �174 � 8�nm, with a root mean square (rms) roughness Rq � 10 nm (as
can be calculated via Equation 2.27 introduced in Section 2.4.2).
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Figure 4.8
Exemplary height profile scanned across a scratch in a spin-cast organic thin film. From
the absolute height difference between the film surface and the scratch surface, the film
thickness is calculated. For this purpose, height data are integrated over a certain region
for both the film surface (red) and the scratch surface (green). Additional values such as
the average roughness Rq can be determined.

Several drawbacks have to be taken into account, when interpreting the profilometry
data. While the technique delivers fast estimates for the film thickness and gives a
first impression on the surface profile of films, the constant contact with the sample
may lead to issues regarding some samples. Soft polymer films may be penetrated
by the tip or lead to contamination of the diamond tip. Scanning rough surfaces too
quickly or with too much contact pressure might lead to damage to the film or stylus.
In combination with potential material residues in the scratched area, those drawbacks
can lead to an underestimation of the film thickness.

4.2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy

Similar to the profilometry discussed before, but with a significantly higher resolution
in the nm-range, atomic force microscopy (AFM) probes the surface topology of a
sample. Depending on the exact setup and technique used, additional surface char-
acteristics such as stiffness or certain chemical and electric properties can be probed.
A very sharp tip attached to a flexible cantilever is placed on the sample and moved
via piezo-electric elements to scan the sample surface. While scanning the sample, the
tip is subjected to different forces depending the surface structure which results in the
bending of the cantilever. A laser beam focused on the cantilever is reflected to a seg-
mented photodiode. Deflections of the cantilever result in a shift of the reflected laser
beam which is detected by the photodiode and corrected via the feedback electronics.
Figure 4.9 depicts the schematic AFM setup and working principles. AFM is based
on the interaction of the nm-sized tip with the atoms at the sample surface. The tip
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Figure 4.9
Schematic AFM setup and general working principles. A cantilever with a very sharp tip is
moved across a sample with the tip being influenced by attractive or repulsive forces from
the sample structure. The resulting deflection of the cantilever changes the reflection of a
laser beam monitored with a segmented photodiode. Typical data obtained via AFM are
height profiles and phase information, as illustrated with an exemplary polymer-fullerene
blend film.

of the cantilever is placed at a certain distance from the sample surface to feel the
inter-atomic forces present in the so-called Lennard-Jones potential. This potential
results from a combination of attractive and repulsive forces between the sample and
the cantilever tip, with attractive forces dominating for larger distances and a strong
repulsion at very small distances arising from the Pauli principle. This allows for three
different modes of operation, namely contact, dynamic-contact (i.e. tapping), and non-
contact mode. In contact mode, the tip is placed in direct contact with the sample and
kept in a region of repulsive forces, usually by adjusting the cantilever height to keep
the force constant. However, the close contact can lead to a damage of soft materials
and to a contamination or breaking of the measuring tip when investigating rough
surfaces. Therefore, the so-called tapping mode is usually preferred for soft matter
samples, with the tip oscillating between the different regimes in the Lennard-Jones
potential, thereby periodically tapping the surface. The cantilever is stimulated by an
external, periodic force to oscillate at or close to its resonance frequency depending on
the forces from the sample surface. All forces on the cantilever will result in changes
in the resonance frequency, amplitude, and phase. Variations in the amplitude will be
recorded by the changed reflection on the photo-diode and translated into height infor-
mation. Via a feedback loop, this information is used to keep the amplitude constant
by adjusting the tip-to-sample distance. Using piezoelectric actuators, the cantilever
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is scanned line-by-line over the sample to map the topographic information within
the sample area in the µm-range. The recorded changes in frequency, amplitude, and
phase give information about the topography and the surface material composition.
AFM measurements are performed using the nanoIR2-FS instrument with a quan-

tum cascade laser (Anasys Instruments US). The images are processed and analyzed
using the software Gwyddion v2.45.[206] Image processing includes leveling the data
to reduce tilt and subtracting a polynomial background. Line cuts are performed to
extract height profiles and local topological parameters. Dominating surface struc-
ture sizes and distances can be determined by obtaining the radial power spectral
density(RPSD) of a certain area.

4.2.5 Nano-IR mapping combined with AFM (AFM-IR)

Depending on the used tip, measurement mode, sample environment, and other param-
eters, AFM can be combined with other techniques to obtain additional information
about the chemical or physical properties of a sample surface on a nanoscale. For the
present work, additional IR spectroscopy is performed on a nanoscale by using a spe-
cific AFM-IR measurement setup schematically shown in Figure 4.10. The technique
was invented by Dazzi et al. in 2005 and enhanced by using a quantum cascade laser
with resonance-enhanced mode.[207–211] The theory and working principles of AFM-IR
are described in detail by Centrone.[212] While traditional IR spectroscopy is limited to
resolutions in or above the µm range due to the optical diffraction limit, AFM-IR can
yield spatial resolutions below 10 nm.[213] By introducing an additional, pulsed, tunable
IR laser (shown in red), molecular vibrations can be excited in close proximity to the
cantilever tip. The absorbed photon energy will lead to local heating which results in a
local thermal expansion that is detected by changes in the oscillations of the cantilever.
These additionally induced oscillations show a characteristic decay depending on their
amplitude and frequency, which can be extracted using Fourier transformations.
In principle, two measurement modes are possible. Keeping the cantilever at a

constant position, the tunable IR source can scan a whole range of photon energies to
create a full IR spectrum similar to one obtained for conventional FTIR spectroscopy
for a larger sample area. This gives the option to check the material composition at
specific points of interest with a high spatial resolution. However, even more interesting
is the possibility to create a map overlaying spectroscopic data over the topology of a
certain sample area. For this purpose, the IR source is kept at a constant wavenumber
of interest while simultaneously scanning the sample area with the cantilever to get
information about the height, phase, and absorption behavior on a nanoscale. AFM
measurements with IR mapping are performed using the nanoIR2-FS instrument with
a quantum cascade laser (QCL) with a variable repetition rate and using a gold-covered
tip (Anasys Instruments, US). Multiple spectra are acquired, averaged, and smoothed
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Figure 4.10
Schematic AFM setup combined with nanoscale IR mapping. In addition to the AFM
measurement described before, a pulsed laser of a tunable wavelength in the mid-IR region
is focused on the sample area close to the cantilever tip. Absorption due to excitation of
certain molecular vibrations leads to local heating of the materials, which again leads to a
change in the cantilever oscillation that can be measured. In addition to the height and
phase information, an additional map of the IR absorption at a specific wavenumber can be
obtained.

using the Savitzky-Golay filter, with a range of 1000 cm�1 – 1900 cm�1 at 2 cm�1 data
point spacing.

4.3 Structure Investigation in Reciprocal Space

In contrast to real-space techniques, X-ray scattering techniques yield averaged infor-
mation on a larger sample volume and can also probe structures within a film, thereby
complementing microscopy methods. Furthermore, they allow a non-destructive struc-
ture investigation, paving the way towards in-situ or in-operando techniques that follow
dynamic processes in real-time. For the present thesis, thin films are probed, making
scattering methods using very low incident angles particularly useful. The vertical
film profile, including layer roughness and scattering length density (SLD), is probed
using X-ray reflectometry (XRR) (Section 4.3.1). GISAXS is applied to investigate the
lateral morphology and composition of the thin films in the range of 1 nm – 100 nm
(Section 4.3.3). Crystal structures in the range of 0.1 nm – 5 nm are probed using
grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) (Section 4.3.4).
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Figure 4.11
Schematic XRR setup with X-rays (�ki), generated by a Cu-Kα anode, impinging the sample
surface under the angle θ. The specular reflection (�kf) under the angle 2θ with respect
to the incident beam is recorded by a scintillation detector. A knife-edge prevents over-
illumination of the sample.

4.3.1 X-ray Reflectometry

Using X-ray reflectometry (XRR) structural information about the vertical film profile
such as its thickness, roughness, and composition in terms of scattering contrast can
be determined. Like all X-ray-based methods, the technique is sensitive towards differ-
ences in the SLD within the film, depending on the respective local electron density and
therefore differences in material composition and density. Films with distinct layers
with differences in the electron density in vertical direction such as layered structures
are especially suited for this technique. The schematic setup and working principle of
XRR is shown in figure Figure 4.11 The monochromatic X-rays hit the sample under a
(usually small) angle θ and are specularly reflected under an angle of 2θ with respect to
the incoming beam. The reflected X-rays are detected by a scintillation detector. To
restrict the footprint of the beam, a metal knife-edge is positioned a few micrometers
above the sample surface. By moving both the X-ray source and the detector, a range
of θ angles can be scanned while always keeping the θ©2θ configuration. The X-ray
photons are scattered elastically and the reflected intensity is recorded as a function of
θ. As will also be of relevance for the grazing incidence experiments discussed in the
next section, for angles smaller than the material-dependent critical angle θ $ αc total
reflection occurs. As soon as the critical angle is surpassed, a certain amount of X-rays
will penetrate the film which leads to a significant decrease in intensity. According to
Fresnel’s theory (Section 2.4.1), the beam is split into a reflected and transmitted part
at each interface with a change in refractive index n. The superposition of multiple
reflected and refracted waves results in characteristic Kiessig fringes of the reflectivity
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pattern which yield information about the thickness d of the respective layer deter-
mined from the distance between adjacent fringes ∆qz according to Equation 2.28:

d �
2π
∆qz

, with ∆qz � ¶qz,1 � qz,2¶.
The vertical structure can be investigated by dividing the probed film into a model
stack of layers with distinct refractive index, thickness, and roughness. Using the
Paratt algorithm, a vertical SLD profile can be obtained.[156] Detailed information
about XRR with a focus on soft-matter thin films can be found in the introduction to
X-Ray Scattering from Soft-Matter Thin Films by Tolan.[147]

The XRR measurements presented in this work are performed with a Bruker D8
Advance Diffractometer with a copper anode. The X-rays are generated with a copper
anode, using its Cu-Kα emission at λ � 1.54Å selected by a Göbel mirror which
also preshapes the beam. The shaped beam is collimated with slits (0.2 mm). A
tantalum knife-edge decreases the beam footprint for the small angles (typically below
7°) to enhance the angular resolution of the measured signal. The reflected beam
is further collimated with slits (0.1 mm and 0.05 mm), guided through an absorber
to prevent oversaturation and its intensity detected with a scintillation detector. The
angle-dependent reflectivity can be modeled using the software environment IGOR Pro
(V6.37, WaveMetrics) with the plugin Motofit that allows modeling the films according
to the Paratt algorithm.[158]

4.3.2 Grazing-Incidence X-ray Scattering (GIXS)

Grazing-incidence X-ray scattering (GIXS) methods are often used to obtain informa-
tion about average structural features of thin organic films. Details on the theoretical
background can be found in Section 2.4.1. Typical X-ray scattering experiments are
performed in transmission, which is not a feasible method for thin films due to the
small scattering volume. Especially for organic thin films with low scattering contrast,
the grazing incidence geometry is preferred to increase the beam’s footprint up to a
few cm2 and therefore increase the total scattering volume significantly. Addition-
ally, probing the sample under a shallow angle in reflection geometry yields further
information about features in vertical direction.
GIXS can be divided into methods probing different length scales. Depending on

the region of angles for which scattering is detected, structural features in the Å to
the µm region can be probed. In the scope of this work, a focus lies on the range of
1 nm – 100 nm accessible via grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS),
as explained in the following section. Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) offers additional information about the crystal quality of the gold layers in-
vestigated during sputter deposition and will be explained in Section 4.3.4. Figure 4.12
illustrates the schematic setup of both experiments which can also be performed si-
multaneously. The incoming X-rays ( �ki) hit the sample under the small angle αi$1.0°
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Figure 4.12
Schematic setup for grazing incidence X-ray scattering measurements. The incident X-ray
beam �ki impinges the sample under a shallow angle αi and is scattered due to the film’s SLD
variations. The scattering leads to a change in direction for the scattered signal ( �kf with
the exit angle αf in the xz-plane and ψ in the xy-plane). 2D-detectors detect wide-angle
scattering (GIWAXS) at a distance of 10 cm – 30 cm or small-angle scattering (GISAXS) at
2 m – 4 m distance. Beamstops are used to block the direct and specularly reflected light
to prevent over-saturation of the photodetector.

and are scattered. The scattered photons leave the sample film with a changed mo-
mentum ( �kf ) and in a certain direction, described by the exit angles αf in the xz-plane
and ψ in the xy-plane. The accessible length scales are determined by the size and
placement of the respective photodetectors. Placing the detector at a larger sample-
to-detector distance (SDD), smaller angles can be resolved, while placing it closer to
the sample, a higher range of angles can be accessed. For GIWAXS (short SDDs
of about 10 cm – 30 cm), wide angles can be detected corresponding to a high mo-
mentum transfer which in turn is related to small distances up to a few nanometers,
thereby yielding information about the molecular arrangement and crystal packing.
For GISAXS (large SDDs of about 2 m – 4 m), small angles below 5° are investigated,
corresponding to length scales of around 1 nm up to 1 µm. The technique is used to
probe the inner morphology on the mesoscale, detecting the phase separation of the
materials, their porosity, or the aggregation of domains. Depending on the chosen
incident angle, the method can be more or less surface sensitive. For angles below the
material-specific critical angle αc, the film is not penetrated, leading to a high surface
sensitivity, while angles above αc are applied to probe the bulk film.
To follow certain processes in situ, the GISAXS and GIWAXS experiments have

to be performed with a high temporal and spatial resolution which necessitates the
use of synchrotron radiation. For the in-situ investigations discussed in the present
thesis, the MiNaXS beamline P03 of the brilliant synchrotron light source PETRA
III at DESY in Hamburg, Germany, is used.[214] The measurements are performed at
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Figure 4.13
Setup at the MiNaXS beamline P03 (PETRA III at DESY, Hamburg) with a mobile sputter
chamber installed in the path of X-rays injected from the synchrotron storage ring. The
X-rays are scattered at the sample within the sputter chamber and detected by 2D detectors
placed at different SDDs. The GISAXS detector is placed behind an evacuated flight tube to
resolve small scattering angles. The GIWAXS detector is directly placed above the entrance
of the flight tube to detect higher scattering angles.

an energy of 13.0 keV (λ � 0.953Å) with a micro-beam spot size on the sample. A
typical setup is shown in Figure 4.13 with a mobile sputter chamber (described in
Chapter 5) installed at the beamline. The chamber is installed in such a way that
the X-ray beam is directed to the sample. The X-rays scattered in small angles are
lead through an evacuated flight tube to reduce background noise due to scattering
at air particles, before reaching the GISAXS detector placed at a large SDD behind
the flight tube. X-rays scattered in larger angles reach the GIWAXS detector attached
to the front end of the flight tube. The high X-ray flux at a synchrotron light source
can be used to make sub-second measurements to follow processes in situ. However,
the high flux also necessitates certain precautionary measures, as it might lead to
sample degradation, so-called beam damage. For this purpose, test measurements are
usually performed to check for the stability of samples under a certain total illumination
time. For this, a whole series of short measurements can be taken at one spot of the
sample, while simultaneously monitoring the data for beam-induced changes. During
the in-situ measurements, the X-ray beam is typically scanned over the sample surface,
thereby keeping the local exposure to radiation below the critical dose to avoid beam
damage. Scanning additionally verifies the homogeneity of the film and increases the
probed sample volume, effectively increasing the statistical relevance of GIXS-based
techniques.
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Figure 4.14
a) Exemplary 2D GISAXS scattering data with the respective ROIs for line cuts illustrated via
colored lines. Black lines result from gaps between the detector elements, while the specular
reflection is covered by a round beamstop to prevent over-saturation of the detector. b)
The vertical line cut (blue) shows intensity modulations due to a certain film thickness
of the sample. c) The horizontal line cut (red) exhibits a side peak due to Bragg-like
scattering (indicated with an arrow) induced by clusters of a similar form and structure
factor distributed on the substrate.

4.3.3 Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS)

GISAXS experiments are performed using the 2D detector Pilatus 1M (Dectris Ltd.)
with a pixel size of 172 � 172 µm2. The detector consists of 1043 � 981 px2 and is di-
vided into ten segments, which are also visible by the intersegment gaps in the data.
Placing the detector in a large SDD of 2 m – 4 m allows to resolve small scattering
angles and therefore mesocale structural features. To reduce scattering in air on the
long flight path of the X-rays, an evacuated flight tube is installed between the sam-
ple environment and the detector. The detector is protected from oversaturation by
placing beamstops at the position of the direct and the specularly reflected beam.
To analyze the 2D data, the scattering intensity in specific regions of interest is pro-

cessed via the software DPDAK v1.3.1[215] and fitted using an appropriate model. For
data analysis, the 2D data are reduced to 1D cuts integrated in vertical or horizontal
direction. Custom-made macros are implemented for further fitting the data. Line
integrals are performed as illustrated in Figure 4.14 in the respective directions with
blue and red lines. From the line cuts of the 2D GISAXS data with defined integration
width, information about the film composition parallel and perpendicular to the sub-
strate can be obtained. Vertical line cuts (illustrated in blue) are analyzed to acquire
information about the film profile such as the film thickness. To gain insights into the
lateral structures of the samples, horizontal line cuts (red line) at the Yoneda position
of the material of interest are made. This Yoneda region is defined by a material’s
critical angle of total reflection αc and is similar for many organic materials (see also
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Section 2.4.3).[154] Incident angles above αc will allow for the X-rays to penetrate the
film to a certain extent. The created evanescent wave within the film couples out at
the critical edge of the material, leading to the observed highest scattering intensity
at the Yoneda position. By adjusting the incident angle, the penetration depth can be
controlled, making it possible to choose a mode sensitive to the film bulk or its surface,
respectively. Typically, the angle is chosen such that it is larger than the respective
sample material’s αc, but smaller than the αc of the substrate material to probe the
sample without contributions from the substrate. However, this is not always possible.
In particular for the sputtering experiments discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the
αc of the investigated gold films is higher than the critical angles of the organic film
and the silicon substrate.
As discussed in Section 2.4.3, the scattering vector can be calculated according

to Equation 2.29. Additionally, the small-angle approximation can be applied, as
the incoming and scattering angles are all small. The incident angle can be derived
geometrically from the SDD and pixel positions of the specular reflection (yspec) and
direct beam yDB via

αi �
1
2 arctan ��yspec � yDB�

SDD � , . (4.12)

Similar geometrical considerations lead to the respective lateral (ψ) and vertical (αi,f)
deflection angles

�αi � αf
ψ


 � ���������
arctan ��y � yDB�

SDD 

arctan ��z � zDB�

SDD 

�������� . (4.13)

While the pixel positions can be obtained directly, the SDD needs to be determined
via an initial measurement of a calibration sample, i.e. fresh silver behenate. Using
the IGOR Pro macro package Nika, the SDD can be derived via the strong scattering
peaks at well-defined angles.[216,217]

Data modeling is performed based on a model assuming spherical or cylindrical
form factors with a Gaussian size distribution placed in a 1D paracrystalline lattice
with a respective Gaussian distribution of mean distances represented by the structure
factor. Additionally, scattering is assumed to only occur from objects of the same
size, independent of the presence of other structures, using the local monodisperse
approximation (LMA), while possible correlations are neglected (effective interface
approximation (EIA)). Due to the reflection geometry, the framework of the distorted-
wave Born approximation (DWBA) has to be applied. The instrument resolution limit
for very low qy-values is modeled with a Lorentzian resolution function. The model is
applied using a Python 2.7 script written by Dr. Christoph J. Schaffer.[181] 2D GISAXS
simulations are performed using the software BornAgain.[176]
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Figure 4.15
Exemplary 2D GIWAXS data with the respective
ROIs illustrated via colored areas. Radially integrated
intensity profiles (red and green) yield information
about in-plane and out-of-plane structures, respec-
tively. From the azimuthally integrated intensity pro-
file (grey-blue), information about the crystal orien-
tation of a certain reflex, corresponding to a certain
length scale, can be obtained.

4.3.4 Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS)

In contrast to GISAXS, GIWAXS probes the signal at larger scattering angles and
therefore structures on smaller length scales. The incoming X-ray beam is scattered
at crystal lattice planes or in crystalline clusters of atoms in the thin film, leading
to intensity maxima under the Bragg-angle θ on the detector. Usually, the detector
surface normal is assumed to be parallel to the incident beam. For the measurements
presented in this work, however, the 2D GIWAXS detector (LAMBDA detector, pixel
size 55 � 55 µm2, X-Spectrum GmbH, Hamburg) is placed above the entrance of the
GISAXS flight tube and tilted to an angle of about 10° – 20° versus the sample horizon
at a sample detector distance of 150 mm – 250 mm. To evaluate the collected data, the
resulting geometrical distortions need to be corrected using a python-script. Afterward,
subsequent intensity corrections and reshaping steps to account for the inaccessible q-
space need to be performed, as described in more detail in Section 2.4.4. The data are
reduced to 1D intensity profiles, to obtain quantitative information about the sample
in the desired directions. For intensity corrections, reshaping and data reduction, the
Matlab® based software GIXSGUI v1.7.1 is used.[169] Depending on the direction of in-
tegration, different information can be accessed. An exemplary intensity-corrected and
reshaped 2D image with the respective ROIs is shown in Figure 4.15. The 2D data can
be integrated in radial or azimuthal direction. From vertical, radially integrated inten-
sity profiles (indicated in red) structural features perpendicular to the substrate can
be obtained, while horizontal cuts (green) yield information about lateral structures.
The crystal orientation can be estimated by azimuthal intensity profiles (grey-blue).
The small-angle approximation used for GISAXS is not viable for higher angles.

Therefore, the qx-component of the scattering vector �q cannot be neglected. When
mapping the 2D scattering pattern in the typical qr-qz-representation, the so-called
missing wedge has to be taken into account, as discussed in Section 2.4.4. In brief,
only signals fulfilling the Laue-condition – on the surface of the Ewald sphere – are
collected. Transforming that information onto a 2D plane, while preserving the length
of the vector q, leads to distortions that give rise to the missing wedge. �q exhibits a qxz-
component in the specular plane and a qxy-component (qr) in the sample plane. This
leads to a non-detectable region that is not accessible via diffuse scattering, as the bare
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qz �
Õ�q2

� q2
x � q

2
y� component perpendicular to the sample surface is only accessible

for qy � qx � 0. This condition is only fulfilled for zero lateral divergence (ψf � 0)
and specular reflection (αf � αi). If the sample behaves like an in-plane powder,
the reduced data are sin(χ) corrected to obtain pole figures that are representative of
the amount of scattering material into the chi-direction of interest.[166] The material
characteristic peaks are fitted using a combination of Pseudo-Voigt functions for each
peak and an adequate background function depending on the noise from the exact
sample environment. Usually, the Pseudo-Voigt functions show an almost Gaussian
behavior, but very small Lorentzian parts play a role when fitting very early stages
of film growth with very low intensities. From the fitting parameters, conclusions
about the crystal properties such as the crystal size, distance, and distribution can
be derived. The minimum crystal size is estimated using the Scherrer equation (see
Equation 2.38).
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CHAPTER5
Influence of Polymer Side Chains on
the Growth of Gold Electrodes during
Sputter Deposition

The following chapter is based on the publication “Following in Situ the
Deposition of Gold Electrodes on Low Band Gap Polymer Films” (Löhrer
et al., ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 2020).[218] Reproduced with
permission from the American Chemical Society.

Metal top electrodes such as gold are widely used in organic solar cells. The present
chapter investigates the effect of side-chain engineering of the photoactive polymer on
the structure formation of the gold electrode, comparing the low-bandgap polymers
PTB7 and PTB7-Th. The growth of gold contacts on the polymer films is investigated
with in-situ GISAXS and GIWAXS during the sputter deposition of gold. From graz-
ing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) the crystal structure of the gold
film is determined. Independent of the type of the side chain, gold crystals form in the
very early stages and improve in size and crystallinity during the sputter deposition
until the late stages. From grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS),
the nanoscale structure is determined, as discussed in detail in Section 2.4.3. Differ-
ences in terms of gold cluster size and growth phase limits for the two polymers are
caused by the side-chain modification and result in a different surface coverage in the
early phases. The changes in the diffusion and coalescence behavior of the forming
gold nanoparticles cause differences in the morphology of the gold contact in the fully
percolated regime, which is attributed to the different amount of thiophene rings of
the side chains acting as nucleation sites.
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5.1 Introduction

A major contribution to the increase in the performance of organic photovoltaic (OPV)
devices has been made by the synthesis and optimization of highly efficient photoac-
tive materials. This led to the development of whole families of polymers of the same
backbone with different side chains and, accordingly, different energy levels and absorp-
tion spectra.[21] The bandgap tuning via side-chain engineering has been an immensely
successful factor in finding new high-efficiency materials. A prominent example is the
low-bandgap polymer mainly investigated in the present thesis, PTB7-Th as derivative
of PTB7 (see also Section 3.1.1). PTB7-Th contains two 2-ethylhexyl-thienyl groups
which are incorporated into the benzodithiophene unit of PTB7, substituting oxygen
groups to improve the coplanarity of the backbone and to red-shift the respective ab-
sorption spectrum.[31] In comparison to power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of around
9 % for solar cells based on PTB7, this modification enabled PCE values beyond 10 %
when using PTB7-Th as donor material in the active layer.[13,23,184,197,219–221]

Although organic electronic devices are mostly based on purely organic or organic-
inorganic hybrid materials, many electrodes are still made from pure metals due to their
unrivaled electrical conductivity. This implies that the polymer-metal interface plays a
vital role in the final device performance, as is detailed in Section 2.3. Research efforts
have successfully established the application of ultrathin metal electrodes for semi-
transparent solar cells.[222,223] Additionally, metal nanoparticles can be implemented in
photovoltaic devices to enhance light-harvesting using various plasmonic effects.[224–226]

The right choice of electrode can increase the morphological stability of optically active
organic layers[21] or offer a better energy level alignment, e.g. via bandgap tuning.[25]

The quality of the interface determines the extent of structural defects, which could
increase the resistance and the chances of a short circuit.[10] For research purposes,
these back contacts are mostly applied using lab-scale methods, for example, thermal
evaporation. In industry, however, large-scale techniques, such as sputter deposition
methods, are preferred.[29,30] Thus, understanding the formation of the polymer-metal
interface via sputter deposition is of utmost importance for reproducible, optimized,
and scalable organic electronic devices.
A powerful technique for the real-time investigation of the formation of the polymer-

metal interface during the deposition process is in situ GISAXS.[142,164,227] Studies of
gold sputtering on polystyrene-block-polyisoprene-block-polystyrene (P(S-b-I-b-S))[131]

and poly(N -vinylcarbazole) (PVK)[132] gave basic insights into the fundamental growth
mechanisms. This understanding was then expanded by studies on amorphous silicon
and polystyrene (PS), which led to the definition of a growth model and the under-
standing of the role of the sputter deposition rate on the gold film formation up to
industrially relevant deposition rates.[133,142,146] GISAXS offers the unique advantage
of non-destructively following the metal growth in situ with a high time-resolution,
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thereby gaining valuable information about each stage of the deposition without hav-
ing to manipulate, slow down or pause the deposition process.
The utilization of side-chain-modified polymers for highly efficient organic solar cells

raises the question of how the deposition behavior of sputtered metal electrodes is
influenced by the chemical composition and nanostructure of the respective conductive
polymers. To date, most of the investigations of electrode sputtering are performed
on standard polymers and silicon substrates and the transfer of the found knowledge
to materials relevant for organic photovoltaics is still missing. However, exactly such
knowledge will be necessary for the efficient production of these solar cells based on
modified low-bandgap polymers.
In the following chapter, the differences in growth behavior of a sputtered gold layer

onto thin films of the two low-bandgap polymers PTB7 and PTB7-Th are investigated
to study the effect of bandgap tuning via side-chain engineering on the formation of the
metal contact. Both polymers have been studied intensively in terms of their photo-
voltaic properties,[197,228–232] but not with respect to their effect on the back electrode.
The structural and morphological changes during the sputter deposition of gold atoms
forming a thin gold layer on each of the polymer films will be discussed in the following.
As shown in earlier experiments, the deposition rate has a pronounced effect on the
growth mode of metal films.[142,233] Based on these findings, a sputter deposition rate
was chosen which is industrially relevant, yet still enables time-resolved insights into
the early stages of the growth process. The gold film deposition is divided into distinct
growth phases, which are defined by their respective predominant nanoscale processes.
The structure model is verified by model-based simulations of the different phases.

5.2 Experimental Details

To study the growth of the gold layer on top of PTB7 and PTB7-Th thin films, the
polymer-metal interface during the growth of the nanogranular gold layer is monitored.
General information can be found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, while experiment-
specific details are given below.

Materials and sample preparation: Silicon wafers are cut into pieces of 12 � 15 mm2,
cleaned using an acid bath, rinsed with deionized water, and dried under nitrogen
flow.[193] After subsequent treatment with oxygen plasma for 10 min, the cleaned sub-
strates are transferred to a glovebox for the sample preparation. Due to the sensitivity
of the used polymers, the following steps are performed under an inert nitrogen at-
mosphere. PTB7 and PTB7-Th are each dissolved in chlorobenzene (CB) with a
concentration of 10 mg mL�1 for PTB7 and 15 mg mL�1 for PTB7-Th and stirred for
15 h at 60 °C to allow for complete dissolution. Samples are prepared via spin casting
the respective polymer solution under an inert atmosphere on a cleaned silicon sub-
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strate at 1000 rpm for 40 s. They are left to dry under nitrogen atmosphere for one
day, before sealing them individually in sealed aluminum bags for the transport from
the laboratory to the synchrotron facility.

Sputter deposition: For the deposition process, a custom-built sputter setup is used,
as described in more detail in earlier publications.[142] The setup includes a high-
vacuum chamber with a direct current (DC) magnetron sputter source, load-lock sys-
tem, and several openings for additional characterization equipment. Inside the sputter
chamber, a polymer thin-film sample is placed below a gold target, from which gold
atoms can be sputtered and deposited onto the sample (see Figure 5.1). The average
sputter rate can be controlled by varying the applied power and tracked using a quartz
crystal microbalance. The vacuum needed for the sputtering process is created using a
system of pumps, which leads to a base pressure in the range of 1 � 10�6 mbar. After
applying an argon gas flow the working pressure is around 5 � 10�3 mbar. By appli-
cation of a voltage of 335 V, an argon plasma is created, which enables the sputtering
of gold atoms from the plasma-cleaned 2-inch gold target (99.999 % purity, Kurt J.
Lesker, United States). The nominal sputter rate of 0.2 nm s�1 is adjusted by applying
a power of 14 W. After 103.5 s, the final layer thickness δAu,final � 22 nm is reached.

In-situ scattering investigation: To perform GISAXS and GIWAXS experiments
with a high temporal and spatial resolution, the sputter deposition setup is imple-
mented into the Micro- and Nano-focus X-ray Scattering (MiNaXS) beamline P03 of
the brilliant synchrotron light source PETRA III at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
(DESY) in Hamburg, Germany.[214] The measurements are performed at an energy of
13.0 keV (λ � 0.953Å) with a micro-beam spot size of 31 � 42 µm2 on the sample. To
ensure the penetration of the complete gold film by the X-ray beam, an incident angle
(αi � 0.446°) slightly above the critical angle of gold (αc,Au � 0.337° at this energy) is
chosen, thus obtaining information on the gold layer, its interface to the polymer, and
the polymer thin film itself. Potential X-ray beam damage is prevented by scanning
the sample continuously over a range of 2 mm with a rate of 0.6 mm s�1 in horizon-
tal direction. The scattered X-rays are recorded with two 2D pixel detectors. The
GISAXS detector is placed at a larger sample-to-detector distance (SDD) perpendic-
ular to the direct beam. The GIWAXS detector is placed at a closer distance and at
a tilted angle above the direct beam path to detect X-rays scattered at higher angles
and thereby ensure observation of the corresponding Bragg angles of gold. Figure 5.1
schematically illustrates the experimental geometry. The X-ray beam (red) enters the
sputter chamber through a Kapton® window and hits the sample at a small angle.
It is specularly reflected (red) and scattered (green) due to structures present in the
polymer and gold layers. The GISAXS detector is illustrated with an exemplary 2D
scattering data placed at a larger distance from the sputter setup. Black areas orig-
inate from different sources: a) gaps between the detector elements, b) shadowing of
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Sputter_scheme

0 , 740 

Figure 5.1
Schematic of the GISAXS experiment depicting the in-situ GISAXS and GIWAXS mea-
surements during the deposition of gold on a thin-film sample in a sputter chamber. The
incoming X-ray beam and the specularly reflected beam are depicted in red; an exemplary
scattered X-ray beam caused by lateral structures in the forming gold film is shown in green.
The grey sphere indicates the sputter chamber, the red circles the entry and exit windows.
The sputtered gold atoms are shown as golden spheres. After leaving the sputter target,
they impinge on and self-assemble at the substrate.

the evacuated small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) tube, and c) the beam stop placed
on the position of the specular beam. The tilted GIWAXS detector is shown at a closer
distance to the sputter setup (not to scale). An exemplary GIWAXS data from a later
stage of the gold film growth is chosen for an illustration of the scattering pattern. The
growth process is visible by the changes in the 2D scattering patterns taken during the
gold deposition.

In-situ GISAXS: The data are recorded using the 2D detector Pilatus 1M (Dectris
Ltd.) with a pixel size of 172 � 172 µm2 in an SDD of �2376 � 2�mm. With a frame
rate of 20 s�1 and 103.5 s of deposition time, 2070 2D scattering data are acquired for
each sample. To analyze the 2D data, the scattering intensity in specific regions of
interest is integrated via the software Directly Programmable Data Analysis Kit (DP-
DAK)[215] and fitted using an appropriate geometric model. 2D GISAXS simulations
are performed using the software BornAgain.[176] Vertical line cuts either around qy � 0
(�5 px, so-called detector cuts) or from qy � 0.1 nm�1 – 2.5 nm�1 (so-called off-detector
cuts) are analyzed to acquire information about the film depth profile. To gain insights
into the lateral structures of the samples, horizontal line cuts at the Yoneda position
of a specific material are made. The Yoneda region is defined by a material’s critical
angle of total reflection and is very similar for many organic materials, as described
in more detail in Section 2.4.3.[154] Bulk gold films show a much higher critical angle
as compared to the polymers. However, as the gold deposition is investigated in situ,
the gold layer initially exhibits a vastly decreased (optical) density and therefore de-
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creased critical angle. During the deposition process, this critical angle increases with
a growing electron density towards the bulk gold value of qz � 0.90 nm�1. Therefore,
a horizontal region of interest is chosen in such a way that it includes the Yoneda
region of the polymers and ranges up to the finally reached gold Yoneda region with
0.62 nm�1

$ qz $ 0.90 nm�1. The average film thickness of the samples before and af-
ter the deposition is obtained using static GISAXS data recorded on the pure polymer
films and on the final gold layers.

In-situ GIWAXS: The data are acquired analogously to GISAXS data, with a few
changes, as follows. During the sputter deposition process, 207 2D scattering data
are acquired for each sample with a frame rate of 2 s�1. The 2D GIWAXS detector
(LAMBDA detector, pixel size 55 � 55 µm2, X-Spectrum GmbH, Hamburg) is placed
above the flight tube (connecting the sample chamber with the GISAXS detector)
and tilted at an angle of about 17.8° versus the sample horizon at a sample detector
distance of �183 � 2�mm to detect the two important Bragg peaks at 2.676Å�1 (111)
and 3.088Å�1 (200) for gold (space group Fm3m).[234] To evaluate the collected data,
the tilt of 17.8° is corrected geometrically using a python script. Afterward, typical
further intensity corrections and reshaping steps to account for the inaccessible q-space
are performed using the MATLAB-based software GIXSGUI.[169] 1D vertical cuts are
integrated for χ between �15° and �15° and fitted using a constant background in
combination with a Pseudo-Voigt function for each of the two Bragg peaks.

Real-space imaging: For investigating the surface morphology of the sputtered films,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) data are obtained using the high-resolution field
emission SEM Zeiss Gemini Nvision 40 with 5 kV at 3.6 mm distance.

5.3 In-situ Characterization

For the in-situ investigation of the deposition process, GISAXS and GIWAXS are
chosen as non-invasive methods for measurements with a high time resolution.[164,235]

5.3.1 Evolution of Crystallinity

The crystallinity of the deposited gold layer is tracked using GIWAXS. Representative
2D GIWAXS for specific stages of the film growth before, during, and after the gold
layer deposition are plotted in Figure 5.2 for PTB7 and PTB7-Th, respectively. To
enable comparisons to other experiments, the sputter deposition time can be converted
to the effective film thickness δ (10 s � 2.1 nm – 2.2 nm, as discussed in Section 5.3.2).
The 2D GIWAXS data show the pure polymer films (δ � 0 nm), the five different
growth phases (δ � 0.2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 nm) as well as a late growth stage (δ � 20 nm).
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Figure 5.2
Exemplary 2D GIWAXS data for a) PTB7 and b) PTB7-Th, taken at specific stages of the
film growth, corresponding to the pure polymer film (effective film thickness δ � 0 nm),
the five different growth phases (δ � 0.2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 nm) as well as a late growth stage
(δ � 20 nm). Intensity corrections and reshaping steps are performed using the MATLAB-
based software GIXSGUI.[169]
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Figure 5.3
Exemplary region of interest for the vertical
cuts (for χ between �15° and �15°) with
visible gold Bragg peaks (111) and (200).
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The definition of the respective growth phases will be discussed in Section 5.3.3. In
general, GIWAXS data yield information on the crystalline structure and spacing of
materials, here the deposited gold layers. The evolution of the structural features
causes changes in the scattering patterns due to the growing gold layer. At first
glance, these changes show a high similarity for both polymer samples.
For further evaluation, the 2D data are reduced to 1D data by focusing on a certain

region of interest (ROI). Intensity corrections and reshaping steps are performed using
the MATLAB-based software GIXSGUI.[169] A typical ROI is sketched in Figure 5.3,
with a vertical cut integrated over the azimuthal angle χ from �15° to �15°. It is
important to note the difference in representation of the data as compared to Figure 5.2.
The two gold Bragg peaks (111) and (200) are clearly visible. The respective 1D data
can be found in Figure 5.4 for PTB7 and PTB7-Th. Two Bragg peaks are visible
for the vertical direction, namely the (111) peak at 2.676Å�1 and the (200) peak at
3.088Å�1. Fitting these Bragg peaks with Pseudo-Voigt functions, their q position
their width are extracted.
Figure 5.5 shows the changes of the q position and the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) for the (111) and (200) Bragg peak as a function of effective gold film thick-
ness δ. The trends in peak position and FWHM illustrate the similar behavior of the
gold films on both samples in terms of their crystalline structure. At the beginning of
the deposition process, the q values for both peaks increase, indicating a decrease in
lattice parameters, as expected for the formation of nanocrystals. For both polymers
alike, the final q position – meaning the final gold lattice spacing – is established in
a very early stage of the deposition process: after δ � 3 nm for the (111) Bragg peak
and after δ � 4 nm – 5 nm for the (200) peak. This difference can be attributed to the
significantly lower intensity of the (200) peak. Only at a certain threshold intensity,
the fit quality is high enough to give consistent q values. The FWHM exhibits an ex-
ponential decrease for both peaks, meaning that the crystal quality and size increase
during the sputter deposition. Again due to its much lower intensity, the (200) peak
is fitted with a broader FWHM. For the (111) peak, the exponential decrease starts
after around δ � 1.5 nm. Summarily, the increase in crystallinity with the growing
layer thickness is illustrated by the strong increase in the Bragg peak intensity and in
the decrease of the FWHM.
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Figure 5.4
Evolution of the gold crystallinity illustrated via exemplary vertical cake cuts (for χ between
�15° and �15°) of the 2D GIWAXS data (taken every δ � 2.1 nm starting at δ � 0 nm) for
a) PTB7 (blue, dark to light) and b) PTB7-Th (red, dark to light). The Bragg peaks can
be fitted with Pseudo-Voigt functions to extract structural parameters.
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Figure 5.5
The (111) and (200) Bragg peaks are fitted with Pseudo-Voigt functions plus constant
background for all frames. The results are plotted over effective film thickness, showing no
pronounced differences between the polymers PTB7 (blue) and PTB7-Th (red) for a) the
q positions and b) the FWHM of the (111) and (200) Bragg peaks (illustrated in dark and
light colors, respectively).
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Figure 5.6
Initial 2D GISAXS data for a bare a) PTB7 and b) PTB7-Th thin film, summed up over
11 � 1 s for an improved signal-to-noise ratio.

5.3.2 Film Thickness Evolution

Using GISAXS, information is obtained on the morphological changes such as the
creation and growth of gold clusters. Before looking into the gold deposition process
itself, the pure polymer films are investigated, illustrated with 2D data in Figure 5.6.
As the pure polymer films show only weak scattering, eleven scattering data of 1 s
duration each are summed to increase the statistics and to reduce the signal-to-noise
ratio. No prominent scattering features are seen in horizontal direction, as is expected
from homogeneous films of one material. The main scattering is visible in vertical
direction, correlated to the film thickness, which will be discussed later in more detail.
After the initial measurements, the actual sputter deposition is followed using in-situ

GISAXS. Similar to the GIWAXS data discussed before, representative 2D GISAXS
data for specific stages of the film growth before, during, and after the gold layer depo-
sition can be found in Figure 5.7 for PTB7 and PTB7-Th, respectively. At first glance,
already significant changes in the scattering pattern are visible. The overall scattering
intensity increases drastically and scattering features appear or change significantly.
The trend is very similar for both observed samples. In the 2D GISAXS data, the
in-plane evolution of gold clusters in terms of their average size and distance is visible
in the qy-direction, while the layer growth in vertical direction leads to the evolution
of the intensity fringes in the qz-direction. The chosen ROIs for horizontal and vertical
line cuts are integrated along qz and qy, respectively, to obtain 1D data.
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Figure 5.7
Exemplary 2D GISAXS data for a) PTB7 and b) PTB7-Th, taken at specific stages of the
film growth, corresponding to the pure polymer film (effective gold film thickness δ � 0 nm�,
the five different growth phases (δ � 0.2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 nm) as well as a late growth stage
(δ � 20 nm). In horizontal direction, the in-plane evolution of structures can be observed
in form of intensity maxima, while in vertical direction, the formation of Kiessig fringes
resulting from the gold layer is seen.
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Figure 5.8
Contour mapping plots of the vertical line cuts integrated for every frame for a) PTB7 and
b) PTB7-Th and plotted as a function of effective film thickness δ.

Figure 5.8 shows the contour plots of the integrated vertical line cuts over effective
film thickness δ for both polymers in comparison. The observed intensity fringes
illustrate the increasing thickness of the gold cluster layer during sputter deposition.
In the lower qz-range of the vertical line cuts, the Yoneda regions of the investigated
materials can be observed. Especially for the first stages of deposition, a strong increase
in intensity and a shift to higher qz-values is visible.
Focusing on the region below qz � 0.95 nm�1, the trend can be followed in more

detail. Figure 5.9 illustrates the shift in maximum intensity from the Yoneda region of
the polymers (at around 0.63 nm�1) towards the bulk gold value of 0.902 nm�1. This
shift and the general increase of the intensity are caused by the growing gold film
thickness for the first 6 nm of effective gold film thickness. In later stages, additional
intensity extrema due to the growing film thickness move from higher qz values into the
shown range, partly overlapping the gold Yoneda peak. Interestingly, the intensities for
PTB7-Th increase much faster compared to those of PTB7, which hints at a rougher
surface leading to more forward scattering for PTB7-Th.
The film growth itself can be followed using exemplary vertical line cuts, taken every

δ � 2.1 nm, as shown in Figure 5.10 for PTB7 (blue) and PTB7-Th (red). Here, the
evolution and shift of the maxima are even more prominent. The data are fitted using a
combination of an exponential background with a Gaussian function for each peak and
illustrated with black lines. The dark curves at the bottom of each diagram show the
scattering intensity of the used pure polymers. The top curves are taken at the end of
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Yon(PTB7) ≈ Yon(PTB7-Th) ≈ 0.63
Yon(Si)=0.673, Yon(SiO2)=0.667
Yon(Au)=0.902
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Figure 5.9
Evolution of the scattering intensity in vertical direction for a) PTB7 and b) PTB7-Th,
illustrating the Yoneda peaks of the polymer layer in the first stages (dark curves, peaks at
around qz � 0.66 nm�1 – 0.67 nm�1) and the evolution of the strong Yoneda peak intensity
of the thin gold layer evolving at qz � 0.9 nm�1 within the first 6 nm of effective film
thickness.
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Figure 5.10
Structural evolution in vertical direction illustrated via exemplary integrated vertical line
(detector) cuts of the GISAXS data at qy � 0 nm�1, taken every δ � 2.1 nm starting at
δ � 0 nm, and respective fits (black lines) for a) PTB7 (blue) and b) PTB7-Th (red). The
intensities are plotted logarithmically for a better visualization of the maxima and shifted
along the intensity axis for clarity.
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the gold layer deposition and result from the final film structure. For the pure polymer
films typical Kiessig fringes are caused by a combination of refraction and reflection
of the incident wave due to the highly homogeneous film thickness.[160,236] From the
intensity fringes, an average pure polymer film thickness of δpolymer � �35 � 2� nm
for PTB7 and �84 � 2�nm for PTB7-Th is calculated, which is in accordance with
profilometry measurements performed on identical polymer films: �40 � 5�nm and�80 � 5�nm, respectively. The difference in the film thickness is of no consequence
for the discussed experiments, as the sputter deposition only affects the very first few
nanometers of the polymer films.[130,237]

Starting the sputtering process leads to a pronounced increase in scattering intensity
due to the deposition of the electronically dense, strongly scattering gold particles on
the polymer films. The scattered intensity soon completely eclipses the Kiessig fringes
of the original polymer film. A few seconds after the start of the deposition process, at
an effective film thickness δ � 1 nm of the gold film, new intensity modulations arise
due to the evolving gold film.[236] With ongoing gold sputter deposition, more and more
intensity extrema occur and shift to smaller qz values, thereby indicating a growth in
the average film thickness. By fitting the intensity maxima using a combination of an
exponential background with a Gaussian function for each peak, the evolution of the
extrema can be followed. From these peak positions, the average film thickness δAu for
each growth stage can be deduced according to Equation 2.28

δAu �
2π

∆qz
,

with ∆qz being the difference of two neighboring maxima or minima. The final
film thickness can be determined from GISAXS data taken after the sputtering pro-
cess to be δAu�final� � �22.4 � 0.2� nm for PTB7 and �22.1 � 0.2�nm for PTB7-Th.
With a sputtering time of 103.5 s, an identical effective film thickness growth rate of�0.22 � 0.02�nm s�1 and �0.21 � 0.02�nm s�1, respectively, is calculated. These results
are in good accordance with the actual sputter rate of 0.2 nm s�1, which is measured
using a quartz crystal microbalance prior to the start of the deposition.
Figure 5.11 illustrates the evolution of the average gold film thickness δAu as function

of the effective film thickness δ. While δAu grows linearly for later stages after δ � 3 nm,
a clear offset is visible at the beginning for both polymers. This already gives a hint
towards the growth mechanism, with a preferred creation of gold clusters of a certain
height H instead of a uniform monolayer on top of the polymer thin film. This cluster
height H can be estimated using the first-order minima visible in vertical direction for
0.01 nm�1

$ qy $ 2.5 nm�1 (so-called off detector line cuts), which are related to the
form factor and thereby the height of the clusters.
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Figure 5.11
Average gold film thickness δAu for PTB7 (blue) and PTB7-Th (red), as extracted from
∆qy ,max of the fitted detector cuts, plotted over the effective film thickness δ.

In Figure 5.12, exemplary off-detector cuts for PTB7 and PTB7-Th are plotted,
illustrating the shift of the first-order minima to smaller qz-values. Figure 5.12 c)
shows the fitted qz,1.min position during the deposition process. From the fitted qz,1.min
position in these so-called off-detector cuts, H can be deduced, as explained in the
following. The first-order minimum in the off-detector cuts is directly related to the
form factor – and therefore the height H – of the scattering clusters. The evolution of
qz,1.min as exponential function of effective film thickness

qz,1.min � Ae
δ©t
� y0 (5.1)

is fitted for both polymers, resulting in A � 2.61 and 2.51, t � 3.02 and 2.97, y0 � 0.93
and 0.94 for PTB7 and PTB7-Th, respectively. From earlier work by Schwartzkopf
et al. (see the corresponding Supporting Information), the simulated qz,1.min,sim for
hemispherical clusters of different heights in a distance of 20 nm are known.[133] Using
the relation

qz,1.min,exp�δ� � qz,min,sim�H� (5.2)

of the fit functions, the cluster height H�δ) can be extracted for δ $ 8 nm. Figure 5.12
d) shows the evolution of H (light symbols) for the first 5 nm of effective film thickness
in comparison to the average layer thickness δAu (dark symbols), again pointing to the
formation of islands in the very early stages of gold deposition. H is not only slightly
larger than the respective average thickness δAu, but shows a significant offset of about
2 nm, when linearly extrapolating to the beginning of the deposition process.
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Figure 5.12
Structure evolution in vertical direction illustrated via exemplary integrated vertical line
(off-detector) cuts of the GISAXS data at 0.1 nm�1

$ qy $ 2.5 nm�1, taken every δ �
2.1 nm starting at δ � 0 nm for a) PTB7 and b) PTB7-Th. The intensities are plotted
logarithmically for a better visualization of the maxima and shifted along the intensity axis
for clarity. c) Position of the first-order minimum qz,1.min, as extracted from the off-detector
cuts for PTB7 (blue) and PTB7-Th (red), plotted over effective film thickness δ. d) Average
gold cluster height H (light symbols) for PTB7 (blue) and PTB7-Th (red), calculated from
the qz,1.min position, plotted over δ in comparison to the early values for δAu (dark symbols),
which are shown in detail in Figure 5.11.
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5.3.3 Morphological Evolution

Figure 5.13 illustrates this island growth in lateral direction. Selected horizontal line
cuts, taken every 2.1 nm of effective film thickness, are shown for PTB7 (blue) and
PTB7-Th (red) with the respective fits (black lines, using a combination of Gaussian
and Lorentzian functions for the intensity maxima). The black curves at the bottom
of each diagram show the scattering intensity of the used pure polymers. The top
curves are taken at the end of the layer deposition and show the final film structure.
The pure polymer films show no pronounced scattering peaks in horizontal direction.
Soon after starting the sputtering process, a broad maximum in intensity evolves at
q
�

y � 2.6 nm�1 and subsequently shifts to smaller q�y values, indicating the creation
of gold clusters. In later stages of the film growth (δ % 12 nm), a second, weaker
maximum can be distinguished at a q�y value of about 0.05 nm�1, indicating a second,
larger scattering feature, for example coarse, ramified domains. The peak width is
affected by the average cluster size and shape distribution as well as the disorder in
the paracrystalline lattice. The width decreases rapidly during the sputtering process,
which indicates a strong lateral growth of gold clusters. At first glance, both polymers
show a similar trend. However, distinct differences especially for early stages can
be found by tracking the fitted q�y position and the FWHM of the respective evolving
peaks. Figure 5.13 c) and d) show plotted logarithmically over δ to focus on these early
differences. The fitted values exhibit only negligible errors for later stages, confirming
the validity of the fitting procedure even for stages in which the peak is moving to
very small q�y values. PTB7-Th shows a later onset of the change in FWHM than
PTB7, suggesting that the gold layer on PTB7-Th displays less order and increased
coarsening compared to the one on PTB7.
The average cluster center-to-center distance is determined via the relation

D �
2π
q�y

(5.3)

from the fitted lateral peak position q�y . The evolution of the distance D as a function
of the effective film thickness δ, as extracted from the fits, is shown in Figure 5.14.
D grows with pronounced changes of the growth rate for different phases, indicating
several competing factors favoring an island growth mechanism. This can be explained
by the strong affinity of gold atoms to each other as compared to their affinity to the
polymer, which leads to a 3D cluster growth until the percolation limit is reached.
As discussed by Schwartzkopf et al. for inorganic as well as polymer substrates,[133,146]

a geometrical model is applied to deduce parameters such as the average cluster radius,
surface coverage, or cluster density of the deposited gold film. The gold clusters are
assumed to be uniform, hemispherical, and arranged in a locally hexagonal pattern, as
illustrated in Figure 5.15. Geometrical considerations lead to the following equations
by which further important structural parameters can be calculated.
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Figure 5.13
Structural evolution in horizontal direction illustrated via exemplary integrated horizontal
line cuts taken every 2.1 nm starting at δ � 0 nm and respective fits (black curves) for a)
PTB7 (blue) and b) PTB7-Th (red). The intensities are plotted logarithmically for a better
visualization of the maxima and shifted along the intensity axis for clarity. The shift in the
q
�

y position of the side maximum to smaller values is illustrated with the grey arrow. The
fitted c) q�y position and d) FWHM of the gold side peak in lateral direction for PTB7 (blue)
and PTB7-Th (red) over effective film thickness.
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Figure 5.14
Average scattering cluster distance D for PTB7 (blue) and PTB7-Th (red), as extracted
from fits of the horizontal line cuts, plotted over effective film thickness δ.
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Figure 5.15
Geometric model of truncated spheres of gold with radius R arranged in a trigonal unit
cell of side length (= cluster distance) D, surface area A∆ and height (= effective film
thickness) δ. The clusters are usually assumed to be hemispherical, but for certain purposes
(see below), their cluster height H and contact angle plays a role.
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The cluster volume Vc per unit cell

Vc � 31
6Vhemisphere �

π
3R

3
, (5.4)

with R = the average cluster radius, is chosen such that it equals the total volume of
deposited material V∆ for the respective unit cell

V∆ � A∆δ �

Ó
3

4 D
2
δ. (5.5)

Equating both volumes, the cluster radius R can then be described by

R �
3

Ø
33©2

4π D
2δ � �33©2

π
δ

q�
2

y

�1©3

. (5.6)

The ratio between the average cluster diameter (� 2R) and distance (D), 2R©D, gives
insights into different processes dominating different stages of the growth. Additionally,
it defines the important percolation limit, for which 2R©D reaches the value 1, meaning
that clusters meet and build the first fully percolated gold layer. This point is not to
be confused by a full surface coverage, which will only occur later in the process when
also holes between the clusters are filled. The surface coverage θ can be calculated by
the ratio of the area covered by the clusters and the total unit cell area

θ �
Ac
A∆

�
2πR2Ó

3D2 , (5.7)

although this only holds until the percolation limit (2R©D � 1) is reached, after which
the clusters would overlap. For later stages, the respective overlap integral between the
clusters has to be subtracted until complete coverage is reached. The overlap integral
can be calculated via

Aoverlap � 6E
R

D©2

Ô
R2

� x2dx (5.8)

and has to be subtracted from θ for values of 2R©D % 1. The model also allows
determining the average cluster density ρ

ρ �
2Ó
3D2 (5.9)

as well as the number of gold atoms per cluster NAu,c

NAu,c �
1
2 � R

rAu,atom

3

. (5.10)
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Figure 5.16 illustrates the structural changes during the layer formation and hence
yields a detailed view of the growth mechanism. The structural features are plotted
with respect to the effective gold film thickness in a logarithmic fashion to focus on
the important early stages of the growth. Data for PTB7 are plotted in blue, for
PTB7-Th in red. Figure 5.16 a) shows the average cluster distance D and the respec-
tive calculated average cluster radius R. The evolution of the ratio between average
cluster diameter (2R) and distance (D) as well as changes in the surface coverage θ are
illustrated in Figure 5.16 b). Figure 5.16 c) follows the evolution in the cluster density
ρ (per cm2) and the number of gold atoms per cluster. The structure evolution can
be divided into different stages, as defined by the respective most dominant process
and described in the following: I) nucleation, II) diffusion-mediated coalescence, III)
adsorption-dominated growth with a) partial coalescence, and b) further growth of
ramified clusters under size restrictions IV) layer growth.
2D GISAXS simulations (see Figure 5.17) confirm the geometrical model applied

for the analysis. Using the calculated parameters R, D, and δ in combination with
a 1D paracrystalline lattice,[238] the main features of the experimental scattering data
are confirmed in these simulations. For the modeling of the 2D GISAXS data, the
simulation software BornAgain is used.[176] Using python scripts, a model of the sam-
ple at a specific effective gold film thickness is defined and its theoretical scattering
pattern simulated. Here, the model is based on a 2D distribution (1D paracrystalline)
of gold clusters (approximated with truncated spheres) with a certain distance and
diameter placed onto a polymer film above a silicon substrate. The scattering pattern
is simulated using the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA). Deviations from
the experimental data are expected because the modeling is based on the use of simple
form factors and structure factors, whereas the real existing nanostructures might be
more complex. The simulations were performed by Gabriele Semino in the frame of
his Bachelor’s thesis.[239]

Phase I: The initial nucleation and growth of the first gold clusters dominate the
early stage of the growth process which is referred to as phase I. The average cluster
distance D and cluster density ρ stay constant for an effective film thickness of up to
δI�II � �0.21 � 0.02� nm for PTB7 and �0.25 � 0.02�nm for PTB7-Th (equivalent to
less than a complete atomic monolayer). The later onset in the growth of D for PTB7-
Th suggests that the gold nuclei on PTB7-Th are more immobilized in contrast to the
gold nuclei on PTB7, which reduces the chances of colliding with other mobile nuclei
or atoms and establishing larger clusters at larger distances. The parameters acquired
during this early stage suggest that the processes differ from the growth of gold clusters
for other experiments, where an initial decrease in the cluster distance D and increase
of cluster density ρ is observed.[133,134,146] However, these differences might be due to the
comparably high sputter rate, as the results are similar to the ones discussed for PS at
the same sputter rate.[142] It should be noted that – in contrast to thermal evaporation –
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Figure 5.16
Structure evolution over effective film thickness shown by the a) average cluster distance
D (dark symbols, extracted from fits) and radius R (light, calculated using the mentioned
model) for PTB7 (blue) and PTB7-Th (red). The model additionally yields b) the ratio
of the average cluster diameter to cluster distance 2R©D (dark) and the surface coverage
(light), as well as c) the cluster density (dark) and number of gold atoms per cluster (light).
The structure evolution can be divided into different stages, as defined by the respective
most dominant process: I) nucleation, II) diffusion-mediated coalescence, III) adsorption-
dominated growth with a) partial coalescence and b) further growth of ramified clusters
under size restrictions IV) layer growth. PTB7-Th shows overall smaller structures in terms
of R and D.
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Figure 5.17
Experimental data for PTB7-Th vs. simulated data using the software BornAgain[176] and
the model for the different growth phases as indicated with II, IIIa and IIIb, and IV.

sputtering creates gold particles of comparably high energy, which can lead to diffusion
of gold atoms into the first few nm of the soft polymer film. The implantation of
metal atoms or ions within the surface-near region of polymers has been examined and
described extensively for metals such as gold or chromium.[133,240–242] The nucleation
process is linked to this embedding and immobilization of the gold particles within
the surface-near region of the polymer film. The nucleation is followed by a further
3D growth of gold clusters, as seen in the pronounced increase of the cluster radius
R. The surface coverage θ reaches about 40 % towards the end of phase I with a very
similar trend for both polymers.

Phase II: The onset of phase II can be distinguished clearly by the increase in cluster
distance, which can be attributed to the merging of small mobile clusters, forming
larger clusters with a lower cluster density This behavior is typical for a diffusion-
dominated process, in which larger clusters grow on the expense of smaller, more
mobile ones via full coalescence. In phase II, the crystal lattice of the gold quickly
decreases towards its equilibrium values, while the small-sized crystals still cause a
broad FWHM of the corresponding Bragg peaks. As illustrated in Figure 5.18, the
minimum crystallite size within the gold clusters – determined from the FWHM via
the Scherrer formula (Equation 2.38) – stays constant during phase II. Towards the
end of phase II, the surface coverage θ reaches values of slightly below (PTB7) versus
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Figure 5.18
Changes in the minimum gold crystallite size d (dark symbols) over effective film thickness
δ in comparison to the gold cluster diameter 2R (light symbols). The minimum crystallite
size within the clusters can be determined from the FWHM of the (111) Bragg peak in the
GIWAXS data using the Scherrer formula. While 2R is growing quickly even in the very
early stages of the deposition process, d stays constant during phase II and increases only
moderately afterward.

slightly above (PTB7-Th) 70 %, indicating a higher probability of gold atoms to attach
to the surface of PTB7-Th as compared to that of PTB7. This phase is additionally
characterized by a strong decrease in the ratio between the cluster height and cluster
radius H©R, as shown in Figure 5.19. The ratio starts with values above 1, meaning
that the clusters in phases I and II have contact angles above 90°, thereby reducing
their interaction with the polymer surface. Towards phase III, the ratio reaches a value
of about 1, indicating hemispherical clusters on the polymer surface.

Phase III: The strong increase in surface coverage θ indicates the onset of phase
III (at δII�IIIa � �1.47 � 0.02� nm for PTB7 and δII�IIIa � �1.43 � 0.02� nm for
PTB7-Th, respectively), in which newly sputtered gold atoms have a significantly
higher probability of reaching already existing, immobilized clusters than nucleating
in new clusters. Both D and R continue their increase. However, the now constant
2R©D ratio and θ hint to a partial coalescence, with smaller clusters merging into
larger, elongated clusters without fully coalescing. This hindered coalescence can be
explained by the reduction in surface mobility of the clusters with increasing R. Reach-
ing a certain critical radius Rc, the full relaxation of neighboring coarser clusters to
a preferred symmetric state takes longer than the cluster growth due to deposition
and adsorption of atoms. It should be noted that the partial coalescence for PTB7
and PTB7-Th is less pronounced than the partial coalescence witnessed during similar
experiments on thin films of polymers without sulfur components, e.g. PS.[133,142]
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Figure 5.19
Changes in the H©R ratio for PTB7 (dark red) and PTB7-Th (dark blue) over effective film
thickness δ, illustrating the change in the form factor of the sputtered gold clusters. The
values are extrapolated for smaller δ by calculating H from the fitted qz,min (see Figure 5.12)
and shown in light blue for PTB7 and light red for PTB7-Th. The ratio H©R � 1 marks
the change from phase II to IIIa.

Additionally, the plateauing of the 2R©D ratio and surface coverage is more pro-
nounced for PTB7-Th in contrast to PTB7. One reason could be the reduced mobility
of gold clusters on PTB7-Th, which could hinder the relaxation of partially coalesced
and elongated clusters to a more favorable geometrical state. According to Jeffers et
al., the gold mobility on amorphous surfaces can be described by the surface diffusion
coefficient Ds.[243] This measure for surface mobility has been successfully correlated to
the change in growth behavior of gold on polymer films using atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and GISAXS studies.[133,244]

Ds can be correlated to the respective critical radii Rc and cluster heights Hc for
the critical film thicknesses δc � δII�IIIa of PTB7 and PTB7-Th. According to the
so-called kinetic freezing model by Jeffers et al., the full coalescence of two clusters
is hindered when reaching a certain cluster radius, leading to partial coalescence and
elongated structures.[243] The respective critical radius Rc depends on various parame-
ters, such as the metal surface free energy γ, the metal atomic volume ω, the deposition
rate J and the Temperature T . It is, however, also correlated to the surface diffusion
coefficient of the metal on the respective polymer Ds as well as the critical aspect ratio
H©R � αc at the critical effective film thickness δc

R
4
c �

Dsαcδcγω
�4©3�

kBTJ
. (5.11)

Using the values for Rc, αc, and δc from the fitted experimental data at δc � δII�IIIa,
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the relative surface diffusion coefficients for gold on PTB7 and PTB7-Th can be com-
pared via the relation

Ds �
R

4
c

αcδc
. (5.12)

The values can additionally be compared to the ones extracted for gold sputter-
deposited on PS under the same conditions (sputter setup, sputter rate, tempera-
ture, deposition rate, etc.). Even though the critical cluster height is not calculated
for Au on PS, the H©R ratio can be estimated to be around or above 1. Using the
critical thickness of partial coalescence δc,PS � 1.6 nm and a critical radius of around
2.8 nm, Ds,PS can be estimated to be within the same order of magnitude as PTB7
and PTB7-Th.
From this correlation, a significantly lower value for the gold mobility of PTB7-Th

as compared to the one of PTB7 (ratio 0.64 � 1) can be deduced. At an effective layer
thickness of δIIIa�b � �2.13 � 0.03� nm for PTB7 and �2.38 � 0.03�nm for PTB7-Th,
respectively, the 2R©D ratio and surface coverage increase again, indicating a change
in growth behavior. The growth in distance D slows down significantly, until the
percolation limit

2R©D � 1 (5.13)

is reached. This decrease in growth can be attributed to the lateral size restrictions of
the large clusters. A strong increase in surface coverage indicates that the immobilized
clusters mainly grow by directly adsorbing newly sputtered atoms and filling the gaps
between clusters.

Phase IV: The percolation limit is reached at δIIIb�IV � �6.10 � 0.05� nm for PTB7
and �5.70 � 0.05�nm for PTB7-Th, respectively. This difference can be mainly at-
tributed to the fact that the 2R©D ratio for PTB7-Th is slightly higher for the whole
process, therefore reaching the value 1 earlier than the gold layer on PTB7. Dur-
ing phase IIIb, the crystal quality improves significantly, as seen from the decreasing
FWHM of the Bragg peaks (see Figure 5.5).
Beyond the percolation threshold, the surface is soon fully covered. θ reaches values

of 1 at an effective film thickness δ � 10.5 nm for PTB7-Th and 10.0 nm for PTB7-
Th, respectively. The fully connected clusters can only grow slowly by moving grain
boundaries in phase IV. Even at an effective film thickness of around δ � 22 nm, the
films still show domains with a calculated average distanceD of around �30.1 � 0.5�nm
for PTB7 and a slightly smaller distance of around �28.8 � 0.6�nm for PTB7-Th.
However, the geometric model reaches its limits in this phase, as values for 2R©D % 1
would imply cluster diameters larger than the average cluster distance. For this reason,
the surface coverage θ is determined by additionally subtracting the overlap integrals
of the clusters until the full coverage is reached.
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Figure 5.20
Surface morphology after sputter deposition probed with ex-situ SEM measurements shown
for gold sputtered on a) PTB7 and b) PTB7-Th, respectively. Fully percolated gold films
with coarse grain structures are seen.

SEM images taken ex situ after the deposition process are shown in Figure 5.20
for PTB7 and PTB7-Th. They confirm the presence of nanogranular gold films with
visible, coarse gold clusters of about 40 nm in diameter and distance, albeit with a
broad size distribution. These values are in accordance with the ones extracted from
the GISAXS measurements. In comparison to earlier studies on PS,[133,142] the films
based on the two discussed polymers show significantly smaller cluster distances D
towards the end of the nucleation phase. This effect can be explained by a stronger
affinity of the gold atoms to the thiophene groups of PTB7 and PTB7-Th, which are not
present in PS. The affinity of gold to sulfur groups has been well-established[245–248] and
is also reported for thiophene-containing materials.[249,250] The (sub-)nanometer-sized
gold atoms and clusters build complexes with organic sulfur groups, exhibiting partially
covalent bonds.[245] The binding strength between Au and S-groups is in the same
range as the one between gold atoms, with values of 40 kcal mol�1 – 50 kcal mol�1.[247]

The higher affinity might lead to a reduced mobility of gold atoms and small gold
clusters on the polymer surface or within the gold enrichment layer near the surface.
This enrichment layer is investigated and discussed in Chapter 6 and has also been
observed for gold sputtered on PS[133] and PVK[132]. Indeed, comparing the surface
diffusion coefficient Ds for both polymers, as described before, shows a correlation
between the higher affinity of PTB7-Th and its respective lower Ds. The decreased
mobility, in turn, results in a slower increase of the 2R©D ratio. The surface coverage θ
reaches higher values for PTB7-Th versus PTB7 towards the end of phase II, indicating
a higher probability of gold adatoms to attach to the surface of PTB7-Th compared
to that of PTB7. This effect can be explained by the two additional thiophene rings
in the side chains of PTB7-Th which might lead to an even further reduced mobility
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of the gold atoms and therefore higher surface coverage at earlier stages. It can be
concluded that side-chain engineering impacts the early growth stages which plays an
important role when considering plasmon-based effects.[25,130,251–254]

A comprehensive layer growth model (shown in Figure 5.21) can be deduced from
the described behavior. Phase I is defined by nucleation processes and a high mobility
of the very small gold clusters. In phase II, the now nanometer-sized gold clusters at
comparably large distances are still very mobile and grow mostly by incorporation of
diffusing gold atoms and by merging with other small clusters and full coalescence,
leading to larger clusters at higher distances. Above a certain cluster size, the surface
mobility of the clusters is significantly reduced. Phase IIIa is characterized by partial
coalescence of neighboring clusters, forming elongated structures, which leads to a
further increase in the average cluster distance. In phase IIIb, the clusters grow mainly
by incorporation of deposited clusters and filling gaps. The merging of immobile
clusters leads to a non-continuous coverage of the surface with percolated, worm-
like structures. Phase IV is reached at the so-called percolation limit, at which the
average cluster diameter reaches the average cluster distance. Shortly after, a complete
coverage of the surface can be assumed. Due to the now fully developed gold layer, the
growth will become more layer-like, even though the domains grow further by moving
their grain boundaries and are still visible at a thickness of 20 nm. Differences in the
behavior of the two polymer thin films are illustrated, with PTB7-Th showing a higher
tendency to immobilize gold nuclei and clusters, leading to several distinct features,
namely the prolonged nucleation phase, the higher overall surface coverage, and the
more pronounced plateauing in phase IIIa in comparison to the one of PTB7. It is
interesting to note that the growth behavior in the isolated nanoparticle phase II for
both polymers leads to a distinctly small grain size even after percolation.

5.4 Conclusion
The influence of a side-chain modification of state-of-the-art low-bandgap polymers
(PTB7 versus PTB7-Th) on the formation of a gold layer during sputter deposition
is investigated. The process is followed by in-situ GISAXS and GIWAXS measure-
ments during DC magnetron sputter deposition. The nanogranularity of the gold
nanoparticle layer is extracted and quantified, from isolated particles to the perco-
lated gold contact in terms of cluster size, cluster distance, and surface coverage. By
combining the observations of the lateral and vertical gold layer growth with sim-
ulations, a five-stage model of the electrode formation is derived. After the initial
nucleation and subsequent diffusion of gold atoms and small, mobile clusters, a change
to an adsorption-dominated process is observed, in which the immobilized larger clus-
ters build elongated structures and size-restrictions set in, followed by the final layer
growth. The tuning of side chains does indeed influence the growth kinetics of the
gold electrodes differently in the different growth regimes, with more pronounced ef-
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Figure 5.21
Derived growth model with five phases, I) the nucleation, II) the diffusion of gold adatoms
and small clusters on the polymer film, III) the adsorption of further gold atoms with IIIa)
partial coalescence and IIIb) further growth of coarse, ramified structures and IV) finally a
layer growth. Differences in terms of cluster size and phase limits for the polymers (PTB7
in blue and PTB7-Th in red) are indicated. PTB7-Th shows a lower gold surface diffusion
mobility, leading to prolonged nucleation and earlier onset of partial coalescence and an
earlier percolation.

fects visible in the early stages of the growth. In the case of the side-chain modified low
bandgap tuned polymer materials discussed here, this can directly be related to the
sulfur content of the side chains. These findings provide a fundamental understanding
of the layer growth dependence on bandgap-tuned polymers. They are an important
step towards the controlled fabrication of high-efficiency solar cells and will be also of
interest for other organic electronic devices with polymer-metal contacts.
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CHAPTER6
Effects of the Active Layer
Morphology on the Gold Layer Growth

In the previous chapter, a distinct effect of polymer side-chains on the structure for-
mation of gold electrodes was discussed. While surface chemistry certainly plays a role
in the growth process, the morphology of the underlying layer can also affect the de-
posited electrode. The present chapter addresses the influence of the active layer mor-
phology on a sputter-deposited gold electrode. For this purpose, thin films of PTB7-
Th:PC71BM blends with and without the solvent additive 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) are
investigated in comparison to the pristine PTB7-Th. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) data illustrate the ini-
tial morphology of the organic films, before following the gold deposition in situ using
GISAXS and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). Ex-situ X-ray
reflectometry (XRR) after the deposition process gives insights into the final vertical
film composition. The differences in the initial film surface roughness affect the cre-
ated gold layer and translate into differences in the gold layer surface roughness. The
addition of DIO to the active layer leads to a smoother gold film resembling the one
deposited on the pure polymer, which likely benefits the device performance.

6.1 Introduction
The morphology of the active layer has for years been under investigation as a main
factor affecting the performance of bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) OPVs.[19,22,23,184,255–257]

While a randomly structured morphology is beneficial for solar cells due to easy,
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low-cost processability, the structure needs to meet several prerequisites. The donor-
acceptor interface needs to be reached by excitons within their lifetime. This lifetime
can be translated into an average diffusion length, which defines the optimal distances
between the donor-acceptor interfaces to enable efficient charge separation. The phases
need to offer fully percolated paths for the separated charge carriers to reach the re-
spective electrodes. Several methods have been investigated to tailor the morphology
for enhancing the overall performance and/or stability of the active layer. One common
method is the use of solvent additives, which have different effects, depending on the
respective systems. The additives are chosen such that they offer a certain solubility
for one or several of the used materials. They are added to the solution of the donor
and acceptor materials in small quantities. Studies were performed for several material
systems, illustrating the wide range of effects of additives,[27] from a heightened crys-
tallinity of the polymer domains[257,258] to an enhanced phase separation[68,255,257–260] or
decrease in excessive aggregates[184,260,261] as well as enhanced stability against aging
during operation.[70,91]

In the previous chapter, the effect of the side-chains of the pure polymers PTB7 and
PTB7-Th was investigated with regard to their effect on the sputter-deposited gold
electrode applied on the respective polymer thin films. As electrodes for certain organic
solar cells are applied directly on top of the respective BHJ active layer, a similar
investigation on the effect of the active layer morphology on the applied electrode is
of high interest. The effect of DIO on the PTB7-Th:PC71BM BHJ morphology has
been investigated by several studies – without, however, taking electrode effects into
account.[28,197,262,263] In our earlier work on solar cells based on this system, we found
considerable effects of the additive on the initial morphology as well as the behavior
under degradation, as described in more detail by Yang, Löhrer et al.[70]

For the present chapter, typical PTB7-Th:PC71BM active layer blend films with
and without the solvent additive DIO are prepared to investigate a potential effect
of the changes in layer morphology on the formation of the sputter-deposited gold
electrode. The films are additionally compared to films of the pristine polymer PTB7-
Th as a reference. Initial ex-situ AFM and GISAXS measurements give insights into
the surface topology and film morphology of the three sample types. The in-situ
investigation during the gold deposition is performed via GISAXS and GIWAXS to
follow the development of the gold-organic interface on a morphological as well as
crystalline level. Ex-situ XRR after the experiment determines the vertical film profile
of the active layers and their gold contacts. By combining these methods, the influence
of the organic film morphology becomes evident, with the initial surface roughness and
morphological composition affecting the developing gold film.
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6.2 Experimental Details
General information on the sample preparation and characterization can be found in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. In contrast to the experiments discussed in
Chapter 5, a few slight changes are taken for the experiment, as noted in the following.
The samples are deposited with a lower sputter rate to focus on the early stages of
film growth. XRR measurements taken ex situ complement the findings.

Materials and sample preparation: Silicon wafers are cut into pieces of 12 � 15 mm2

and acid cleaned, before transferring them to a glovebox for the sample preparation.
Due to the sensitivity of the used materials, the following steps are performed under an
inert nitrogen atmosphere. The sample preparation is slightly different for the three
investigated samples. For the pristine polymer film, PTB7-Th is dissolved in pure
chlorobenzene (CB) with a concentration of 15 mg mL�1 and stirred overnight at 60 °C
to allow for complete dissolution. For the active layer blend, PTB7-Th is dissolved
either in pure CB or a CB:DIO mixture (97:3) with a concentration of 15 mg mL�1 and
stirred for 2 h at 60 °C. Subsequently, the respective solutions with or without additive
are added to a corresponding amount of PC71BM (21 mg mL�1) to achieve the total
concentration of 35 mg mL�1, and stirred overnight at 60 °C. Thin films are prepared
via spin casting the respective solution under an inert atmosphere on a cleaned silicon
substrate at 1000 rpm for 40 s. They are left to dry at room temperature under a
nitrogen atmosphere for one day, before sealing them individually in aluminum bags
for the transport from the laboratory to the synchrotron facility.

Real-space imaging: To investigate the surface morphology of the organic thin films,
AFM images are obtained using the nanoinfrared light (IR)2-FS instrument with QCL
laser (Anasys Instruments, US). The measurements are performed in tapping mode
using a gold-covered tip.

Sputter deposition: For the deposition process, the custom-built sputter setup is
used, as described in more detail in the previous chapter.[146] The sputter chamber
is evacuated to a base pressure of about 1 � 10�6 mbar. After applying an argon gas
flow, the working pressure is around 5 � 10�3 mbar. The average sputter rate can
be varied by applying a respective voltage and power. A low nominal sputter rate
of 0.036 nm s�1 is adjusted by applying a power of 3 W. After 560 s, the final layer
thickness δAu,final � �22.1 � 0.3� nm is reached.

In-situ scattering investigation: To perform GISAXS and GIWAXS experiments
with a high temporal and spatial resolution, the sputter deposition setup is imple-
mented into the Micro- and Nano-focus X-ray Scattering (MiNaXS) beamline P03 of
the brilliant synchrotron light source PETRA III at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
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(DESY) in Hamburg, Germany.[214] The measurements are performed at an energy of
13.0 keV (λ � 0.953Å) with a micro-beam spot size of about 32 � 42 µm2 on the sample.
To ensure the penetration of the complete gold film by the X-ray beam, an incident
angle (αi � 0.401°) slightly above the critical angle of gold (αc,Au � 0.337° at this
energy) is chosen, thus obtaining information on the gold layer, its interface to the
polymer and the polymer thin film itself. Potential X-ray beam damage is prevented
by scanning the sample continuously over a range of 2 mm with a rate of 0.6 mm s�1

in horizontal direction. Additionally, potential damage is monitored by taking a series
of 100 � 1 s images on a sample spot not investigated during the in-situ experiment,
observing no changes in the scattering pattern. The scattered X-rays are recorded with
two 2D pixel detectors, as described in more detail in Section 5.2.

In-situ GISAXS: The data are recorded using the 2D detector Pilatus 1M (Dectris
Ltd.) with a pixel size of 172 � 172 µm2 in a sample-to-detector distance (SDD) of�2376 � 2�mm. With a frame rate of 20 s�1 and a deposition time of 560 s, 11 200
2D scattering data are acquired for each measurement. To analyze the 2D data, the
scattering intensity in specific regions of interest is integrated via the software Directly
Programmable Data Analysis Kit (DPDAK)[215] and fitted using an appropriate geo-
metric model. Vertical line cuts around qy � 0 nm�1 (�5 px, so-called detector cuts) are
analyzed to acquire information about the film profile. To gain insights into the lateral
structures of the samples, horizontal line cuts at the Yoneda position of a specific ma-
terial are made. As the gold deposition is investigated in situ, the gold layer initially
exhibits a vastly decreased (optical) density and therefore decreased critical angle.
During the deposition process, this critical angle increases with a growing electron
density towards the bulk gold value of qz � 0.902 nm�1. Therefore, a horizontal region
of interest is chosen in such a way that it includes the Yoneda region of the polymer and
ranges up to the finally reached gold Yoneda region with 0.62 nm�1

$ qz $ 0.90 nm�1.
The average film thickness of the samples before and after the deposition is obtained
using static GISAXS data recorded on the pure organic films as well as on the final
gold layers.

In-situ GIWAXS: During the sputter deposition process, 1120 2D scattering data
are acquired for each sample with a frame rate of 2 s�1. The 2D GIWAXS detector
(LAMBDA detector, pixel size 55 � 55 µm2, X-Spectrum GmbH, Hamburg) is placed
above the flight tube (connecting the sample chamber with the GISAXS detector) and
tilted at an angle of about 12° versus the sample horizon at a sample detector distance
of �178 � 3�mm to detect the two most important gold Bragg peaks at 2.676Å�1 (111)
and 3.088Å�1 (200). To evaluate the collected data, the tilt is corrected geometrically
using a custom-made Python script. Afterward, typical further intensity corrections
and reshaping steps to account for the inaccessible q-space are performed using the
MATLAB-based software GIXSGUI, as described in Section 2.4.4.[169] 1D vertical cuts
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are integrated for χ between �20° and +20° and fitted using a constant background
in combination with a Pseudo-Voigt function for each of the two Bragg peaks.

Ex-situ XRR: Ex-situ XRR measurements are taken with a D8 Advance Diffractome-
ter by Bruker, using monochromatic Cu-Kα radiation with a wavelength of λ � 1.54Å.
The obtained data are modeled using the Igor-based software Motofit with a stack of
different layers with different SLDs.[158]

6.3 Morphology of the Organic Thin Films

As three different samples are to be compared, films of the respective materials are ini-
tially investigated regarding their surface morphology using AFM. The method gives
insights into the local topology of the respective films in a chosen region of up to
several micrometers. Here, areas of 2 � 2 µm2 are investigated. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the 2D height scan of the pristine PTB7-Th thin film in contrast to the surface of its
blend with PC71BM with the solvent additive DIO, and without DIO. At first glance,
distinct features are visible for the different films. The pristine PTB7-Th film shows
a flat, homogeneous topology, as expected. Both blend films have a rougher surface
but differ significantly in the shape and distribution of features. The influence of DIO
is clearly visible, as it leads to a smoother PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend film with elon-
gated, interconnected areas of the material phases. The blend without additive shows
pronounced aggregates on the sample surface. Literature on the BHJ system based
on PTB7-Th’s sister polymer PTB7 has shown very similar findings, with a smoother
film and elongated phase features for the blend processed with DIO and pronounced
aggregation of PC71BM for the blend processed without additive.[184,260,261,264]

The differences between the films can also be expressed in terms of their respective
averaged root mean square (rms) roughness σ, as calculated from the deviation from
the mean height rj for all considered points N via Equation 2.27:

σrms �

ÙÛÛÛÛÛÛÚ 1
N

N

=
j�1

r2
j .

Indeed, σ is significantly lower for the pristine polymer film, with σ � 0.8 nm for PTB7-
Th, 1.8 nm for the blend with DIO, and 2.5 nm for the blend without DIO. However,
this averaged value does not describe the local roughness or the lateral dimensions of
the respective features. From the 2D data, typical length scales in lateral direction can
be extracted by measuring the structure sizes and distances of the visible features. For
the blend film with DIO, average diameters of the elongated structures are found to be
between (100 � 10) and �150 � 20�nm, while their center-to-center distances vary be-
tween (200 � 20) and �300 � 20�nm. As the structures are elongated, higher values are
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Figure 6.1
Surface topology of the pure organic thin films, probed with ex-situ AFM for a) pristine
PTB7-Th, b) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend with DIO, and c) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend
without DIO. Note the different height scales, as the polymer film is significantly smoother
than both PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend films.
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Figure 6.2
Initial 2D GISAXS data for a) a pristine PTB7-Th thin film, b) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM
blend with DIO, and c) the blend without DIO, summed up over 10 � 1 s for an improved
signal-to-noise ratio. The black horizontal lines are caused by a gap between the detector
modules. The black circle denotes the beamstop, which absorbs the specularly reflected
beam of high intensity to protect the detector.

also measured with an emphasis on structures with sizes of �190 � 10�nm and center-
to-center distances between (400 � 30) and �500 � 30�nm. The blend film without
additive exhibits close-to spherical aggregates at its surface, which can be roughly di-
vided into large (diameters of �200 � 20�nm), medium (diameter �130 � 10�nm), and
small structures (diameter �90 � 10�nm) with average distances varying in a broad
range between (150 � 10) and �400 � 30�nm. These PC71BM aggregates on the blend
film are expected to influence the deposition of the electrode, as they provide a much
rougher surface in the range of potential gold clusters.
While the AFM measurements investigate the surface topology, they are limited to

a certain area and cannot easily distinguish different phases within an all-organic film.
For this, GISAXS is a more suitable method to probe the inner thin film morphology.
2D GISAXS data for the different samples – acquired by summing 10 � 1 s data for a
better signal-to-noise ratio – are illustrated in Figure 6.2. All data show the typical
Yoneda region with the highest scattering intensity due to the respective material
critical angle at qz � 0.6 nm�1 – 0.7 nm�1. However, distinct differences can be seen for
the different material systems. Both blend films exhibit an increased diffuse scattering
in comparison to the pure polymer film. Additionally, the blend film without DIO
shows a decreased intensity at higher qz values in combination with increased intensity
at higher qy values. This effect can be attributed to the rougher surface, which leads
to more diffuse scattering. The broadened intensity at small qy values originates from
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Figure 6.3
Integrated horizontal line cuts and respective modeled curved (light lines) for the PTB7-
Th:PC71BM blend with DIO (purple) and without DIO (green). The intensity and qy axis
are plotted logarithmically for better visualization of the features.

the microphase separation within the blend, as has also been described by others for
similar systems without additives.[27,231,260,261]

To better visualize the differences between the films, the respective data are inte-
grated for horizontal line cuts in the polymer Yoneda region (qz between 0.6 nm�1 and
0.7 nm�1), as illustrated in Figure 6.3. Data for the blend with DIO are plotted in
purple and for the blend without DIO in green. For comparison, data of the pure
polymer film are shown in grey, illustrating the much lower scattering intensity due
to the missing phase contrast. The most striking difference between the blends is the
pronounced intensity maximum at qy � 0.02 nm�1 for the blend film without DIO. The
data for the blends are modeled to extract the average dimensions of the scattering
polymer domains in the active layer. Due to the missing phase contrast, this model
is not applicable for the pure polymer film. With a combination of three cylindrical
structures (form factor)a 1D paracrystalline distribution (structure factor), the exper-
imental data can be modeled. This model has been successfully applied to similar
organic thin films, for example other BHJ solar cells, and is also used for organic solar
cells discussed in the following chapter.[65,68,70,261] Based on the distorted-wave Born
approximation (DWBA) to take the grazing incidence geometry into account, the local
monodisperse approximation (LMA) is applied to model the scattering intensity via
incoherent superposition of the intensities of the individual structures. The respective
modeled structure parameters are listed in Table 6.1, showing a significant difference
in large and medium structures.
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Table 6.1
Structure parameters extracted from the models shown in Figure 6.3 for the PTB7-
Th:PC71BM blend films.

sample structures diameter 2R [nm] distance D [nm]

with DIO
large 100 � 15 540 � 20
medium 28 � 4 136 � 10
small 6 � 2 40 � 5

w/o DIO
large 88 � 10 190 � 20
medium 46 � 5 160 � 15
small 4 � 2 38 � 4

The pronounced intensity peak for the blend without additive is assigned to struc-
tures (diameter 2R � �88 � 10� nm) with a comparably small and defined structure
factor (distances D � �190 � 20� nm). These largest structures are associated with
the smallest aggregates found via AFM at the surface of the respective blend film, as
discussed earlier. All larger structures seen via AFM cannot be resolved with the used
GISAXS setup and contribute to the scattering intensity around qy � 0. In contrast
to the blend without additive, the blend with additive exhibits a much less defined
shoulder due to the larger distribution of length scales in the system, which is com-
parable to other data usually seen for BHJ systems. This also mirrors the findings
of the AFM data discussed before, with a large variation of length scales present at
the film surface. The addition of the solvent additive leads to smaller medium struc-
tures, which benefits the exciton dissociation at the respective phase boundaries (see
also Section 2.2 for more details).[27,261] Additionally, the larger distribution of length
scales with elongated structures is also beneficial for solar cells, as they offer a higher
chance for the charge carriers to reach the electrodes.

6.4 In-Situ Characterization

For the in-situ investigation of the sputter deposition, the samples are observed using
GISAXS and GIWAXS. Many of the concepts used in the following are based on
findings of the previous chapter and have been described in more detail in Section 5.3.

6.4.1 Island Growth

As mentioned before, the sputter rate has a significant impact on the deposited gold
film. While lower sputter rates leave enough time for the gold particles at the surface
to rearrange, this process cannot compete with higher sputter deposition rates, as
investigated in more detail by Schwartzkopf et al. for gold on polystyrene (PS).[142]
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The low deposition rate of 0.036 nm s�1 chosen for the following experiment allows for
the particles and small clusters to rearrange on the polymer surface, leading to larger
clusters at higher average cluster distance D, which leads to larger grains in the later
film. As these processes depend on the thin film morphology, the low sputter rate is
chosen for the following experiment to focus on potential differences between the blend
films.
To investigate the gold deposition process on the different samples, representative

2D GISAXS data for effective film thicknesses δ � 0.2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 nm are plotted in
Figure 6.4. Shown are data for thin films of pure PTB7-Th in comparison to its blend
with PC71BM with and without DIO. The chosen values for δ correspond to the growth
phases, as defined in Chapter 5, which are also in general valid for the blend films,
as will be clarified in the following. When comparing the 2D GISAXS data, a strong
similarity between the different samples for all phases is visible. The electrode growth
shows a similar process for all samples, with a cluster and island growth for the blends
as well as the pristine polymer thin film. Only slight changes are visible in vertical
direction. The sample without DIO continuously shows an increased diffuse scattering,
which is in accordance with the initial 2D GISAXS and AFM data illustrating a higher
surface roughness of the original blend film.
To get a better insight into the island growth, horizontal line cuts at the Yoneda

region of the materials are plotted over effective film thickness for all three samples in
Figure 6.5. Here again, the region of interest (ROI) is chosen to include all important
Yoneda regions, from the polymer at around qz � 0.65 nm�1 to the final value for the
closed gold film qz � 0.90 nm�1, to follow the formation of the gold clusters from the
very beginning. The early gold film has a vastly decreased density and therefore a
critical angle still dominated by the polymer that rises with increasing film thickness.
The contour plots show a clear increase in intensity at qy � 0 over the first few nm
of effective film thickness. Symmetric side maxima emerge from a very early stage,
corresponding to small gold clusters that are built via nucleation in the first few seconds
of the deposition process. The maxima evolve at a similar position for all three samples,
and move to smaller qy values until almost merging with the intensity at qy � 0.
The 1D data are fitted using a combination of a Gaussian for the intensity at qy � 0

and two symmetric Lorentzian functions for the evolving lateral peaks. For the blend
films, an additional double Lorentzian peak is needed to fit the broadened intensity at
low qy, modeling the large structures also visible in the AFM data (see Figure 6.1). The
fitted qy position, full width at half maximum (FWHM), and intensity of the cluster
side peaks is shown in Figure 6.6 for all three samples. Data for the blend with DIO
are plotted in purple and for the blend without DIO in green. The fitted values exhibit
only negligible errors for later stages, confirming the validity of the fitting procedure
even for stages in which the peak is moving to very small qy values. The q�y position
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Figure 6.4
Exemplary 2D GISAXS data for a) pristine PTB7-Th, b) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend with
DIO, and c) the blend without DIO, taken at specific points in time, corresponding to
effective thicknesses in different growth phases (δ � 0.2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 nm), as discussed in
detail in Chapter 5. In horizontal (qy) direction, the in-plane evolution of structures can be
observed in form of intensity maxima. The formation of Kiessig fringes resulting from the
gold layer is visible in vertical direction.
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Figure 6.5
Contour mapping plots of the horizontal line cuts for every frame for a) pristine PTB7-Th,
b) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend with DIO, and c) the blend without DIO, plotted as a
function of effective film thickness.

of the side maxima derives from the Bragg-like scattering of the gold clusters and can
be converted to the average cluster distance D via the relation

D �
2π
q�y
.

The decrease in q�y indicates an increase inD for all samples. The peak width or FWHM
is affected by the average cluster size and shape distribution as well as the disorder in
the paracrystalline lattice. The width decreases rapidly during the sputtering process,
which indicates a strong lateral growth of gold clusters. The peak intensity depends on
the scattering contrast of the material phases within the sample. While the qy position
and FWHM have similar trends for all samples, the intensity of the side maxima
shows pronounced differences. Due to its smoother surface, the gold clusters on the
pure polymer film have significantly higher contrast, leading to a higher intensity for
the cluster peak. The blends exhibit a rougher morphology, resulting in more diffuse
scattering and less defined contrast of the gold clusters.
Using the model discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, the cluster radius R and

other structural parameters can be calculated for the respective samples. The values
are plotted over effective film thickness in Figure 6.7, giving a similar general trend
for all three samples. Subfigure a) shows the average cluster distance D and the
respective calculated average cluster radius R. The evolution of the ratio between
average cluster diameter (2R) and distance (D) as well as changes in the surface
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Figure 6.6
Evolution of the fitted a) q�y position, b) FWHM, and c) intensity of the gold side peak in
lateral direction for PTB7-Th (grey) and the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend with DIO (purple)
and without DIO (green) over effective film thickness.

coverage θ are illustrated in Subfigure b). Subfigure c) follows the evolution in the
cluster density ρ (per cm2) and the number of gold atoms per cluster. As seen in
the previous chapter for the pure polymer samples, the parameters show pronounced
changes for different phases. The island growth mechanism can be explained by the
strong affinity of gold atoms to each other as compared to their affinity to the organic
films, which leads to a 3D cluster growth until the percolation limit is reached. More
details on the different growth phases and the respective dominating processes have
been discussed in Section 5.3.3.
Apart from this general similarity in the growth, some important differences between

the blends can be distinguished. D and R of the pure polymer and the blend with
DIO overlap or are very close for most of the growth. The blend without DIO shows
significant deviations, with lower overall D and R, but higher 2R©D ratio and surface
coverage θ. These findings suggest that the addition of DIO leads to a growth behavior
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Figure 6.7
Structure evolution over effective film thickness shown by the a) average cluster distance
D (dark symbols, extracted from fits) and radius R (light, calculated) for PTB7-Th (grey)
and the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend with DIO (purple) and without DIO (green). The model
additionally yields b) the ratio of the average cluster diameter to average cluster distance
2R©D (dark) and the surface coverage (light) and c) the cluster density (dark) and number
of gold atoms per cluster (light). The structure evolution can be divided into different
stages, as defined by the respective most dominant process: I) nucleation, II) diffusion-
mediated coalescence, III) adsorption-dominated growth with a) partial coalescence and b)
further growth of ramified clusters under size restrictions, and IV) layer growth.
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Table 6.2
Phase limits for the three samples, as extracted from the data shown in Figure 6.7.

phase limit effective film thickness δAu [nm]

PTB7-Th blend with DIO blend w/o DIO

I� II 0.32 � 0.03 0.32 � 0.03 0.32 � 0.03
II� IIIa 1.35 � 0.02 1.41 � 0.02 1.56 � 0.02

IIIa� IIIb 2.51 � 0.05 2.61 � 0.05 2.66 � 0.05
IIIb� IV 5.38 � 0.08 5.01 � 0.08 4.56 � 0.08

more closely resembling the one on the pure PTB7-Th film, which can be explained by
different factors. Firstly, the blend with DIO shows an overall smoother surface than
the one without, as was also shown in the initial AFM and GISAXS data. Secondly, the
addition of DIO leads to a preferential PTB7-Th enrichment layer near the surface, as
is shown for similar systems in the literature.[66,231,265,266] Both factors make the blend
with DIO behave more like the pristine polymer film. The dashed lines indicate the
approximate phase limits, as defined in Section 5.3.3. The exact values for the three
samples are listed in Table 6.2, showing distinct differences between the films.
Comparing the three samples, differences regarding the phases can be determined.

The onset of phase IIIa, which is characterized by an almost constant 2R©D ratio, is
directly connected to the cluster radius R on the respective samples. With higher R,
the cluster surface mobility is decreased. At a certain critical radius Rc, calculated
via Equation 5.11, merging smaller clusters build elongated rather than fully coalesced
larger clusters, as the coalescence takes longer than the deposition and adsorption of
atoms (see also Section 5.3.3 for more details on the surface mobility and Rc). Gold
sputtered on the polymer film, exhibiting overall larger R, reaches this limit earlier than
the blends. Due to the higher surface coverage of the gold layer on the blend films, the
respective percolation limit is reached significantly earlier than on the polymer sample.
Here again, the blend with additive shows a value in between the pristine polymer film
and the blend film without additive. As the same model is used for the three samples,
all those effects mainly arise from the variance in D.
The difference is established already at an early stage when the surface morphology

of the underlying films has a considerable effect on the gold layer growth. In literature,
a connection could be found between the respective organic block dimensions of vari-
ous block-copolymers and length scales found for the applied metal film.[130,131,134] For
those systems, the contrast for the features present in the organic film was significantly
enhanced when applying a thin layer of gold or silver. For the blend films discussed
in the present, no such clear correlation can be found, as the contrast for the organic
features shown in the initial GISAXS data (Figure 6.3) is not enhanced by the gold
deposition. Other work has investigated the influence of films based on CdSe and PbS
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nanocrystals, finding a templating effect of the nanocrystal pattern on the applied
gold layer.[267,268] As the blend films investigated in the present chapter are based on
less-ordered, all-organic materials, no pronounced templating effect is expected even
for the PC71BM aggregates in the blend film without DIO. Yet a certain preferential
accumulation of gold in the pores between aggregates can be assumed for later phases
of the layer growth due to reduced mobilities in the confined spaces. Additionally,
the roughness of the blend films affects the calculated structure parameters. For the
geometric model, a smooth substrate is assumed, which works well in generally ex-
plaining the trend in the parameters. However, a higher surface roughness increases
the total surface area available for the deposited gold particles, thereby also increas-
ing the actual distance between clusters D�roughsurface� with an additional vertical
component, as also described for gold sputter-deposited on comparably rough films of
P3P6T1:TiO2

2+PEDOT:PSS films.[269] Due to the higher distances, nuclei and small
clusters have a smaller chance to meet and merge to bigger clusters, which again leads
to a decreased growth in D and R.

6.4.2 Layer Growth

Aside from the lateral structures within the photoactive layer and gold electrode, the
vertical film composition plays a crucial role in the performance of organic electronic
devices. The incorporation of gold particles and clusters within the soft organic film
leads to a gold enrichment layer, which affects the electrical properties of the layer
stack. The vertical film profile can be investigated using information from the in-situ
GISAXS experiment, as also explained in the previous chapter. Figure 6.8 illustrates
the final 2D GISAXS data of the deposited gold film on the three samples. The total
gold film thickness can be calculated viaEquation 2.28

δAu �
2π

∆qz
,

as discussed in Section 5.3.2, to be δAu�final� � �21.5 � 0.2� nm for the pure PTB7-Th
sample, �22.3 � 0.2�nm for the blend with DIO, and �22.4 � 0.2�nm for the blend
without DIO. The variance in the final film thickness may result from several factors,
such as differences in the film roughness and gold-polymer interfaces. Here again, a
stronger overall scattering is visible for the blend sample without additive, correspond-
ing to the higher surface roughness of the underlying blend film. The blend films seem
to induce a gold layer of higher roughness, which leads to more forward scattering and
is discussed in more detail in the following.
In vertical direction, the gold layer growth can be easily followed by the evolution of

the intensity maxima to smaller qz values. Figure 6.9 illustrates this effect by plotting
the vertical cuts taken at qy � 0 nm�1 over time for all three samples. In principle,

1P3P6T: poly[3-(potassium-6-hexanoate)thiophene-2,5-diyl]
2TiO2: titanium dioxide
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Figure 6.8
Final 2D GISAXS data taken after the full gold sputter deposition process for a) pristine
PTB7-Th and PTB7-Th:PC71BM blends b) with DIO and c) without DIO.
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Figure 6.9
Contour mapping plots of the vertical line cuts for every frame for a) pristine PTB7-Th,
b) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend with DIO and c) the blend without DIO, and plotted as a
function of effective film thickness δ.
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Figure 6.10
Change in intensity around the gold Yoneda at qy � 0 (integrated between 0.8 nm�1

$ qz $

0.9 nm�1) for every frame for a) pristine PTB7-Th and PTB7-Th:PC71BM blends b) with
DIO and c) without DIO, and plotted as a function of effective film thickness δ.

the layer growth looks very similar, with an interestingly lower intensity at higher qz
values for the blend without DIO. This can be explained by the initial intensity of the
film showing less pronounced scattering in qz direction due to the higher roughness,
which templates the gold scattering intensity to a certain degree. However, as the
gold scattering intensity soon surpasses the scattering of the organic film below it, this
cannot fully explain the effect at higher effective film thicknesses. It can be deduced,
that the surface of the gold film shows a higher roughness with more diffuse scattering.
Indeed, going back to the 2D GISAXS data discussed in Section 6.4.1, we see a higher
intensity for qy j 0 for the blend film without DIO.
The difference in intensity around the gold Yoneda for the different samples is es-

pecially visible when focusing on the region of 0.8 nm�1
$ qz $ 0.9 nm�1 for qy � 0

(integrated over three pixels). Figure 6.10 plots this integrated intensity for PTB7-Th
versus its blend with PC71BM with and without DIO over effective film thickness.
For all samples, a very low initial intensity in this region is visible, as no gold has
been applied and therefore no significant scattering occurs under the respective angles.
However, a clear difference can be distinguished for the next few nm of the gold layer
growth. The intensity for the blend with DIO increases strongly in earlier stages, while
the increase in intensity (corresponding to a growing gold layer with higher density) is
delayed for the pristine polymer and its blend without DIO. However, the blend with-
out DIO shows a later strong increase in intensity corresponding to a higher surface
roughness of the sample. Both blend samples exhibit a rougher gold film as compared
to the pristine PTB7-Th sample, resulting in higher overall intensities.
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Figure 6.11
Exemplary 2D GIWAXS data for a) PTB7-Th, b) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend with DIO,
and c) the blend without DIO, taken at specific effective thicknesses in different growth
phases (δ � 0.2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 nm). Vertical cake cuts are taken, integrating over angles χ
between �20° and �20°. Intensity corrections and reshaping steps are performed using the
MATLAB-based software GIXSGUI.[169]

6.4.3 Gold Layer Crystallinity

Parallel to the GISAXS investigation, GIWAXS measurements are performed in situ
during the sputtering process to investigate the crystalline structure of the evolving
gold film. Representative 2D GIWAXS data for different stages during the layer depo-
sition are plotted in Figure 6.11 for the pure PTB7-Th film and its blend with and with-
out DIO. Illustrated are data from different growth phases (δ � 0.2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 nm),
showing the increase in overall scattering intensity and the appearance of the two
scattering Bragg peaks also discussed in the previous chapter.
The 2D data are reduced to 1D data in a certain ROI to see the developing Bragg

peaks in vertical direction. Intensity corrections and reshaping steps are performed
using the MATLAB-based softer GIXSGUI.[169] Exemplary vertical cake cuts are inte-
grated over the azimuthal angle χ from �20° to �20° and plotted in Figure 6.12 for the
three samples. Two Bragg peaks are visible for the vertical direction, namely the (111)
peak at 2.676Å�1 and the (200) peak at 3.088Å�1. All three samples show a similar
increase in intensity for the two Bragg peaks, as also discussed in more detail in the
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Figure 6.12
Evolution of the crystallinity of the gold layer illustrated via exemplary integrated vertical
cake cuts (for χ between �20° to �20°) of the 2D GIWAXS data taken every 2.1 nm starting
at δ � 0 nm for PTB7-Th (grey) and the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend films with DIO (purple)
and without DIO (green).

previous chapter. For all three samples, the final q position – meaning the final gold
lattice spacing – is established in a very early stage of the deposition process, while
the FWHM continues its decrease. As discussed in the previous chapter, the FWHM
is inversely correlated to the crystal size via the Scherrer formula (Equation 2.38),
thereby indicating an increase in crystal size. The peaks are fitted with Pseudo-Voigt
functions plus constant background to track their q positions and FWHM over effective
film thickness, as illustrated in Figure 6.13. Similar to the previous chapter, the final
q position – meaning the final gold lattice spacing – is established after δ � 2 nm for
the (111) peak and after about δ � 4 nm for the (200) peak for all samples alike. The
FWHM of the peaks also shows a trend similar to the one seen for the pure polymers
in the previous chapter with an exponential decrease illustrating the increase in crystal
quality and size. The slightly larger values for the blend films can be explained by their
rougher surface, which disturbs the crystal growth. Summarily, both the increase in q
position and decrease in FWHM result from an increase in crystal quality and crystal
size, showing that also on the blend films, the gold clusters form crystal structures at
the early stages of the layer growth.
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Figure 6.13
The (111) and (200) Bragg peaks shown in Figure 6.12 are fitted with Pseudo-Voigt func-
tions plus constant background for all frames. The results are plotted over effective film
thickness for PTB7-Th (grey) and the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend films with DIO (purple)
and without DIO (green). No pronounced differences are visible between the samples for a)
the q positions and b) the FWHM of the (111) and (200) Bragg peaks (illustrated in dark
and light colors, respectively).
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Figure 6.14
XRR data (points) and corresponding fits (lines) for gold sputtered on films of pristine PTB7-
Th (grey) and PTB7-Th:PC71BM blends with DIO (purple) and without DIO (green).

6.5 Ex-Situ XRR

To acquire more information about the vertical film composition and gold incorporated
within the organic layer, the films are investigated ex situ using XRR. This method
is especially valuable in probing enrichment layers. Due to the strong difference in
scattering length density (SLD) depending on the electron density of the gold versus
the organic materials, a high contrast between the different layers is to be expected.
This effect was also shown in earlier work for similar systems.[133,270] Due to its high
SLD, even small amounts of incorporated gold particles within the organic layer will
drastically increase the averaged SLD of the respective part of the layer.[271] The mea-
surements are taken ex situ at the in-house instrument – several days after the sputter
deposition – which has to be taken into account when directly comparing the results
with the in-situ GISAXS data on the gold layer thickness. The XRR curves and fits
for all three samples are illustrated in Figure 6.14. Similar to the vertical film profile
in the GISAXS data, the XRR profiles show the prominent Kiessig fringes of the re-
spective gold layers. The fringes for all three samples are similar in width and position
due to the similar final gold film thickness. Especially the samples based on the pure
polymer and its blend with DIO look highly similar, while the blend without additive
shows a pronounced decrease in intensity towards higher qz values. This effect can be
assigned to the higher roughness of the layers within this sample, which also induces
a rougher top surface of the gold film. For all samples, the data can be modeled using
the Igor-based software Motofit with a stack of different layers with different SLDs.[158]

The modeled fits for the data are shown as highlighted lines in Figure 6.14 for the
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Figure 6.15
SLD profiles for the samples, as extracted from the fits in Figure 6.14 for gold sputtered
on films of pristine PTB7-Th (grey) and PTB7-Th:PC71BM blends with DIO (purple) and
without DIO (green). z � 0 nm corresponds to the gold/air interface.

three samples. For this model, a stack of layers of different material composition is
assumed, which is also illustrated in the SLD profiles shown in Figure 6.15. Generally,
the layers are stacked in the following order from top to bottom, with characteristic
differences between the three samples:

Au / enrichment layer (Au in org.) / organic layer / SiO2 / Si

The substrate for all samples is simulated with an infinite Si layer coated by a thin
SiO2 layer (below 2 nm) with low roughness. The following organic layer consists of
either the pure polymer PTB7-Th or its mixture with PC71BM. For the blends, the
SLD results from a combination of the SLDs of both materials. Between the organic
layer and the top gold film, an additional enrichment layer is implemented to model
the gold enrichment layer within the soft organic material. This intermixing layer
consists of mainly organic components with low gold content. In our earlier work, we
found an enrichment layer of around 3.5 nm thickness with a gold content of around
or less than 7 %.[270] As the applied sputter rate is higher for the data presented here,
those values are expected to be somewhat higher. Indeed, for the pure polymer film,
the SLD for this intermixing layer suggests a gold content of up to 10 % for a slightly
higher layer thickness of about 4 nm. In comparison to the blend with additive, the
pure polymer film shows a higher SLD for the intermixing layer. This might be due
to the higher affinity of gold to the thiophene groups of PTB7-Th in comparison to
other organic groups (see the previous chapter for more details). The changes in SLD
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Figure 6.16
Zoom into the SLD profiles around the polymer-metal interface for gold sputtered on films
of pristine PTB7-Th (grey) and PTB7-Th:PC71BM blends with DIO (purple) and without
DIO (green). The dashed line at 0 nm corresponds to an ideally smooth polymer-metal
interface.

around the polymer-metal interface are highlighted in Figure 6.16. A hypothetical,
ideally smooth polymer-metal interface serves as a basis of comparison (shown with a
dashed line). Both the pure polymer film and the blend with additive exhibit a rather
steep decrease in SLD around the hypothetical interface line due to the comparably low
interface roughness. The gold enrichment layer for both samples can be distinguished
as a shoulder between 0.5 nm and 5 nm. In contrast, the blend without DIO exhibits
a comparably slight SLD gradient in a range of over 10 nm around the interface line
due to the higher interface roughness, thereby masking the enrichment layer.
For both the blend with additive and the pure polymer film, the described model

can fit the experimental data very well. However, the blend without DIO shows a more
complicated curve, which can be explained by several factors. As discussed before, it
is known that the absence of DIO leads to an accumulation of fullerene clusters at
the surface of the blend film, which increases the layer roughness and is expected to
lead to a pronounced gold-organic intermixing layer.[184,260,261,264] Secondly, this higher
roughness will translate to an increase in roughness for the gold layer deposited on
top, which leads to significant differences in intensity for the XRR curve at higher qz
values. By increasing the intermixing layer thickness and the roughness for the upper
layers, the model can qualitatively explain the experimental data. Looking at the SLD
profile, the higher layer roughness is clearly visible in the much smoother increase from
the organic film over a larger intermixing layer to the bulk gold film, meaning that
the gold layer is not only incorporated within the organic film but also fills the rough
surface between the PC71BM aggregates. Additionally, the gold film shows a clearly
increased top roughness compared to PTB7-Th and the blend with DIO.
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6.6 Growth Model

Taking all results from the discussed measurements into account, a comprehensive
layer growth model can be deduced. In contrast to the growth model introduced
in Chapter 5, also the vertical film profile is addressed, as the XRR measurements in
combination with the AFM data yield additional information about the film roughness
and incorporation of gold. The model is shown schematically in Figure 6.17, illustrating
the differences between the three investigated samples. The initial organic thin films
are based on either pristine PTB7-Th (shown in blue) or its blend with PC71BM
(red). The effect of DIO is taken into account, as the blend with additive shows a
thin upper PTB7-Th layer, while the blend without additive exhibits large PC71BM
aggregates on top. The difference in roughness is shown schematically. Note that the
pure polymer film is, of course, not completely flat, but shows vastly decreased peak-
to-valley heights in comparison to the blend films. Additionally, PC71BM domains and
gold clusters are marked by spheres or spheroids for simplification. Phase I is defined
by nucleation processes and a high mobility of the very small gold clusters. They
are distributed rather evenly on the available surface, but also implemented into the
soft organic layer. In phase II, the now nanometer-sized gold clusters at comparably
large distances are still very mobile. They grow mostly by incorporation of diffusing
gold atoms and by merging with other small clusters and full coalescence, leading to
larger clusters at higher distances. Here, the effect of the higher surface roughness of
the blend without additive plays a role, as the clusters will accumulate in the spaces
between PC71BM aggregates. Above a certain cluster size, the surface mobility of the
clusters is significantly reduced. Phase IIIa is characterized by partial coalescence of
neighboring clusters, forming elongated structures, which leads to a further increase in
the average cluster distance D. This increase is hindered slightly for the blend without
additive, which might be due to space limitations of the clusters between the PC71BM
aggregates. In phase IIIb, the clusters grow mainly by incorporation of deposited
clusters and filling gaps. The merging of immobile clusters leads to a non-continuous
coverage of the surface with percolated, worm-like structures. For this later phase, the
influence of the underlying organic layer should not play a major role in the processes
within the gold layer. However, the effective film thickness is still significantly lower
than typical heights for the PC71BM aggregates on the blend without DIO, so that
the gold layer is still affected in terms of roughness and surface coverage. Towards the
end of phase III, D grows significantly less than for the other samples, hinting at space
restrictions due to the PC71BM aggregates. Phase IV is reached at the percolation limit
and characterized by a severely space-limited grain growth for all samples. The final
films show a bulk gold layer at all samples, with a higher roughness and intermixing
layer for the blend without DIO, compared to the other two films.
Summarily, the gold film growth shows a similar behavior on all three samples, with

similar growth stages at similar effective film thicknesses. However, differences in the
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Figure 6.17
Growth model for the three different samples derived from combined results of the different
measurements. Shown are the initial state and the five growth phases: I) the nucleation,
II) the diffusion of gold adatoms and small clusters on the polymer film, III) the adsorption
of further gold atoms with a) partial coalescence and b) further growth of coarse, ramified
structures and IV) finally a layer growth. The layers consist of PTB7-Th (blue) and PC71BM
(red), with gold shown in orange. The blend without DIO exhibits a rough layer of PC71BM
agglomerates that lead to an increased gold film roughness. Note that several simplifications
have to be made to illustrate the general concept.
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film morphology play a small, yet important role. The blend processed with additive
exhibits a smoother film with comparably more PTB7-Th at its surface, making it
behave similarly to the pure polymer film in all measurements. The blend processed
without additive is characterized by its increased roughness with pronounced PC71BM
aggregates, which lead to a larger intermixing layer and a higher roughness of the
gold surface. Both features most probably affect the quality of the gold contact for a
device and have to be taken into account, when thinking about enhancing the device
performance. It can be assumed that the addition of DIO, apart from enhancing the
inner morphology of the photoactive layer, enhances the contact quality of a respective
electrode significantly, because it enables the growth of a smoother gold contact with
larger grains and overall fewer grain boundaries.

6.7 Conclusion

This chapter follows the sputter deposition of a thin gold layer on top of different
organic thin films. Based on results acquired in the previous chapter for pure polymer
thin films, the investigation focuses on morphological effects of blend films based on
PTB7-Th in combination with the fullerene derivative PC71BM. The blend films are
processed either with or without the solvent additive DIO which has pronounced effects
on the active layer morphology. Processing with additive leads to a film with a better
intermixing of smaller, elongated domains and a smoother surface. Processing without
additive results in a film with larger, coarser domains and pronounced aggregates
of PC71BM at the surface. While the overall growth mechanism is similar for all
investigated films and resembles the one seen for the pure polymer films in the previous
chapter, the differences in the initial film morphology also affect the deposited gold
film in several ways. The blend processed with DIO behaves quite similarly to a pure
PTB7-Th film investigated as a reference due to its comparably low roughness and the
PTB7-Th enrichment layer at its surface. In contrast, for the blend processed without
additive, a significantly larger gold-organic intermixing layer is found, as the gold film
fills up spaces between the PC71BM aggregates. The aggregates additionally impose
space restrictions on the growing gold clusters and increase the roughness of the final
gold film significantly. Based on these findings, the quality of the resulting gold layer
can be assumed to be higher for the blend film processed with solvent additive. The
additive does not only enhance the photovoltaic properties of the active layer but also
leads to a smoother gold-organic interface with larger grains and fewer grain boundaries
which potentially enhances the charge carrier extraction.
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CHAPTER7
Light-Induced and Oxygen-Mediated
Aging Processes in PTB7-Th-based
Photoactive Layers

The following chapter is based on the publication “Light–Induced and
Oxygen–Mediated Degradation Processes in Photoactive Layers Based
on PTB7–Th” (Löhrer et al., Advanced Photonics Research, 2020).[272]

Reproduced with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc..

Low-bandgap polymers are sensitive to various degradation processes, which strongly
decrease their lifetime (see also Section 2.2.3). The chemical and physical changes oc-
curring in the low-bandgap polymer PTB7-Th and its blend with the fullerene deriva-
tive PC71BM are followed during irradiation-induced aging by a and mcombination of
various characterization methods. The active layer morphology is investigated using
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and in-operando grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray
scattering (GISAXS), indicating morphological alterations and material loss due to
chemical modifications. Optical spectroscopy gives insights into these chemical pro-
cesses which lead to significant absorption losses under ambient conditions. Indepen-
dent of the energy of the absorbed photons, but only in combination with oxygen, the
excitation of the polymer leads to a fatal increase in oxidation probability. Fourier-
transform infrared (FTIR) data highlight the sensitivity of the conjugated polymer
backbone to oxidation, a result of lost conjugation and therefore absorption capability.
With combined AFM height and infrared light (IR) mapping, the chemical degrada-
tion and material loss are confirmed on a nanoscale. Although the chemical structure
is seriously damaged, the blend morphology is not undergoing major changes.
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7.1 Introduction

With the rise of organic photovoltaic (OPV) as a potential competitor to conventional
solar cells, research efforts have focused on the two major issues that still hinder a
widespread use, namely the comparably low initial power conversion efficiency (PCE)
and insufficient long-term stability of purely organic devices. With efficiencies now
safely above the industrially relevant threshold for different device architectures,[273–276]

degradation processes are still a significant issue for most material systems.[16–18] Fo-
cusing on aging processes within the active layer of the devices, several degradation
pathways have been distinguished by existing studies:[20,24,26] extrinsic degradation can
be triggered by temperature, electromagnetic radiation and/or chemical reaction with
pollutants such as oxygen and water, while intrinsic aging is caused by morphological
changes and/or modification of the chemical structure within the materials. The mor-
phological degradation of various material systems for use in organic solar cells was in-
vestigated using real-space imaging and scattering techniques.[63,66,67,71,88] In particular,
the morphological aging process was followed in situ during operation of the respective
solar cells using X-ray scattering methods in earlier works of our group.[65,68–70,89,90]

Chemical reactions, on the other hand, were investigated using spectroscopy methods
such as ultraviolet/visible (UV/vis) absorption or photoluminescence (PL) as well as
Raman and FTIR spectroscopy (see Section 4.1).[74,92–94] However, research so far has
neglected potential interconnections between chemical and structural changes.
In the present chapter, the influence of irradiation-induced aging processes within

thin films of the common solar cell material PTB7-Th and its blend with the fullerene
derivative PC71BM is investigated. From the large variety of recent solar cell ma-
terials, the low-bandgap system PTB7-Th:PC71BM can be understood as a next-
generation model system in organic solar cells – given the rather large body of ex-
isting work – following the famous classical model system P3HT:PCBM with larger
bandgap and the PTB7:PCBM system.[28,113,188,197,265,277–281] In a recently published
study, PTB7-Th:PC71BM solar cells even served as exemplary low-bandgap system
successfully operating under space applications on a rocket flight.[282] Indeed, PTB7-
Th is investigated here as a stand-in for a range of irradiation-sensitive low-bandgap
polymers.[67,88,93,107–111] The changes in morphology and chemistry are followed using
a range of different measurement techniques, namely optical and FTIR spectroscopy
as well as in-operando GISAXS, but also real-space imaging such as AFM combined
with nanoscale IR spectroscopy (see Section 4.2.5 for details on this method).
Combining these complementary techniques gives a comprehensive picture of the

processes taking place during photodegradation of PTB7-Th and PTB7-Th:PC71BM.
The in-operando GISAXS measurements on PTB7-Th:PC71BM-based solar cells en-
able insights into morphological changes within the active layer during operation. In
contrast to other systems investigated earlier,[65,68] the loss in PCE cannot be correlated
to significant changes in the domain sizes. However, changes in scattering contrast and
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surface roughness indicate chemical modifications. These modifications are corrobo-
rated by UV/vis absorption spectroscopy applied before and during irradiation under
ambient conditions with various light sources. A pronounced degradation under ul-
traviolet (UV) light is visible, as expected from earlier work.[110–113] However, even
red light can be harmful to low-bandgap materials such as PTB7-Th which shows the
highest absorbance in this wavelength region. The degradation is found to be directly
connected to the photon count of the light source irrespective of the absorbed photon
energy, as long as the energy exceeds the respective bandgap. FTIR measurements
show a pronounced chemical aging for the illuminated thin films, indicating photo-
oxidative processes damaging the conjugated polymer backbone and destroying the
absorption ability of the material. Combined height and IR mapping using a nanoIR
AFM setup as described in Section 4.2.5 allows seeing the chemical degradation on a
nanoscale,[209] confirming the loss of material and changes in chemistry at the sample
surface.

7.2 Experimental Details

To understand potential aging mechanisms, thin films and OPV devices of the low-
bandgap polymer PTB7-Th and the fullerene-derivative PC71BM as well as their blend
are prepared and investigated in different settings. General information can be found
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, while experiment-specific details are given below.

Materials and thin film preparation: Depending on the investigation technique, ei-
ther microscopy glass slides or silicon wafers are used as substrates. All substrates are
cut to the desired dimensions and cleaned for 15 min in an acid bath. For the prepa-
ration of the thin film samples, the cleaned substrates are transferred into a glovebox.
The sample preparation is performed under a nitrogen atmosphere to avoid degrada-
tion via oxygen and water. The investigated materials are dissolved in chlorobenzene
(CB) with a concentration of 14 mg mL�1 for PTB7-Th, 21 mg mL�1 for PC71BM or
35 mg mL�1 for their blend (weight ratio 2 : 3). The solutions are stirred overnight
at 70 °C, before casting them on the pre-cleaned substrates. The pristine active layer
thin films are deposited without further functional layers to better compare the spec-
troscopy data with the discussed literature. For most experiments, the organic films are
spin-cast on glass or silicon substrates, achieving films of 100 nm – 120 nm thickness,
as measured via profilometry. For the FTIR investigation with enhanced signal-to-
noise ratio, the solutions of the photoactive organic materials are drop-cast on cleaned
silicon substrates to achieve thicker films (several tens of micrometers) and a certain
thickness gradient throughout the sample to avoid interference. All samples are left to
dry for about one day before further investigations.
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Solar cell preparation: Solar cells are prepared according to routines described in the
literature and detailed in Section 3.3.[197,198] ITO-coated glass substrates are cleaned
and treated with oxygen plasma, before coating them with a PEDOT:PSS film. The
active layer solution is prepared under an inert nitrogen atmosphere in a glovebox
system, as described above. PTB7-Th (14 mg mL�1) and PC71BM (21 mg mL�1) are
dissolved in ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB) (with 3 vol % of 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) as
solvent additive) and stirred overnight at 70 °C, before spin-casting the solution on the
substrates and leaving the samples to dry overnight. Aluminum electrodes are applied
in a custom-built thermal evaporation chamber with a pressure of about 2 � 10�5 mbar.
Afterward, the devices are reintroduced into the glovebox and sealed under a nitrogen
atmosphere for their transport to the synchrotron X-ray source. It should be noted,
that for this experiment, the solar cell is intentionally designed without any blocking
or encapsulation layer above the active layer for two reasons. On the one hand, the
shortness of the assigned measurement time at the X-ray source makes it necessary
to probe the solar cell under accelerated degradation conditions. On the other hand,
without any additional layers on top of the solar cell, the active layer morphology can
be probed directly without any complications.

In-operando GISAXS measurement: For the in-operando GISAXS measurements,
the custom-built solar cell measurement chamber (for more details see the publication
of Schaffer et al.[65]) is implemented into the MiNaXS beamline P03 of the PETRA
III storage ring at DESY (Hamburg, Germany),[214] using a micro-focused X-ray beam
(22 � 25 µm2) with a wavelength of 0.96Å. In the chamber, a solar cell device is illumi-
nated with a 150 W Xenon lamp (Perkin Elmer PX5) with an intensity of 100 mW cm�2,
while constantly collecting current-voltage (I/V) curves. The chamber is evacuated to
a vacuum of about 0.2 mbar, which should significantly decrease photo-oxidative pro-
cesses due to a decrease in available oxygen. The sample holder is cooled using a
Peltier element to keep the device at a temperature of about 25 °C upon illumination.
GISAXS data are taken at certain intervals before, during, and after the illumination
experiment to simultaneously probe the active layer morphology, using a Pilatus 1M
detector with a sample-to-detector distance of �3790 � 20�mm and an incident angle
of 0.367°. Data acquisition times are optimized to avoid radiation damage by the in-
tense X-ray beam. Radiation damage tests are performed via continuously irradiating
an exemplary region of the sample with X-rays for 90 � 1 s2. No significant changes
are visible in the scattering pattern during and after the illumination. During the in-
operando experiment, the total data acquisition time of around 15 s is far below 90 s to
ensure the absence of X-ray-induced changes on the samples. GISAXS measurements
are done at selected times during the operation with a counting time of 1 s per image.
For the data analysis, the 2D GISAXS data are analyzed with line cuts. Horizontal
line cuts are done at the Yoneda position of the polymer PTB7-Th (integrating over
three pixels for better statistics). Vertical line cuts are performed at qy � 0 nm�1.
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illumination_power
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Figure 7.1
Emission spectra of the used illumination sources and the solar AM1.5 spectrum.

Degradation experiments: The freshly prepared samples are deliberately degraded
using a variety of light sources in different environments, using either a broad spec-
trum simulating artificial sunlight or different light-emitting diodes (LEDs) targeting
more specific wavelength regions. The emission spectra of all illumination devices are
visualized in comparison to the solar spectrum (AM 1.5) in Figure 7.1. To simulate
the broad AM1.5 solar radiation under ambient conditions, samples are placed on a
solar simulator (SolarConstant 1200, K.H. Steuernagel Lichttechnik GmbH, Germany)
calibrated to a power density of 1000 W cm�2 at the sample. To focus on certain
wavelength regions, samples are placed inside a custom-built illumination setup (de-
signed by Julian Fischer[283], see Figure 7.2) within the FTIR spectrometer (Equinox
55, Bruker, Germany) under dry airflow. Several LEDs are placed at the same distance
from the sample holder, which is placed in a copper holder to dissipate the heat. The
samples are illuminated using one or several LEDs (Cree XP-E2 (red, green, blue)
and/or 3x Nichia SMD LED UV NCSU275) for the photo-degradation. The respective
parameters of the used LEDs are listed in Table 7.1. The spectra were measured by
Christoph Senfter in the frame of his Master’s thesis.[284]

Sample Encapsulation: For some aging experiments, samples are encapsulated with
an additional glass slide to prevent chemical degradation due to ambient air during
illumination. To encapsulate the films, a glass slide of the same proportions as the
sample substrate is covered at all its sides with a thin film of a two-component epoxy
raisin (890578, MBFZ TOOLCRAFT GmbH, provided by Conrad Electronic SE). The
freshly prepared sample is placed onto the slide and weighted with a copper block for
three hours to finalize the encapsulation.
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illumination_setup

100 , 0

Figure 7.2
Illumination setup implemented inside the FTIR spectrometer. The setup consists of several
LEDs placed equidistantly from the sample holder. The spectrometer can be flushed with
dry air to reduce contaminants like water and CO2.

Table 7.1
LED sources used for illumination with corresponding wavelengths and intensities.

LED color wavelength [nm] intensity [W/m]

red 634 305.4
green 512 218.2
blue 468 334.8
UV 365 61.4
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Figure 7.3
Initial IV-curve of the PTB7-Th:PC71BM based solar cell before the in-operando measure-
ment in comparison to a fresh device measured directly after preparation.

7.3 In-Operando Solar Cell Characterization

For the in-operando GISAXS experiment, PTB7-Th:PC71BM bulk-heterojunction (BHJ)
solar cells are prepared on an ITO-covered glass substrate, with a PEDOT:PSS block-
ing layer and without device encapsulation. The measurement is performed at the
MiNaXS beamline P03 at DESY, Hamburg,[214] to achieve the required high spatial
and temporal resolution. In the in-operando experiment, a solar cell is illuminated
using a mobile solar simulator setup while measuring its photovoltaic response until
the PCE decreases below 70 % of its initial value. Simultaneously, GISAXS data are
acquired to probe the thin film morphology of the active layer during operation. Sim-
ilar experiments on other OPV systems correlated changes in the PCE with changes
in the sizes and distances of the respective domain structure in the active layer.[65,68]

7.3.1 Development of the Photovoltaic Properties

For the in-operando measurement, the solar cell has to be transported to the beamline
and stored for several days after preparation. To investigate the influence of this proce-
dure on the device, an identical solar cell is prepared and measured directly at the lab.
The photovoltaic response of the freshly prepared reference PTB7-Th:PC71BM solar
cell during an I/V-measurement is compared to the initial response of the device mea-
sured at the beamline in Figure 7.3. A pronounced difference in the curves is visible,
with a significant loss in Jsc and fill factor (FF) as compared to the fresh device. The
freshly prepared device exhibits values typical for non-optimized PTB7-Th:PC71BM
solar cells in conventional architecture and after further treatment like encapsulation:
Jsc � 15.5 mA cm�2, Voc � 0.61 V, FF = 50.7 % and PCE = 4.77 %.[198] In contrast, the
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Figure 7.4
Evolution of the normalized OPV parameters over time during the in-operando measurement.

initial response of the solar cell device investigated here shows significant losses in all
of the parameters except the Voc � 0.61 V. While Jsc � 12.1 mA cm�2 still reaches 78 %
of the value for the fresh device, the FF = 31 % and the PCE = 2.29 % are significantly
lower than expected. This can be explained by several factors. On the one hand,
residual DIO is removed via vacuum treatment before applying the Al contacts to re-
duce the effect of additive evaporation during operation described in other works.[68,70]

However, this harsh treatment may have led to effects similar to the evaporation of
additive during the in-operando experiments described by Schaffer et al. and Yang
et al., leading to an early decrease in FF and especially PCE. On the other hand, the
preparation routine involves (short) exposition to ambient conditions and light during
the transfers between the glovebox system and the thermal evaporation setup. This in
itself would not greatly affect devices measured timely after preparation. However, the
device measured in-operando had to be transported and stored in a small transport
container for a week before the measurement was performed so that some additional
pre-degradation could not be avoided. This effect was also seen for inherently more
stable P3HT-based solar cells and is even more pronounced for PTB7-Th due to its
sensitivity, as discussed in the following.[65,90] To exclude effects of heating during the
solar cell operation, the sample holder is cooled using a Peltier element to limit the
heating of the sample to a minimum. After an initial increase in temperature over
the first hour, the temperature stabilizes at around 25 °C. Figure 7.4 illustrates the
temporal evolution of the most important photovoltaic parameters normalized to their
initial values. The FF exhibits an initial increase, which has also been seen for other
devices and can be assigned to the initial burn-in effect.[65,90] The open-circuit voltage
Voc shows a significant initial loss within the first hour of operation and a less pro-
nounced decrease afterward while the short-circuit current Jsc decreases linearly with
time. The combination of both effects leads to a significant decrease in PCE within a
few hours.
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Figure 7.5
Exemplary 2D GISAXS data taken before and during the in-operando measurement of the
solar cell under illumination. The black horizontal lines are caused by a gap between the
detector modules. The black circle denotes the beamstop, which absorbs the specularly
reflected beam of high intensity. Clearly visible are the intensity maxima in vertical direction
caused by the homogeneous film thickness.

7.3.2 In-Operando GISAXS Measurement

To reveal the morphological changes within the photoactive layer, in-operando GISAXS
measurements are performed. The related 2D GISAXS data are shown in Figure 7.5.
For an in-depth data analysis, the 2D GISAXS data are reduced to 1D horizontal
and vertical line cuts. The horizontal line cuts are performed in the so-called Yoneda
region of PTB7-Th for which the highest scattering signal of PTB7-Th is detected.
The respective scattering intensity for each measurement during operation is plotted
in Figure 7.6 with the experimental data shown as black symbols and the respective
fits as red lines. While the principle shape of the scattering curves stays constant, a
slight shift in the intensity is visible, with a small decrease in intensity at higher qy
values in combination with an increase in intensity at very low qy values. The curves
are fitted using a model to extract the average sizes and distances of scattering poly-
mer domains present in the active layer. The X-ray scattering arises due to different
structures present in the probed thin films. These structures are modeled using ap-
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Figure 7.6
Horizontal line cuts of the 2D GISAXS data (black symbols) during operation of the solar
cell with the corresponding model fits (red lines). The curves are plotted logarithmically
and shifted along the intensity axis for clarity with increasing time.

propriate form and structure factors to describe their diffuse scattering. Here, a model
is used that had been successfully applied to other BHJ solar cells and similar sys-
tems before.[65,68,70] It is based on the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) to
take the grazing incidence geometry into account. Additionally, the effective interface
approximation (EIA) is used. As the sample exhibits rather polydisperse scattering
structures, a combination of three different lateral structures is used, applying aver-
aged form factors of cylindrical shape with different radii. The local monodisperse
approximation (LMA) is applied to model the scattering intensity via incoherent su-
perposition of the intensities of the individual structures. The model parameters can
be found in Figure 7.7. Indeed, the respective scattering intensities (I1, I2, and I3 for
the modeled domains and I0 at low qy values beyond the resolution limit) show the
most pronounced changes while the domain distances and sizes change only slightly,
which is in contrast to other, similar systems investigated before.[65,68] Initial aver-
age radii for the modeled structures are R1 � �75 � 5�nm, R2 � �18 � 2�nm, and
R3 � �2.6�0.3�nm with virtually no changes for R1 and R3 and only a slight decrease
of about 10 % for R1 after the first hour.
For OPV systems such as P3HT:PCBM solar cells in conventional device archi-

tecture, a dominant decrease in Jsc was directly connected to an increase of poly-
mer domain sizes and distances which caused a loss in donor-acceptor interface and
therefore reduced the chance of exciton splitting.[65] Inverting the device structure for
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Figure 7.7
Parameters used for the fits: (a) intensities, (b) distances, and (c) diameters of the modeled
structures in the active layer. Especially during the first hour of operation, an increase in
intensity at lower qy values (I0) is visible, while the intensity at larger qy values (I1, I2, I3,
corresponding to the three modeled structures) decreases initially.

P3HT:PCBM solar cells, on the other hand, led to significantly less decrease in Jsc
corresponding to the stabilized morphology.[89] In low-bandgap PCPDTBT:PC71BM
solar cells, the evaporation of the processing additive led to a decrease in the domain
sizes and formation of islands and traps which was attributed to being the reason for
the observed dominant loss in FF.[68] Even though a slight decrease in domain size for
intermediate structures (R2) is visible, this cannot be connected to a simultaneous loss
in FF and occurs in structures larger than the ones discussed for PCPDTBT:PC71BM
solar cells. From the use of DIO as solvent additive in the PTB7-Th:PC71BM system
studied here, a decrease in the characteristic domain sizes might be expected if DIO is
leaving the active layer, as was shown in earlier work on inverted PTB7-Th:PC71BM
solar cells.[70] In the present work, however, no significant amount of residual DIO
can evaporate, as the solar cell was treated with a prolonged vacuum before applying
the back electrodes to minimize residual DIO inside the active layer. Moreover, the
PTB7-Th:PC71BM based system studied here differs from the previous study not only
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in the amount of residual DIO but also in the device architecture and type of interlayer,
which are known to influence the film morphology and device stability.[65,89,285–287]

Neither of the processes reported in the literature before and discussed above seems
to have a significant effect on the present system. The intensities for the three modeled
polymer domains I1, I2, and I3 in comparison to the intensity I0 at low qy indicative
of domains beyond the resolution limit show significant changes. Especially during
the first hour of operation, I0 increases more than two-fold, while I1 decreases more
than 30 %. The changes in scattering intensity indicate that the three modeled do-
mains lose some of their scattering contrast while the pronounced intensity increase
beyond the resolution limit suggests an increase in scattering contrast for very large
lateral structures. The trend in domain scattering intensity corresponds well with the
initial decrease and later tapering off in Voc. Several factors can influence the scatter-
ing contrast, namely the material composition of the respective domains, the domain
abundance, or polydispersity.[288] A merging of large clusters R1 to even larger clusters
beyond the resolution limit might account for the loss in I1 in combination with the
increase in I0, yet this would not significantly change the observed OPV parameters,
as the length scales far exceed the exciton diffusion length. Additionally, an increase in
surface roughness could lead to an increased forward scattering in vertical direction.[164]

This increased scattering is corroborated by vertical cuts of the 2D GISAXS data
taken at qy = 0 nm�1 which show an increase in intensity for smaller qz values, as
illustrated in Figure 7.8. The interference fringes in qz direction (for qy close to 0) arise
from the active layer exhibiting a surface roughness strongly correlated to its interface
with the PEDOT:PSS layer, leading to a waveguide effect. The layer thickness d is
estimated from the distance of neighboring minima or maxima via[164,288]

d �
2π

∆qz
. (7.1)

The pronounced fringes caused by the correlated roughness remain constant during the
process, indicating a constant, homogeneous film thickness of around 100 nm within
the active layer. As no significant changes in the active layer morphology can be found,
chemical modifications might also be responsible for the change in scattering contrast
of the domains.
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Figure 7.8
Intensity of the vertical cuts of the 2D GISAXS data during operation of the solar cell.
The curves are plotted logarithmically and shifted along the intensity axis for clarity with
increasing time. Areas shaded in light blue denote qz values inaccessible due to the applied
beamstop and gaps between the detector elements. Except for a slight increase in overall
intensity over time, no significant changes can be deduced. Especially the distance between
the extrema of the interference fringes ∆qz deriving from the active layer with a correlated
surface roughness stays constant, indicating a constant film thickness of about 100 nm.

7.4 Following the Light-Induced Aging of Thin-Film
Samples

To look into chemical alterations in more detail, thin-film samples of PTB7-Th are
investigated concerning their optical and chemical properties using UV/vis and FTIR
spectroscopy as well as nano IR mapping. For these measurements, freshly prepared
samples are left to dry overnight under a nitrogen atmosphere in a glovebox before
starting the initial measurements.

7.4.1 Optical Absorption

UV/vis absorbance spectra of the fresh samples illustrate the material characteristic
absorption features of the investigated materials. Figure 7.9 shows typical absorbance
curves (bold) for PC71BM (orange), PTB7-Th (dark blue), and their blend (turquoise).
After these initial measurements, the samples are inserted into a custom-built setup
for controlled illumination under a dry airflow. The setup consists of several LEDs of
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Figure 7.9
UV/vis absorbance spectra of the investigated pure PC71BM (orange) and PTB7-Th (dark
blue) films and their blend (turquoise) in comparison to the spectral flux for the used
illumination sources with 365, 468, 512, and 634 nm (indicated with the respective colored
curves). For UV light, three LED sources are combined to increase the total intensity.

different wavelengths all placed at the same distance from the sample holder (see also
Figure 7.2). Figure 7.9 additionally illustrates the wavelength-dependent spectral flux
density Fλ of the used LEDs (denoted with the respective colors) in comparison to the
one of the solar simulator (pink).
Optical absorbance spectra of thin films produced from solutions of pure PC71BM,

pure PTB7-Th and the blend of both materials on glass substrates are shown in Fig-
ure 7.10 to emphasize changes with increasing illumination time between 0 and 23.5 h,
as indicated. While the absorption for PC71BM stays almost constant over the course
of one day, the other samples degrade significantly even after only 0.5 h of illumination.
The trend is particularly visible for the pure PTB7-Th film, for which almost no ab-
sorbance can be measured after one day of illumination. For the blend film, the most
pronounced losses are found for wavelength regions mostly connected to the polymer,
with the spectrum showing a high similarity to the one of pure PC71BM after 3.5 h.
Indeed, the blend seems to show a faster initial decrease in the polymer peak intensity
as compared to the pure polymer. This will be discussed later in more detail.
At later stages of illumination, even the absorbance peak at around 500 nm derived

from PC71BM decreases significantly, showing a loss in stability for the fullerene deriva-
tive when combined with the polymer, as has been discussed in other works.[74,92,289]

As the pristine PC71BM film does not show significant degradation over the discussed
time,[290] the following sections will focus on the pure polymer and its blend. Interest-
ingly, the absorption maximum at 720 nm decreases significantly faster compared to
the one at 640 nm and both peaks show a slight blue shift. This effect has also been
observed for other materials before.[71,98,291] The maximum at higher wavelengths can
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Figure 7.10
UV/vis absorption spectra of thin films of the pure materials (a) PC71BM and (b) PTB7-Th
and (c) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend before illumination (dark color lines) with all LEDs
and at certain intervals of illumination time (lighter colors).

be attributed to the chromophore length which depends on the conjugation within the
aromatic polymer backbone and its inter-molecular interactions within the polymer
aggregates.[228] It seems that in a first stage, this chromophore length is considerably
decreased, causing the blue shift and loss in absorption. However, the simultaneous,
albeit slower, decrease in the maximum at higher wavelengths results from a concurrent
breaking of conjugation occurring on longer time scales.[74,94]

UV radiation is well-known to cause significant aging and loss in performance of
sensitive photoactive organic materials.[110–113] To confirm if the elimination of UV light
from the illumination setup could hinder the degradation process, the aging experiment
is repeated for pure PTB7-Th and its blend, this time using either a single red, green
or blue LED (634, 512 and 468 nm, respectively) or a combination of three UV LEDs
(365 nm, see also Table 7.1 for the respective power output).
In Figure 7.11, the respective normalized absorbance spectra of PTB7-Th (a-f, blue)

and its blend (g-l, green) are plotted individually for each illumination experiment, with
small curves in violet (for UV light), blue, green, and red indicating the normalized
spectral flux density of the applied LEDs in comparison to the simulated solar cell
spectrum (pink). Even at first glance, a pronounced decrease in absorbance is visible
for all applied wavelengths, which suggests that high-energy UV light is not chiefly
responsible for the observed degradation process. Indeed, the strongest decrease in
absorbance is induced by blue and even red light, which could be related to the higher
flux of the respective LEDs in comparison to the UV LED. Additionally, another trend
can be distinguished: depending on the maximum wavelength of the applied LED, a
stronger decrease in absorbance in the corresponding wavelength region of the sample
is visible. Blue light leads to a more pronounced reduction in the range of 450 nm,
while red light affects this area only marginally but leads to more pronounced losses
in the region around 650 nm.
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Figure 7.11
UV/vis absorption spectra collected before and during illumination of (a-f) pure PTB7-Th
and (g-l) its blend with PC71BM with LEDs of different wavelengths (indicated with the
respective colors in each subfigure): (a,g) 365, (b,h) 468, (c,i) 512, (d,j) 634 nm, (e,k) all
LEDs, and (f,l) solar simulator.
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Figure 7.12
Evolution of the normalized integrated absorption peak area over time for illumination with
different light sources for a) the pure polymer film in comparison to b) the blend film. The
light sources are indicated by different colors.

To get a more comprehensive understanding of the effect that light of different wave-
lengths has on the overall degradation of the investigated materials, the areas below
the absorbance curves are integrated over the important wavelength range between
500 nm and 800 nm to get one value of absorbance for each point in time, making com-
parisons easier. Figure 7.12 shows the evolution of the normalized integrated areas
over time. The overall absorption of the polymer for illumination with LEDs in the
visible range is, as expected, significantly more affected than the one of the blend,
as the PC71BM absorption in the latter shows only slight losses. However, a pro-
nounced initial decay for all illumination pathways is visible for the blend. This is in
accordance with other works describing a destabilizing effect of PCBM on low-bandgap
polymers,[67,92,93,107,108,279,292] in contrast to other polymers that are rather stabilized by
blending with fullerene derivatives.[293,294] The exact processes are still under debate,
although several competing mechanisms have been proposed, all connected to the dif-
ference in electron affinity between the polymer and the fullerene derivative.[75,106,295]

While PC71BM exhibits radical scavenging properties due to its higher electron affin-
ity, it can increase the creation of triplet states within the polymer via non-geminate
recombination, which again can lead to the creation of more reactive oxygen species.
Interestingly, the type of illumination seems to have a pronounced effect, with pure
UV radiation and the solar simulator inducing the smallest decrease, while red and
blue light seem to be the chief degradation agents when comparing their effect to the
one of all LEDs combined.
Clearly, illumination over time alone is not a sufficient measure of the degradation

process. Therefore, the accumulated spectral flux density Fλ (= emitted energy dose
per area) of the respective light source for each measurement is used to better compare
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Figure 7.13
Evolution of the normalized integrated absorption peak area versus the emitted energy dose
of the respective light source for illumination with different light sources for a) the pure
polymer film in comparison to b) the blend film. The light sources are indicated by different
colors.

the different light sources in terms of emitted energy. The integrated absorbance over
the emitted energy dose of each light source is plotted in Figure 7.13. A pronounced
correlation of the decrease in overall absorbance with increasing emitted energy dose is
visible, with a similar trend for the used LEDs. However, the solar simulator radiation
and red LED show unexpected results, with the former having only a weak influence,
while the latter induces comparably strong aging. To explain these differences, a look
at the respective spectral flux density Fλ of the different light sources in comparison
to the spectral absorbance of the materials can help (see again Figure 7.9). While e.g.
the red and blue LED show a similar Fλ, more photons are absorbed especially by the
polymer in the red wavelength region due to its low bandgap. On the other hand, the
solar simulator has a widespread power spectrum, including in wavelength regions for
which the absorption of the materials is low.
Therefore, the accumulated number of absorbed photons per area (= absorbed pho-

ton dose) instead of the emitted energy dose is used to compare the different light
sources in Figure 7.14. The absorbed photon dose is calculated from the emission
spectra of the respective light sources and the measured absorbance spectra of the in-
vestigated materials. The absorbed spectral photon irradiance Eλ for any given sample
at any given measurement time can be determined using its absorbance Aλ and the
emitted spectral flux density Fλ of the used light source

Eλ � Fλ�1 � 10�Aλ�. (7.2)

This equation can be converted to the number of absorbed photons of the respec-
tive energy. Integrating over the whole spectrum gives the total amount of absorbed
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Figure 7.14
Evolution of the normalized integrated absorption peak area versus the absorbed photon
dose of the respective light source for illumination with different light sources for a) the
pure polymer film in comparison to b) the blend film. The light sources are indicated by
different colors.

photon dose for this measurement. The data points for each measurement are fitted
over time to get the number of absorbed photons in the intervals between every two
measurements.
Using this measure, an almost linear degradation with the absorbed photon dose

is observable for the pure polymer, indicating that each single absorbed photon –
irrespective of its energy – has the same probability of inducing chemical degradation.
For the blend, a similar trend can be seen for the first stage of degradation, until most
of the absorbance due to the polymer is lost. Both samples initially show very similar
behavior in terms of degradation over absorbed photon dose. The strong correlation
of loss in absorbance with the number of absorbed photons irrespective of their energy
hints at a process also suggested by Xie et al.[279] As soon as the chromophores of
the polymer absorb a photon of sufficient energy, they are transferred into an excited
state. Non-geminate recombination of separated charges can generate triplet states
which subsequently increase the formation of highly reactive singlet oxygen expected
to be the main oxidizing agent.[292,295,296]

These findings can be corroborated by additional aging experiments performed by
variation of two parameters: Freshly prepared samples of the pure polymer and its
blend are either stored in the dark under ambient conditions or encapsulated before
illumination with all LEDs. The resulting UV/vis absorption spectra taken before
and during the storage or illumination can be found in Figure 7.15 and show a vast
improvement in the stability of the samples in all cases. This clearly shows that
the main aging process needs a combination of excitation of the chromophores and
the availability of an oxidizing agent (namely oxygen). Even though encapsulation
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Figure 7.15
UV/vis absorbance spectra of thin films of (a,b) pure PTB7-Th and (c,d) the PTB7-
Th:PC71BM blend under different conditions. (a,c) Samples encapsulated and illuminated
exactly as the non-encapsulated films discussed before and shown in Figure 7.11. (b,d)
Samples stored under normal atmospheric conditions (including air and water) without illu-
mination.

can hinder some external degradation, this is not always sufficient to prevent aging.
Photolysis, the irradiation performed in absence of oxygen, can still lead to long-
term losses, albeit in a matter of hours rather than minutes.[71,291] On the other hand,
residual solvent additive or small quantities of impurities acquired during processing
might accelerate the degradation.[74,75] The small losses visible for the samples stored
in the dark can be assigned to the short time in which they are illuminated (without
encapsulation) while performing the spectroscopy measurements.[75] Similar processes
can be assumed to be also responsible for the loss in PCE of the investigated solar cell,
as some contamination and irradiation during the preparation process of the solar cells
and implementation into the in-operando measurement setup could not be avoided.
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Table 7.2
Prominent IR absorption peaks visible for pristine PTB7-Th films and the PTB7-Th:PC71BM
blend. The respective vibration modes are assigned based on literature values and IR
tables.[67,74,75,297,298]

ν denotes stretching vibrations, δ bending modes.

wavenumber (cm�1) assigned mode(s) trend

2955 νas-CH3 ↓
2943 PC71BM —
2926 νas-CH2 ↓
2900 ν-CH (hidden peak) ↓
2870 νs-CH3 ↓
2856 νs-CH2 ↓
1857 ν-C=O (product) ↑
1786 ν-C=O (product) ↑
1738 PC71BM —
1730 ν-C=O (thienothiophene (TT) side-chain) ↓
1704 ν-C=O (TT side-chain) ↓
1567 ν-C=C (TT-associated) ↓
1486 ν-C=C (benzodithiophene (BDT)-associated) ↓
1460 δ-CH3 + δ-CH2 (+ ν-C=C) ↓
1430 δ-CH2 + C70 (+ ν-C=C) ↓
1400 ν-C-F ↓
1377 δ-CH3 ↓
1295 ν-C-O-C + δ-CH2 ↓
1252 ν-C-O-C ↓
1185 ν-C-O-C + δ-CHn + aromatic C-H ↑
1154 δ-CH3 + δ-CH2 ↓
1097 δ-CH in-plane (Th) —
1062 ν-C-O-C ↓

7.4.2 Chemical Structure

To elucidate the chemical changes of the polymer during and after illumination, FTIR
spectroscopy measurements are performed. Initial high-resolution FTIR data of pris-
tine films of PTB7-Th, PC71BM, and their blend are found in Figure 7.16. To enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio for these data, films of a higher film thickness drop-cast on
silicon substrates are used. Each of the peaks visible in the spectra can be assigned
to one or several specific vibration modes present in the sample. Table 7.2 gives an
overview of prominent absorption bands with their respective vibration modes and the
functional unit they arise from for a range between 3000 cm�1 – 1000 cm�1.
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Figure 7.16
Chemical structures of the used materials and FTIR spectra taken before illumination of
thin films made from (a) pure PTB7-Th, (b) pure PC71BM, and (c) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM
blend. Indicated are the regions typical for vibrations of the respective bonds of C, H and O
atoms and the fingerprint region. These initial spectra are taken using drop-cast films due
to their higher thickness which significantly enhanced the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 7.17
FTIR spectra for (a) PTB7-Th (blue) and (b) with the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend (green)
taken before, during, and after illumination with all LEDs, as indicated by progressively
lighter colors. Changes in the peak intensity (and position) are marked by the respective
arrows, indicating the creation or loss of C=O bonds and the loss of C=C bonds.

For following the degradation via FTIR, spin-cast films are investigated to keep the
results comparable to the ones already discussed for the optical absorption. Figure 7.17
illustrates the changes in the IR absorption over time for PTB7-Th and the blend
during illumination with all LEDs. The peaks are tracked over time similarly to the
procedure used for the UV/vis absorbance values. The changes in IR absorbance upon
illumination are quite pronounced for both samples. Most of the vibration bands
assigned to C=C bonds in the conjugated backbone as well as alkyl groups in the side
chains disappear almost completely. Meanwhile, the existing C=O bands associated
with the ester groups show a blue shift and additional C=O vibration peaks arise
at higher wavenumbers. In the blend film, also the bands assigned to PC71BM are
affected, although less so than the ones of the polymer.
To get a more quantitative picture, the IR absorbance peaks are fitted using a

combination of Gaussians for each of the absorption peaks with the general form

y �
A

σ
Ó

2π
exp���x � y�2

2σ2 � . (7.3)

Figure 7.18 illustrates the changes in IR absorbance for the most prominent vibra-
tion modes, as extracted from these fits and normalized to their maximum values,
over time (the dotted lines are guides to the eye). A strong and early decrease in
absorbance is visible for the bands connected to the conjugated polymer backbone
and associated functional groups, while the creation of new C=O bands is delayed
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Figure 7.18
Comparison of the change in IR-absorbance for exemplary, prominent peaks for (a) pure
PTB7-Th versus (b) the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend, plotted over illumination time. The
dotted lines are guides to the eye. Depicted in violet are vibration modes of the conjugated
backbone ([ 1568 cm�1) and the connected C-F bond (W 1396 cm�1). Light pink values
are derived from CH3 (u 1379 cm�1) and CH2 (� 1462 cm�1) vibrations and green illustrates
intensity values of newly created C=O bonds (` 1858 cm�1, a 1785 cm�1).

and starts several hours later. The PTB7-Th backbone consists of two alternating
units, the electron donor TT and the acceptor BDT, as detailed in Section 3.1.1. The
peaks for the stretching modes of the conjugated backbone (1568 cm�1) and the C-F
bond connected to the TT unit (1396 cm�1) are shown in violet. For the polymer as
well as the blend, they exhibit the most pronounced decay and virtually vanish in 8 h.
Thus, as confirmed by other studies on PTB7 and PTB7-Th[68,90,94] and in contrast
to polymers like P3HT,[71,98] the conjugated backbone is clearly the most sensitive re-
action site within this process. Exemplary bending modes of the alkyl groups in the
side chains (1460 and 1377 cm�1), both depicted in light pink, show a rather linear
decrease until they almost vanish after one day. A similar behavior is also found for
the stretching vibrations of these alkyl groups (3000 cm�1 – 2800 cm�1). The interpre-
tation of this linear decrease is complicated by the fact that vibration modes of the
conjugated backbone might also contribute to absorption in the wavenumber region
between 1500 cm�1 – 1350 cm�1. For the blend film, the slower decrease of the alkyl
bands might be due to the overlap with the pronounced C70 vibrations at 1430 cm�1
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Figure 7.19
Comparison of the thickness evolution of thin films of pure PTB7-Th (blue) and the PTB7-
Th:PC71BM blend (green) over time.

and 2943 cm�1, which only decrease in later stages of the degradation process. Overall,
the decrease in the alkyl vibration bands hints at a significant side-chain cleavage and
even the evaporation of created volatile products from the film.[299]

The extent of side-chain cleavage depends not only on the type of polymer but also on
the applied aging conditions. It is important to note that a comparably high-intensity
illumination was used including UV irradiation under close-to ambient conditions (al-
beit with dry air) for up to 48 h, while other groups chose significantly lower intensities
for only a few hours in earlier studies. The chemical degradation initiates a signifi-
cant loss of order within the side chains and the polymer backbone, leading to a loss
in molecular packing with a subsequent blue-shift and loss of UV/vis absorption, as
discussed in Figure 7.10.[74,228]

The side-chain cleavage is supported by additional measurements of the sample film
thickness via profilometry, as illustrated in Figure 7.19. While the blend film thick-
ness remains constant over the entire measurement time (similar to the in-operando
solar cell measurement, see Figure 7.8), the polymer film shows a very different be-
havior. After keeping a constant film thickness for around 8 hours, a linear decline
in thickness is visible for later stages of aging, until the film has not even 20 % of
its original thickness after one day. The immense loss in thickness is a clear sign of
the loss of material. It should be noted that this process only starts after about 8
hours, which is in accordance with a two-phase degradation process. In a first phase,
the backbone is oxidized, leading to losses in chromophore length and conjugation,
without completely destroying the molecules. Only later in the process – coinciding
with the beginning creation of new C=O bonds at the cost of a drastic loss of C=C
bonds – the material loss becomes visible, indicating that side-chains are broken from
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the backbone due to oxidation. The constant film thickness within the blend film can
be explained by several factors. PC71BM is known to incorporate oxygen within its
phase, leading to swelling which might counteract possible thickness losses.[294] Addi-
tionally, it could lead to a containment of volatile products within the blend film. The
pronounced initial losses in UV/vis spectroscopy (Figure 5) within the first 8 hours of
illumination can be correlated to the initial breaking of the conjugation length. It is
interesting to note that the new C=O bonds (illustrated in green) only emerge after
several hours of illumination. It seems that the initial oxidation step does not lead to
carbonyl or carboxyl groups directly, but creates an intermediate that does not show
in the respective wavenumber region. Other groups have suggested that oxygen, as
a dienophile, attacks the electron-rich regions within the thiophene rings of the BDT
unit of the polymer[92] and creates intermediate cyclic peroxides, which in a later step
are converted into carbonyl groups.[75,94]

7.4.3 Surface Morphology and Chemistry

Potential changes in the surface morphology and roughness are investigated with AFM.
2D AFM data of the pristine active layer film and a sample illuminated under a solar
simulator for one day can be found in Figure 7.20. Similar to the findings discussed for
the in-operando GISAXS study, no pronounced differences in the surface morphology
of the active layer are distinguishable. The lateral size of visible (elevated) domains
decreases slightly, with diameters of (200 ± 40) nm for the fresh versus (185 ± 35)
nm for the aged sample while the surface after illumination shows an increase in aver-
age root mean square (rms) roughness (8 nm) as compared to the pristine sample (5
nm). The aged sample seems to have lost material on the surface which increases the
contrast between the elevated and deeper domains. This could explain the increased
scattering intensity at very low qy values found in the GISAXS study due to an in-
creased contrast between large domains and an increased surface roughness. However,
a simple morphological change on these large length scales should not affect the OPV
behavior significantly, as they exceed the exciton diffusion length. On the other hand,
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Figure 7.20
AFM height images of (a) the pristine active layer versus (b) an aged active layer film.
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Figure 7.21
Comparison of (a,c) a pristine thin film stored in the dark with (b,d) an aged (illuminated)
thin film of the PTB7-Th:PC71BM blend. (a,b) Topology showing the surface of the inves-
tigated films via AFM height scans, (c,d) simultaneously mapped area using IR wavenumber
of 1740 cm�1. Differences in the surface chemistry between the aged and the pristine sam-
ple can be seen in the intensity at 1740 cm�1, indicating the amount of PC71BM at the
surface, equating a lower surface coverage with PTB7-Th as compared to the pristine film.
Measurements were performed by Anasys Instruments, US.

a loss of material at the surface due to evaporation again corroborates the findings
gathered from the FTIR spectroscopy data.
To further elucidate the chemical degradation on a nanoscale, non-illuminated (pris-

tine) and illuminated (aged) blend films are probed using AFM in combination with
IR mapping. This method has been successfully used for other applications and offers
a detailed view of the chemical changes happening at the sample surface.[209,300] As
already mentioned, the surface topographies of the pristine and the aged samples are
similar. Zooming into regions of 1 � 1 µm2 with AFM, the elevated structures appear
to be rather polygonal than spherical (see Figure 7.21a) and b) for the pristine and
aged sample, respectively). In the AFM-IR experiment, IR intensity maps are mea-
sured simultaneously at 1740 cm�1 (see Figure 7.21c) and d) for the pristine and aged
sample, respectively). Even though the surface topology of both samples does not
differ significantly, the IR mapping shows pronounced differences. While for the non-
degraded blend lower absorption at 1740 cm�1, especially over most elevated areas, is
visible, the degraded blend film shows an increased overall absorption, particularly at
the edges of the domains. At a wavenumber of 1740 cm�1, PC71BM-rich domains at
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the sample surface will absorb significantly more radiation than PTB7-Th rich areas.
As can be seen in the initial FTIR measurements on pristine samples (see Figure 7.16)
and the FTIR data taken during degradation (see Figure 7.17), PC71BM has a pro-
nounced C=O vibration band at 1740 cm�1. Theoretically, an increase at 1740 cm�1

could also be due to degradation products (C=O bands) at the polymer forming at
higher wavenumbers. However, degradation of the pure PTB7-Th film showed a rather
constant value at this wavenumber over the entire process. It is known, that the poly-
mer tends to accumulate near the surface under the typical production conditions and
is, therefore, mainly present at the surface of the pristine sample. From this finding,
it can be concluded that the aged sample exhibits a higher amount of PC71BM on its
surface due to the loss of formerly accumulated PTB7-Th. These results are in ac-
cordance with the other findings, indicating the creation of volatile reaction products
that leave the organic film, for example due to cleavage of side-chains.[75,109]

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, thin films of PTB7-Th and PC71BM used as active layers in organic
solar cells are investigated during photodegradation by combining various methods
to determine morphological and chemical changes relevant for the photovoltaic per-
formance. In-operando GISAXS shows a correlation between the loss in the device
efficiency and morphological changes. Alterations in surface roughness and scattering
contrast also seen via AFM indicate structural changes and material loss. UV/vis
absorption shows significant and wavelength-independent losses during illumination in
oxygen atmosphere, evidencing that excitation of the polymer PTB7-Th – independent
of the energy of the absorbed photons – leads to a strong increase in the oxidation
probability. The sensitivity of the polymer backbone towards oxidation, causing a
reduction in conjugation length, is evident from the FTIR data. Applying combined
AFM height and IR mapping, the chemical degradation and material loss are proven
on a nanoscale. Thus, it is shown that chemical changes during photodegradation in-
fluence the morphology on a nanoscale and have a significant effect on the active layer
in various ways, leading to a fatal loss in efficiency. As a consequence, encapsulation
is required for further work with PTB7-Th and similar polymers, as even traces of
contaminants from the fabrication process will have to be taken into account for po-
tential applications. The observed sensitivity to photons regardless of their respective
energy and the finding that the blend morphology is not undergoing major changes
although the chemical structure is seriously damaged will be interesting aspects to
study in other OPV systems such as non-fullerene blends.
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CHAPTER8
Conclusion & Outlook

The widespread use of organic photovoltaics is still hindered by their comparably low
initial efficiency and insufficient long-term stability. These parameters are significantly
affected by the chemistry and morphology of the photoactive layer as well as the con-
tact to applied electrodes. An in-depth understanding of the contributing factors is
a vital step towards enhancing the solar cell performance. This work presents inves-
tigations of the interrelation between structural and photovoltaic parameters within
solar cell systems, focusing on the photoactive layer itself and its interface to the metal
back electrode. A range of different characterization methods is applied to acquire a
deeper understanding of the properties of the respective material systems. Dynamic
structural changes play a key role during the deposition of electrode materials as well
as for degradation processes. Therefore, these changes are followed in situ using suit-
able X-ray scattering methods at a synchrotron radiation source to yield a high time
resolution. The techniques of choice are GISAXS and GIWAXS, offering data with a
high statistical relevance. Complementary spectroscopy and microscopy measurements
illuminate the relations between different properties of the investigated systems and
processes.
Interfaces between organic and metallic layers are inherently present in most organic

solar cells, as the metal electrodes offer unparalleled advantages over other materials in
terms of their electrical conductivity. In industrial settings, metal contacts are typically
applied using sputter deposition methods. While the general concepts of metal layer
formation are known, the effects of differences in the chemistry and morphology of an
organic substrate in the layer growth are not yet fully understood.
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As the affinity of the deposited metal to certain materials or functional groups varies,
differences in the chemistry can impact the formation of the metal layer. Side-chain
modifications are a typical way of tuning the optical bandgap of photoactive polymers
and thereby optimizing the solar cell efficiency. In the scope of this work, the influence
of differences in the side chains of the state-of-the-art low-bandgap polymers PTB7
and PTB7-Th on the formation of a gold layer are investigated. The growth process is
followed in situ using GISAXS and GIWAXS, illuminating the formation of nanocrys-
talline gold clusters and subsequent island growth. From the first isolated gold nuclei
to the percolated gold layer, information about the average cluster size and distance
as well as the surface coverage are extracted and quantified. Combining observations
about changes in the lateral and vertical structures, a five-stage model of the elec-
trode formation is derived. The initial nucleation is followed by a diffusion-dominated
growth of small, mobile clusters. With growing size, the cluster mobility is decreased,
leading to primarily adsorption-driven further growth of immobilized larger clusters
and to elongated structures. Size restrictions dominate the subsequent grain growth
process. The slight modifications in the side-chains influence the growth kinetics es-
pecially in the early stages of the growth. Indeed, the substitution of oxygen with
thiophene rings leads to a decrease in gold cluster size and distance, as gold exhibits
lower mobilities on the surface due to its higher affinity to the sulfur groups. Using
in-situ observations, these small effects are uncovered and the final difference in grain
size is explained, providing a fundamental understanding of the layer growth depen-
dence on bandgap-tuned polymers. Thus, when optimizing the bandgap of photoactive
materials, potential effects on the contact have to be taken into account.
The morphology of the photoactive layer has a pronounced influence on the perfor-

mance of organic photovoltaics. Solvent additives are used to enhance the solar cell
efficiency by modifying the active layer morphology during processing. Building on
the findings for pure PTB7-Th, mixed photoactive layers with PC71BM are explored,
investigating the effects of the solvent additive DIO on the active layer morphology
and on the formation of an applied gold layer. The blend films are processed either
with or without DIO, illustrating differences in the inner film morphology and sur-
face roughness. Processing without the additive results in films with larger, coarser
domains and pronounced aggregates of PC71BM at the surface; adding DIO leads to
smoother films with a better intermixing of smaller, elongated domains. The gold layer
formation on the active layer films is investigated in situ using GISAXS and GIWAXS.
Additional XRR measurements probe the vertical film profile. The general growth
mechanism is similar for blends with and without the additive and comparable to the
one on the pure polymer film. However, the differences in the initial film morphology
clearly affect the deposited gold layer. The blend processed with DIO shows a behavior
similar to the one of the pure polymer sample due to its PTB7-Th enrichment layer
at the surface with comparably low surface roughness. In contrast, the blend without
additive exhibits aggregates of PC71BM at its rough surface, affecting the gold layer
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growth in several ways. Due to the gold filling the spaces between the aggregates, a
significantly thicker intermixing layer is created. Additionally, the aggregates impose
space restrictions on the growing gold clusters and increase the roughness of the final
gold film. Therefore, the additive does not only enhance the photovoltaic properties of
the active layer, but also leads to a smoother gold-organic interface with larger grains
and fewer grain boundaries which potentially enhances the charge carrier extraction.
Generally, the electrode contact needs to be taken into account when optimizing the
active layer morphology.
Increasing the initial solar cell efficiency is a necessary, yet not sufficient measure

to make them viable for widespread applications without a certain long-term stabil-
ity. In particular solar cells based on low-bandgap polymers are sensitive to various
degradation processes, which strongly decrease their lifetime. This work focuses on
potential degradation pathways during irradiation-induced aging of active layer films
of PTB7-Th and PC71BM. Various complementary methods are combined to deter-
mine the structural and chemical properties before, during, and after the illumination
with different light sources. In-operando GISAXS is used to follow morphological
changes within the active layer of a working solar cell, while simultaneously tracking
its photovoltaic performance. While the loss in device efficiency cannot be correlated
to significant differences in the phase separation, it is connected to alterations in the
surface roughness and scattering contrast which indicate a material loss at the film
surface. Structural changes happening on a molecular scale are probed with spectro-
scopic methods to evaluate the extent of light-induced oxidation processes leading to
degradation. Significant and wavelength-independent losses in the optical absorption
occur during illumination in an oxygen atmosphere, evidencing that the excitation of
PTB7-Th – independent of the energy of the absorbed photons – leads to a strong
increase in the oxidation probability. Pronounced oxidation and breaking of bonds are
evidence for the sensitivity of the polymer towards photo-oxidation, causing a reduc-
tion in the conjugation length and therefore loss in optical absorption and conductivity.
The chemical degradation and material loss are additionally proven on a nanoscale at
the film surface by combining atomic force microscopy with infrared mapping. The
changes during photodegradation influence the morphology and significantly affect the
active layer in various ways, leading to a fatal loss of efficiency. Encapsulation can
limit the aging and is required for further work with sensitive materials such as PTB7-
Th, as even traces of contaminants from the fabrication process have to be taken into
account for potential applications.
The combined findings from the present work address efficiency and stability issues

from different morphological and chemical viewpoints and are an important step to-
wards the controlled fabrication of high-efficiency solar cells. Additionally, they are of
interest for other organic electronic devices based on irradiation-sensitive polymers or
exhibiting polymer-metal contacts. Investigating the influence of chemical and mor-
phological features of the organic layer on the electrode formation process supports
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Chapter 8 Conclusion & Outlook

the industrialization of the process in a wide range of applications. For the reliable,
long-term operation of organic electronic devices, the understanding gained from the
investigations of the aging mechanism is of utmost importance. In particular, both
chemical and morphological changes should be considered, as they are interrelated
and may only jointly explain the observed effects. Interesting aspects for further study
in other photoactive material systems are the high sensitivity of the low-bandgap poly-
mer to photons regardless of their respective energy as well as the finding that the blend
morphology is not undergoing major changes although the chemical structure is seri-
ously damaged. While recent research efforts have focused on optimizing individual
parameters in solar cells, this work recommends a more holistic approach for the future
search for promising photovoltaic systems.
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